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MISSION STATEMENT

The Neag School of Education Journal is an editor-reviewed, open-access, annual 
journal founded and run by graduate students and published through the Neag School of 
Education at the University of Connecticut� Its primary purpose is to offer a platform for 
graduate students to share their research and knowledge with academic communities, to 
broaden and deepen the literature of education, as written and experienced by graduate 
and doctoral students, as well as early-career scholars� 

The Neag School of Education Journal highlights the strongest, most robust student 
and early-career work from a broad range of disciplines such as educational psychology, 
curriculum and instruction, teacher education, as well as educational leadership�

Of particular interest are pieces providing reflection on student experience with their 
research processes and manuscripts showcasing research in the preliminary stages� The 
journal offers students and early-career scholars the chance to publish work through 
diverse types of academic writing including, but not limited to, research articles (e�g�, 
qualitative and quantitative research), essays, literature review, as well as personal 
experience and reflective pieces� 

Aligning with the mission of its governing institution, the Neag School of Education 
Journal places significance on pieces seeking to improve education and social systems in 
order to facilitate increasingly effective, equitable, and socially just practices for educators 
and practitioners from a variety of fields, perspectives, and theoretical lenses as they 
serve their local communities� Reflections are also sought after to foster relations and 
collaboration amongst graduate students and their colleagues, to pass along wisdom, 
innovation, and creativity in pursuit of fostering a graduate community rooted in rigorous 
and intentional research design and practices� The journal’s open access ensures it as a 
source for current and future practitioners�
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LETTER FROM THE BOARD

We are overjoyed to share the 2nd issue of the Neag School of Education Journal� 
Leading from our mission, our journal provides a unique space for graduate and early 
career scholars to develop and share a broad variety of scholarly work, including research 
articles, essays, literature reviews, and reflective pieces� We take pride in providing 
a supportive “testing-ground” for graduate authors to refine their original work in 
collaboration with our graduate-led editorial board� Fundamentally, the Neag School of 
Education Journal is committed to the growth and development of emergent educational 
researchers across fields� After much hard work and dedication from our authors and 
editorial board, we are thrilled to unveil the culmination of their efforts – four carefully 
selected pieces that showcase the excellence of our 2024 edition�

Each of this year’s articles exemplify the equity-grounded, methodologically rigorous, 
and innovative research that this journal endeavors to elevate�

Our first piece - Neuroscience concepts supporting teachers’ adaptive expertise� This 
essay, by Kristin Simmers and Sameera Massey, delves into the integration of neuroscience 
concepts in teaching, emphasizing the importance of understanding cognitive and neural 
mechanisms for effective instructional decisions� It argues that adopting the Mind, Brain, 
and Education (MBE) framework enhances teachers’ adaptive expertise, enabling them to 
navigate unpredictable teaching scenarios with efficiency, analyze classroom dynamics 
holistically, and maximize student engagement and learning outcomes� At a time when 
learning and brain myths are rampant in the teaching profession, this piece puts scientific 
understanding and research-informed approaches at the bedrock of good teaching and 
learning� 

Second - From fixed to flexible: Needed conditions to promote elementary teachers’ 
equitable use of within-class ability grouping, by Sarah Caroleo� This essay explores 
the historical context of fixed and flexible within-class student grouping practices and 
examines their impact on students’ access to equitable learning outcomes� The author 
advocates for flexible grouping strategies, supports the argument with empirical evidence, 
details the practical application of flexible grouping, and offers organizational and policy 
recommendations for its implementation� In this way, this piece pushes those supporting 
and training teachers as well as policymakers to think more expansively about how we 
ensure differentiation serves to meet all children’s needs rather than reinforce inequities�

Next - Does this mean we get an A? Causal implications of changes in school 
accountability by Samuel Kamin - utilizes regression discontinuity to draw causal 
conclusions about the impact of school rating categorization through the New York 
City Department of Education’s most recent school report card rating system� Notably, 
this piece provides causal evidence that schools that score just below the cut-score 
categorization of “Meeting” Student Achievement rating (i�e�, a score of “Approaching”) 
show positive and significant math test score gains the following year� As such, the 
piece has implications for how we think about both the impact of external accountability 
systems for schools and whether and to what degree such policies need to include carrots 
or sticks to provoke change�
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Finally - Perceptions of higher education professionals on the utility of the activities, 
programs, or policies tool to promote self-determination for college students with 
disabilities, by Dr� Ashley Taconet� This qualitative exploratory study investigates the 
experiences of 30 post-secondary disability resource and student affairs professionals 
with the Activities, Programs, or Policies (APP) Tool� Derived from work showing the 
benefits of developing and providing opportunities for self-determination for post-
secondary students and specifically those with disabilities, this manuscript offers an 
overview of practitioners’ experience with the tool and recommendations for further 
development of this instrument� As such, the piece provides analysis of a tool for campus 
leaders to promote and improve student self-determination�

We look forward to your enjoyment of this issue’s work and the outstanding 
contributions from our graduate and early career authors� We further hope that authors 
use the feedback they received during the editing process and choose to publish these 
manuscripts in professional peer reviewed journals in the future� At the Neag School of 
Education Journal, we focus on the development of student work by employing a high-
dose, collaborative review process� Our novel copyright policy is designed to empower 
students and early career scholars, allowing them to maintain the copyright for future 
publication�

We have many fantastic and dedicated people to thank for the realization of our 2nd 
issue� To Dr� Jennie Weiner, our advisor, thank you for your tireless dedication to this 
journal and to students� You model to us what a human-centered and compassionate 
review process can be and have taught us enduring lessons as reviewers and researchers� 

Another thank you to Dr� Jason Irizarry, our dean, who has enthusiastically supported the 
journal from its inception and made it clear that our work and voices matter� 

Thank you to Shawn Kornegay and the design team at UConn who helped ensure a 
second issue as beautifully apportioned as the first� We look forward to continuing to 
uplift graduate students’ work in years to come� 

Thank you to the members of the journal whose hard work and enthusiasm made this 
issue possible� We are excited to continue advancing this work with your assistance going 
forward� 

Finally, thank you to the authors of the pieces featured in this issue and all who 
submitted work� It goes without saying that this would be impossible without your 
contributions� We are immensely proud to feature your work in this issue�

To learn more about our team and mission, please visit us at  
https://education�uconn�edu/neag-journal/ 

https://education.uconn.edu/neag-journal/ 
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NEUROSCIENCE CONCEPTS SUPPORTING TEACHERS’ 
ADAPTIVE EXPERTISE
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ABSTRACT
Effective, responsive teaching benefits from a foundational understanding of the 

cognitive and neural mechanisms that underlie student learning, which can inform 
teachers’ instructional decisions� This article explores the potential influence of 
neuroscience concepts on teachers’ adaptive expertise, which can empower educators to 
navigate unpredictable teaching scenarios with efficient flexibility� The interdisciplinary 
framework of Mind, Brain, and Education (MBE) is proposed as a means to enhance this 
adaptability� Two core MBE concepts are explored: neuroplasticity, underscoring the 
brain’s adaptability through learning experiences, and the intertwined nature of emotion 
and cognition in shaping the learning process� Integrating MBE insights offers educators 
a holistic lens with which to better analyze and respond to classroom dynamics using 
research-informed approaches, thus maximizing student engagement and learning 
outcomes�

Keywords: Educational neuroscience, teacher education, adaptive expertise, mind brain 
and education�

https://orcid.org/0009-0009-3369-2959
HTTPS://ORCID.ORG/0000-0001-8838-6005
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The demands of modern education require that teachers have a deeper understanding 
of how students learn and the underlying brain processes of learning to best inform their 
decisions (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2013)� Teachers are faced with the 
challenge of raising all students’ achievement, in addition to supporting students’ holistic 
development� Achievement can be measured in numerous ways, including nationally 
normed tests, teacher-created assessments, and quantified observations� While there are 
several factors impacting student achievement, teacher quality has been identified as a 
critical factor (Dudley-Marling et al�, 2006; Kunter et al�, 2013; Stronge et al�, 2007) and 
some say the greatest controllable factor (Hattie, 2003)� Highly effective teachers, defined 
as those producing at least a year’s worth of growth in their students, are distinguishable 
from less effective teachers by their beliefs about learning, critical and adaptive thinking, 
and judgements (Hattie, 2023)� Mastering these process skills has greater influence on 
teacher effectiveness than mastery of content knowledge and specific instructional 
methods (Hattie, 2023; Männikkö & Husu, 2019)� 

Teachers make a high volume of planned and in-the-moment decisions in response to 
the varied emotional, social, developmental, and instructional information they gather 
about their students (Kennedy, 2019)� Responding effectively to unusual or new situations 
requires the ability to identify and analyze novel situations, engage in flexible problem 
solving, and generate innovative solutions� This flexible application of knowledge and 
skills in the context of new situations is at the core of adaptive expertise (Ng et al�, 2022)� 
Adaptive expertise is the ability to use deep knowledge to flexibly address new and 
unforeseen challenges (Carbonell et al�, 2014; Hatano & Inagaki, 1986; Novick & Holyoak, 
1991) and is contrasted with routine expertise, which also involves a depth of knowledge 
but without the ability to adapt in response to unexpected or novel situations (Carbonell 
et al�, 2014; Hatano & Inagaki, 1986)� For example, a teacher with routine expertise 
might be successful if everything in a lesson goes according to plan, but struggle if 
unexpected situations arise (as they often do in teaching!)� Novel situations in teaching 
that require adaptive expertise could be anything that adds a layer of complexity to the 
teaching and learning dynamic, such as a shortened class period, a technology glitch, 
students’ emotional states, or a teacher realizing that the students are not learning as 
expected� In response to these dynamics the teacher has to make decisions to adjust 
and adapt� Teachers’ adaptive expertise is influenced by the ability to interpret events 
in the classroom and by their knowledge and skills (Fairbanks et al�, 2010; Männikkö & 
Husu, 2019), and we propose this may be of particular importance if the teacher has 
limited practical experience to draw upon� Therefore, we propose that a broad repertoire 
of research-based knowledge about teaching and learning could be advantageous for 
adaptive decision making and support adaptive expertise, as it equips a teacher with 
more lenses through which to adeptly interpret classroom events and choose an effective 
response (Blake & Gardner, 2007)� 

Adaptive expertise requires pulling from a broad knowledge foundation as opposed 
to deep knowledge in one area (Grotzer et al�, 2021) and a dynamic interplay between 
practical and theoretical knowledge (Männikkö & Husu, 2019)� This allows an adaptive 
expert, such as a teacher, to access prior knowledge from across domains and respond 
flexibly rather than prescriptively, allowing for more dynamic problem-solving (Grotzer 
et al�, 2021)� A teacher’s ability to adjust their approach in response to multiple variables 
can be thought of as adaptive instruction or adaptive teaching (Parsons et al�, 2017), and 
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researchers have identified this ability as an essential component to effective teaching, 
beyond basic content knowledge (Fairbanks et al�, 2010)� Furthermore, choosing an 
effective adaptive strategy for a particular situation requires analysis of cognitive as well 
as emotional conditions (Tokuhama-Espinosa et al�, 2023), making a holistic lens based on 
multiple disciplines ideal for constructing a more complete assessment of the situation�

With an incomplete or inaccurate knowledge base, adaptive expertise becomes more 
challenging� It benefits teachers to have a more complete conceptual framework for 
making research-informed judgments about why, when, and how to apply specific 
strategies, responses, and tools (Hohnen & Murphy, 2016; Howard-Jones et al�, 2020)� 
Researchers studying thoughtful, adaptive teachers identified these common traits: 
teachers know when to apply “what” and “how” knowledge, and when not to; they know 
why certain knowledge would be appropriate in one situation but not another; and they 
proactively look for multiple perspectives and pursue multiple possibilities because they 
recognize and respond to the complex needs of their students (Fairbanks et al�, 2010)� 

Providing teachers with a foundational understanding of neuroscience concepts related 
to teaching and learning provides an opportunity to both refine and expand teachers’ 
knowledge base, enhancing their adaptive expertise from the start of their teaching 
careers� While there are many terms for the area where neuroscience and education 
overlap (such as educational neuroscience, neuroeducation, cognitive neuroscience, 
and even neurocognitive pedagogy), we will generally use the term Mind, Brain, and 
Education (MBE), as it is most clearly aligned with our integrative view of the field� MBE 
is an interdisciplinary field that explores the connections between neuroscience, cognitive 
psychology, and education, giving all fields equal weight, with the goal of creating a 
scientific groundwork to support teaching and learning (Fischer, 2009)� Early evidence 
suggests that providing teachers with knowledge from MBE can influence their planning 
decisions (Schwartz et al�, 2019), but more evidence is needed to understand this more 
fully� We propose that core concepts from MBE research have the potential to enhance 
teachers’ adaptive expertise by providing a research-informed transdisciplinary lens 
through which to better understand complex teaching and learning dynamics, so that 
teachers are best supported in making informed decisions in response to their learners�

 
KEY MIND, BRAIN, & EDUCATION CONCEPTS SUPPORTING  
ADAPTIVE EXPERTISE 

Identifying foundational “key concepts” of MBE can be complex because there are 
numerous robust resources to choose from, each providing slightly different perspectives, 
all well-supported by research� However, despite this diversity, several common MBE 
principles consistently emerge across multiple studies, including those highlighted in a 
2020 international survey conducted by Tokuhama-Espinosa and Nouri (2020), which 
identified 18 MBE concepts with which teachers should be familiar� We found the majority 
of the core concepts identified by Tokuhama-Espinosa and Nouri (2020) to be related 
to teachers’ adaptive expertise, such as “The brain is plastic and can change as a result 
of learning experience” and “Affective and cognitive processes are inextricably linked” 
(Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 2020, pp� 67-68)� We interpret most of these core concepts 
as falling under two domains: the concept of neuroplasticity and the link between emotion 
and cognition� Here we explore them further�
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NEUROPLASTICITY
Neuroplasticity is arguably one of the most impactful concepts for shaping teachers’ 

decisions� Stated simply, “Plasticity is key to education” (Ansari et al�, 2017, p� 200)� 
Neuroplasticity is the idea that the brain is constantly changing and adapting in response 
to stimuli (Sousa, 2011)� The term encompasses the formation and pruning of connections 
between neurons and how the brain continuously changes in response to experience 
and the environment (Ansari et al�, 2017)� Given its centrality to the learning process, 
the concept of neuroplasticity tends to be prominent in MBE research� We propose that 
understanding neuroplasticity can empower teachers with the knowledge that learning 
can shape the brain’s development and thus inform adaptive decisions that foster diverse 
and effective teaching strategies�

In considering which aspects of MBE are most important for teachers to understand, a 
Delphi panel identified eighteen key concepts, many of which relate to neuroplasticity, 
either noting physical changes in the brain, such as “The human brain undergoes 
enormous development across the lifespan” or referencing the brain’s malleability, such 
as “Intelligence is a malleable biopsychological process���” (Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 
2020, pp� 67-68)� This concept is also recognized in two of the six Principles of MBE 
established through the Delphi panel: “Neuroplasticity” and “Constant Changes in the 
Brain” (Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 2020, p� 65)� It is also found among the “Concepts 
of MBE Teacher Literacy,” which states “The brain is neuroplastic and can change as a 
result of learning experiences” (Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 2023, p�172)� Several other 
researchers include neuroplasticity as a key MBE concept for teachers (Brick et al�, 
2021; Carrasco et al�, 2015; Chang et al�, 2021; Dubinsky et al�, 2013, 2019; Schwartz et al�, 
2019), and some note that teachers who participate in neuroscience related professional 
development or interventions then report changes in their instructional decision making, 
such as using more student-centered practices (Brick et al�, 2021; Schwartz et al�, 2019), or 
allowing for repetition to enhance plasticity (Chang et al�, 2021)� 

When teachers appreciate that neuroplasticity is present throughout the lifespan but is 
highest in early childhood, it underscores the importance of early childhood education and 
encourages providing children with access to a rich learning environment during this key 
stage of cognitive development� Understanding neuroplasticity builds teachers’ knowledge 
base and provides support for principles such as growth mindset and for adopting a 
more positive perspective of student potential (Carrasco et al�, 2015)� Ultimately this 
challenges perspectives that hold intelligence as a fixed trait, and rather presents 
intelligence as a “malleable biopsychological potential to process information and problem 
solve” (Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 2020, p� 67)� This recognition that intelligence is 
not fixed is important in education as it highlights the crucial roles that education and 
the environment play in helping learners to reach their full potential (Sousa, 2011) and 
is also identified as a core concept by the Society for Neuroscience (2008)� Increased 
understanding of neuroplasticity can support teachers’ adaptive expertise by shifting 
perspectives about student potential� 

EMOTION AND COGNITION
The idea that emotion and cognition are inextricably linked is another prominent core 

MBE concept, and several researchers examine this connection in the context of education� 
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We maintain that recognizing the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition can 
enhance a teacher’s adaptive expertise by informing their use of strategies that address 
both emotional well-being and cognitive development, thereby fostering a more holistic, 
responsive, and effective learning environment� Researchers have found relationships 
between emotion and several other aspects of learning, such as memory, attention, 
motivation, associative learning, and interpersonal factors in the classroom� Hamann 
(2001) and LaBar and Cabeza (2006) explored the role emotion plays in encoding, 
showing that valence (positive or negative emotion) and arousal (the intensity of the 
emotion) impact activity in the hippocampus and amygdala� They found that arousal, 
regardless of valence, can enhance memory encoding (LaBar & Cabeza, 2006)� Talmi 
(2013) explained the neurocognitive role emotion plays in attention and long-term 
memory, which is essential for learning, exploring the neural mechanisms that support 
emotional memories being remembered more vividly and accurately� Several other 
researchers have explored the connection between the neuroscience of emotion and 
classroom practices, both directly and indirectly (Hammond, 2014; Immordino-Yang & 
Damasio, 2007; Li et al�, 2020; Whiting et al�, 2021)� In what has become a seminal work in 
the field, Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2007) suggested that emotion is the first form 
of cognition and cannot be divorced from learning� They suggest that emotion steers 
reasoning and decision making and is key to the ability to apply learning in novel contexts� 
Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2007) introduced two key concepts from their findings: 
emotion is critical for applying learning in real-world and social situations, and culture 
shapes our cognition through emotion� We propose that knowledge from MBE, such as 
how emotion and cognition are interlinked, can support teachers in their instructional 
decision making, thereby increasing their adaptive expertise�

USING KEY MBE CONCEPTS IN ADAPTIVE EXPERTISE
Teachers’ knowledge of MBE principles, including neuroplasticity and the 

interconnectedness of emotions and cognition can have a positive impact on their 
decision-making processes (Hohnen & Murphy, 2016; Schwartz et al�, 2019)� MBE’s 
interdisciplinary approach aims to ensure teaching practices are based on robust scientific 
research, which should support teaching efficiency, or teachers “working smarter, not 
harder” (Sousa, 2011)� To achieve this, teachers should have a foundational understanding 
of how the brain learns for adapting their instructional and interpersonal decisions to best 
support student learning� 

For example, we can consider how the concept of neuroplasticity could help support 
teachers’ adaptive expertise� Knowledge of neuroplasticity allows teachers to recognize 
that the brain is malleable and constantly changing, which can influence teachers’ 
pedagogical practices (Gholami et al�, 2022)� When teachers are aware that specific brain 
networks (such as those responsible for planning abilities) continue to develop during 
adolescence and are influenced by experiences, they can adapt their instruction to provide 
the necessary guidance and stimulation for students’ cognitive growth (Dekker & Jolles, 
2015)� 

Studies have demonstrated that training teachers in educational neuroscience concepts, 
including neuroplasticity, has tangible effects on their pedagogical practices� For instance, 
after participating in a course that included neuroplasticity concepts, teachers’ lesson 
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plans became more student-centered, emphasizing approaches that promote individual 
growth and adaptability (Schwartz et al�, 2019)� Additionally, instruction in educational 
neuroscience has been found to significantly increase teachers’ mindset beliefs, further 
supporting their adoption of a growth mindset and the integration of neuroscientific 
principles into their decision-making processes (Gutshall, 2020)� 

Furthermore, a recent study suggests that teachers who possess knowledge about 
neuroplasticity tend to also have a more sophisticated epistemological belief system 
and are less likely to hold a fixed mindset (Gholami et al�, 2022), meaning they are more 
likely to view intelligence and abilities as traits that can be developed through effort and 
practice� Teachers’ mindset beliefs can also impact their decision-making processes and 
actions towards students (Gutshall, 2020)� Researchers suggest that incorporating the 
concept of neuroplasticity into teacher professional development could support teachers 
in developing a holistic and growth-oriented approach (Gholami et al�, 2022), which could 
positively influence their instructional strategies and interpersonal interactions� 

The interconnectedness of emotion and cognition also supports adaptive expertise� 
Talmi (2013) suggests that emotional events, regardless of valence, result in increased 
involuntary attention as compared to neutral emotions when paired together� This 
means students pay attention to, and encode, emotionally charged information better 
than neutral information when presented as a seta set� A practical way teachers could 
use this is in deciding which texts, examples, or activities to use in the classroom� Those 
experiences and examples with positive or negative connotations would be encoded with 
less effort than neutral connotations� The adaptive teacher may apply this knowledge 
about the impact of emotional events in planning instruction ahead of time or as an 
adjustment after observing students� Furthermore, research indicates there is a delay 
in memory encoding when information is presented during these emotionally charged 
moments (Talmi, 2013)� Again, this is useful for teachers’ instructional planning; it suggests 
utilizing a delay when asking students to retrieve the information may yield better results 
than immediate retrieval tasks, an instructional practice known as “spaced retrieval” 
(Karpicke & Bauernschmidt, 2011, p�1250)� The expert teacher may use this knowledge 
by first analyzing students’ affect and making an adaptive decision about when to ask 
students to retrieve the information�

Other researchers have found that positive and negative emotions affect memory, 
attention, and higher-order thinking (Hardiman, 2012; LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; Li et al�, 
2020; Zadina, 2014) - a concept that can inform instructional planning� Li et al� (2020) 
provided a framework for understanding how positive emotions impact learning� Their 
study positioned social interactions at the center of developing positive emotions to 
strengthen learning� Mentalizing and mirroring systems in the brain help students process 
cues from social interactions which become essential in productive cooperation (Li et 
al�, 2020)� In essence, the evidence of mirrored and synchronized neural activity when 
participants are engaged with each other provides scientific credence to cooperative 
practices, and provides insight into nuances about what effective collaboration looks 
like (Dikker et al�, 2017)� In the classroom, knowledge of these processes translates 
to designing learning opportunities and interactions that improve communication 
and collaboration� Incorporation of dialogue and communication opportunities in the 
classroom that cultivate positive interactions is a key feature of utilizing this framework 
(Sousa, 2011)� A teacher with adaptive expertise could use this information to adapt their 
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decisions based on their observations and analysis of student behaviors during instruction 
and collaboration�

Further, Li et al� (2020) pointed out the contagious nature of emotion in social situations� 
Negative emotions in one person spread to others, and the converse is likewise true� 
Because of mentalizing and mirroring functions in the brain, teachers’ awareness of this 
phenomenon and how it functions can be useful in responding to students experiencing 
negative emotions or crises as well as provide the rationale for creating intentional 
opportunities to cultivate positive emotions� Stress and anxiety can positively or 
negatively impact student performance depending on the degree of arousal (Zadina, 
2014), which relates to a common phenomenon among students today: test anxiety (Von 
der Embse et al�, 2018)� High levels of anxiety can negatively affect higher-level cognitive 
functions, including critical thinking and metacognition – skills a student needs to utilize 
in many educational tasks (Zadina, 2014), whereas milder arousal, such as perceiving a 
difficult task as a challenge rather than a threat, can improve student performance (Travis 
et al�, 2020)�

Yerkes and Dodson (1908) recognized this relationship between arousal and 
performance over 100 years ago in what became known as the “Yerkes-Dodson Law,” 
which states moderate arousal is generally better for performance, whereas arousal 
levels that are too high or too low generally impede performance� This finding relates to 
testing anxiety because it suggests students who experience high anxiety during testing 
situations may be likely to have lower achievement on those tests because they are less 
able to perform optimally in these contexts (Richardson, Abraham & Bond, 2012)� The 
observant and adaptive teacher may engage in more nuanced and deliberate observation 
of students prior to and during testing and be willing to find flexible solutions that allow 
students to do their best, such as providing more frequent, low-stakes testing that invokes 
a modest stress level in these students�

Teachers’ understanding of the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition can have 
a profound impact on their decision-making processes, as emotions play a crucial role 
in learning and cognitive processes (Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 2007)� When teachers 
recognize the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition, they can use this knowledge 
to improve learning opportunities for their students� Research emphasizes the importance 
of creating a positive emotional climate in the classroom as emotions shape attention, 
memory, and motivation (Hammond, 2014; Hardiman, 2012; Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 
2007; Li et al�, 2020; Whiting et al�, 2021)� Teachers who are aware of this connection 
can intentionally promote a sense of belonging among their students, foster meaningful 
connections between the content and students’ personal experiences, and respond more 
flexibly to students’ needs� By doing so, teachers can create an environment that supports 
cognitive engagement and deeper learning� 

CONCLUSION
MBE principles can deepen teachers’ understanding of how students learn and expand 

teachers’ knowledge bases, providing greater potential to respond adaptively to the 
unique students and circumstances in their classroom� MBE concepts equip teachers 
with a foundational understanding of the cognitive and neural mechanisms that support 
learning, which can enhance teachers’ adaptive expertise and enable them to make 
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research-informed decisions more flexibly and efficiently to optimize student learning 
outcomes� Key concepts in this area include neuroplasticity and the interconnectedness 
of emotion and cognition� Understanding MBE concepts more fully can inform teachers’ 
pedagogical practices and promote adaptive expertise� The authors agree with previous 
recommendations that MBE principles be integrated into teacher training curricula� We 
propose this integration would support teachers with a holistic approach to education and 
empower teachers to more effectively meet the diverse learning needs of their students 
through broadened and research-informed adaptive expertise� 
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FROM FIXED TO FLEXIBLE: 
NEEDED CONDITIONS TO PROMOTE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’ 
EQUITABLE USE OF WITHIN-CLASS ABILITY GROUPING

ABSTRACT
Within-class elementary grouping is a staple of modern elementary instruction, as it 

ideally provides a structure in which classroom teachers can better manage academic 
diversity� However, it is often implemented ineffectively and/or inequitably due to various 
structural, cultural, and political features of school systems and teacher training programs� 
In this essay, I seek to delineate solutions via flexible grouping that combat historical 
inequities associated with student ability grouping, ultimately to equip teachers to both 
manage academic diversity and ensure that all students receive appropriately challenging 
instruction each day� The arguments put forth are informed by my ten years of work as an 
educator, instructional coach, and researcher, in which I have witnessed a strong, practical 
need for elementary small group instruction but have also grappled with how ability 
grouping often inequitably sorts and fixes students into groups that fuel de facto tracking� 
This work will benefit school and district leaders and teacher preparation programs, as 
they seek to address systemic issues related to teachers’ ability grouping practices� Most 
importantly, it will provide tangible strategies and descriptions that equip elementary 
educators to leverage more flexible, equitable grouping practices in their classrooms�

Key Words: Ability grouping; elementary teaching; differentiation; flexible grouping; small 
group instruction�
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INTRODUCTION
Elementary teachers are typically tasked with teaching all subjects to a body of students 

displaying highly varied levels of readiness for grade-level content, prompting many to 
utilize within-class small group instruction to level core reading and math instruction 
(Esposito, 1973; Sørenson, 1970)� Research outlines the potential benefits of within-class 
ability grouping; it helps teachers provide differentiated instruction to academically 
diverse students (Adelson & Carpenter, 2011; Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; Castle et al�, 
2005; Slavin, 1987) and become more familiarized with students’ unique personalities and 
learning dispositions (Altintas & Ozdemir, 2015)� Within-class ability grouping can also 
increase students’ engagement since they interact more with the teacher and peers in 
small groups (Altintas & Ozdemir, 2015; Castle et al�, 2005), as well as increase students’ 
self-regulated behaviors (e�g�, monitoring personal progress and talking about thinking) 
since learning is often more active in small groups (Stright & Supplee, 2002)� In his best-
evidence synthesis, Slavin (1987) found that within-class ability group instruction can have 
positive effects on student achievement when three criteria are met: (1) the grouping is 
based upon targeted skill differences of focus across students; (2) teachers flexibly move 
students based on current levels of understanding; and (3) teachers alter the pace and 
level of group-level instruction to correspond to students’ readiness and rate of learning� 
A more recent second-order meta-analysis (Steenbergen-Hu et al�, 2016) drew promising 
findings, as well; across 13 meta-analyses about ability grouping, within-class ability 
grouping had positive and significant effects (with effect sizes ranging from 0�19 to 0�30) 
on all students’ subsequent academic achievement, regardless of initial ability level� 

A notable concern often arises in this deeply normed model, however; teachers 
frequently do not receive sufficient—if any—pre-service or in-service training and 
resources that equip them to meet any of Slavin’s (1987) three criteria (Fitzgerald et al�, 
2021; Harris, 2010; Tomlinson et al�, 1994)� To effectively and equitably group students for 
small group instruction, teachers need to acquire pedagogical/psychological knowledge 
and hold a range of skills that extend from that knowledge (Voss et al�, 2011): how to 
evaluate student strengths, needs, and misconceptions related to a unit of study; how to 
match optimal peer groups for each topic; how to meaningfully differentiate instruction 
around the content standard; how to know when to move a student to a different group; 
how to appropriately challenge all learners in every group; and more� Structural, cultural, 
and political dynamics of schools often leave teachers undertrained in this knowledge and 
these skills, under-resourced to implement differentiated instruction, and pressured to 
group students in fixed ways that contribute to de facto segregation patterns (Buttaro et 
al�, 2010)� 

For example, without needed training and resources, many elementary teachers utilizing 
within-class ability grouping tend to disproportionately assign students from lower social 
classes, students with perceived behavioral challenges, students with disabilities, and 
students of color into lower ability groups and provide decontextualized instruction at a 
slower pace with conveyed low expectations in those groups (Becton, 2018; Calarco, 2014; 
Eder, 1981; Esposito, 1973; Oakes, 1992)� These inequitable grouping patterns fuel early 
learning gaps and poor academic self-concept that negatively affect later achievement of 
students fixed into “low” ability groups from a young age (Plucker & Peters, 2016; Tyson, 
2011)�
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In this essay, I provide historical context for how ability grouping has evolved in American 
K-12 classrooms, articulate why flexible grouping practices are more effective and 
equitable than fixed grouping practices, and synthesize how teacher training programs 
and school leaders can make structural changes to better support teachers’ facilitation of 
flexible grouping� Until intentional, systemic action is taken to move elementary teachers 
away from the use of fixed ability grouping, American schools will continue to foster 
opportunity and performance gaps that harm historically marginalized groups of students� 
Thus, it is imperative to support and guide elementary educators in the successful use and 
implementation of flexible ability grouping�

 
THE HISTORY OF STUDENT GROUPING IN THE UNITED STATES

To avoid and repair the problematic aspects of within-class ability grouping in 
modern elementary settings, it is critical to first understand how grouping practices 
have manifested in American classrooms over time—and what they have meant for the 
outcomes of historically marginalized students� Prior to the 1820s, children of American 
colonizers largely learned from family and community members either at home or in one-
room schoolhouses (Tyack, 1974)� However, in the 1820s, a mass of immigrants entered 
the country, making it increasingly harder to serve a large range of children across all 
ages in one-room settings� Around the 1840s, formal public schools were ideated and 
formed across the country; by the 1860s, age-based grades were established in most 
schools to foster more homogeneity of developmental needs in classrooms� This structure 
proved helpful in accounting for the range of academic diversity among students� From 
1900 to 1920, the United States experienced another boom in immigration, meaning that 
class and school sizes grew quickly in number again (Ellison & Hallinan, 2004; Worthy, 
2010)� Simultaneously, the eugenics movement, a classist, ableist, and White supremacist 
movement committed to elevating “genetically superior” individuals and families in society 
and separating “genetically inferior” from public spaces, was on the rise and bled into 
schooling policies and practices (Brookwood, 2021)�

In the 1910s, school systems began employing homogenous grouping strategies beyond 
age-based grade levels in schools (Goldberg et al�, 1966), likely motivated by both the 
practical need to address the sharp influx in student enrollment and the eugenicist 
philosophy that certain people, typically those who were Western European, needed to 
be equipped for certain roles in society—thus, grouping students according to “ability” 
was a natural means to prepare children for their “deserved” roles� In elementary schools, 
within-class ability groups emerged, in which teachers used small group instruction with 
relatively homogeneous groups of students, particularly for reading (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; 
Ireson & Hallam, 1999)� In high schools in the 1930s, tracking, a form of between-class 
grouping, arose as a dominant grouping strategy (Ellison & Hallinan, 2004; Oakes, 1985)� 
Tracking was a practice in which students were assigned to a certain level–vocational, 
general, or academic–based on their past school achievement and/or their Intelligence 
Quotient (IQ) score, which derived from tests developed by leading eugenicists who 
endorsed separating “superior” children from “inferior” peers in schools (Brookwood, 2021; 
Steenbergen-Hu et al�, 2016)� Students then primarily completed coursework associated 
with their distinct track and remained fixed in their tracks for the duration of their 
schooling experience (Oakes, 1985)� 
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Initial research around these forms of ability grouping suggested that they increased 
student achievement� However, Goldberg et al� (1966) published an article that highlighted 
how most prior studies had not accounted for several confounding factors, such as 
class size, number of students involved, teaching methods, and more� Subsequently, 
researchers began accounting for these confounders in their statistical models and often 
found either null or negative effects of tracking and ability grouping for students placed 
within “average” and “low” ability groups (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Eder, 1981; Esposito, 1973; 
Gamoran, 1986; Oakes, 1985), meaning that performance gaps widened even further as 
“high” achieving students were the only group who benefitted academically from tracking 
and within-class grouping� On average, students from low-income backgrounds, students 
of color, and students with disabilities disproportionately comprised these “low” ability 
groups (Esposito, 1973; Oakes, 1985)—fulfilling the eugenicist aim of separating students 
by class, race, and “ability�” 

In elementary settings, several studies found that instruction for the designated 
“low” ability groups was often facilitated at a slower pace and focused more time on 
decontextualized skills (Allington, 1983; Eder, 1981; Gambrell et al�, 1981)� Teachers were 
more likely to hold and convey lower expectations and negative feelings toward students 
in “low” groups (Eder, 1981; Good & Brophy, 1972), showing more concern for managing 
their behavior than providing appropriately challenging instruction (Eder, 1981)—practices 
likely driven by implicit and/or explicit teacher bias against students from historically 
marginalized backgrounds� Students remained relatively fixed in their assigned ability 
groups; Barr and Dreeben (1983) found that 70% of first graders remained in the same 
reading group throughout the duration of their school year� In high schools, researchers 
found cumulative effects of students’ previous ability group assignments and their 
differential access to quality instruction on their achievement; studies suggested that 
their placements reinforced and exacerbated their initial perceived ability differences 
(Alexander & Cook, 1982; Ellison & Hallinan, 2004; Gamoran, 1989; Ireson & Hallam, 1999)� 
Scholars also voiced concerns for the negative effects on qualitative aspects of students’ 
lives, such as motivation, academic self-concept, and confidence, that might arise when 
certain students are primarily fixed into lower groups or tracks (Esposito, 1973; Oakes, 
1992; Oakes et al�, 1997)�

Although several studies indicated that students’ group placements were most strongly 
associated with their initial achievement scores, students’ socioeconomic status was 
often significantly associated with their group placements (Esposito, 1973; Steenbergen-
Hu et al�, 2016; Worthy, 2010), suggesting that this structure may have served as a 
capital-reproducing mechanism for students who entered the K-12 system with privilege 
(Bourdieu, 1973)� Some noted how the organizational structure of tracking seemed 
to perpetuate de facto segregation of students both racially and socioeconomically 
(Buttaro et al�, 2010; Eder, 1981; Oakes, 1985,1992), launching a movement that urged 
schools to detrack their organizational structures and point resources toward providing all 
children with high-quality instruction� By the mid-1990s, most schools had minimized or 
eliminated tracking and within-class grouping (Steenbergen-Hu et al�, 2016), and research 
surrounding the effects of ability grouping faded (Worthy, 2010)� 
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ABILITY GROUPING IN MODERN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS
At the turn of the 21st century, with a stronger push for accountability via the passage 

of the No Child Left Behind Act and increased standardized testing, the use of within-
class ability grouping gained new saliency in elementary settings (Ireson & Hallam, 1999; 
Steenbergen-Hu, 2016; Tomlinson, 2000)� In 1998, 29% of elementary students participated 
in ability groups as part of reading instruction; by 2009, that number jumped to 71% 
(Loveless, 2009)� Likewise, by 2011, 61% of elementary students participated in ability 
groups for mathematics instruction (Steenbergen-Hu et al�, 2016)� It makes sense that this 
structure became useful in a testing-driven context, as homogeneous grouping can allow 
teachers to better adjust instruction to match students’ current needs in relation to grade 
level standards and thus ameliorate external pressure for students performing just below 
grade level (i�e�, “bubble kids”) to meet grade level standards by testing time� Nationally 
representative data suggested that some overall progress was made in elementary grades 
during this time of increased accountability and within-class ability grouping, with the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) average 4th grade reading scale 
scores significantly moving from 213 to 221 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012); 
however, those same growth patterns did not occur for students with diagnosed learning 
disabilities (Becton, 2018)� The concept of differentiated instruction (DI) grew in popularity 
in both research and school settings with this new boom of within-class ability grouping 
(Altintas & Ozdemir, 2015; Pozas et al�, 2020; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012; Tomlinson, 
2000), bringing much-needed discussions about how to innovate instruction and better 
match instruction to students’ current Zones of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978)�

Some equity issues persist with this modern form of within-class ability grouping, 
though� For example, using ECLS-K data, Buttaro et al� (2010) found that within-class 
ability grouping in kindergarten was more frequently used in schools with higher levels 
of racial and socioeconomic diversity and proportions of students of color; conversely, 
majority-White schools were the least likely to use within-class grouping� This finding 
suggests that this structure may still function as a mechanism that inequitably separates 
students within schools or distills instruction for students wrongly assumed to be 
incapable of handling grade-level content� Students from low-income backgrounds and 
students of color continue to be disproportionately assigned to “low” ability groups 
(Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; Buttaro et al�, 2010; Condron, 2007), and students placed in 
“high” ability groups still enjoy better academic and social gains from participating in 
small group instruction than those placed in “low” groups (Bradbury, 2018; Buttaro et al�, 
2010; Castle et al�, 2005; Marks, 2013; Plucker & Peters, 2016)� Some research suggests 
that within-class ability grouping has yet to provide positive effects for students with 
disabilities (Becton, 2018), likely because they are over-placed and fixed into low ability 
groups, and teachers may hold or convey differential, biased expectations of them�  

When considering both the pitfalls and benefits of elementary within-class grouping over 
time, a few themes emerge� First, fixed placements into ability groups or tracks typically 
lead to inequitable distribution of instructional time and resources, benefitting those who 
already hold privilege prior to entering kindergarten (Bourdieu, 1973; Oakes et al�, 1997; 
Tomlinson, 2000); thus, any form of within-class grouping that employs fixed grouping 
practices should be eliminated as much as possible from modern elementary education 
settings� 
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Next, labelling practices—where educators label a student as “low”, “average”, or “high”, 
either implicitly or verbally to other adults—can reinforce notions of fixed ability, which 
may lead educators to make assumptions about where students belong and of how much 
they can achieve (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Eder, 1981; Tyson, 2011)� Even if unintentional, 
these assumptions can greatly impact students’ academic self-concepts and access to 
prerequisite content needed for secondary and postsecondary success (Buttaro et al�, 
2010; Corbett Burris et al�, 2008; Oakes, 1992; Tyson, 2011)� Therefore, educators should 
be mindful of the labels they assign to children in relation to ability; question their own 
assumptions about ability, its origins, and its development; and reflect upon how those 
assumptions affect their teaching of their students� 

Finally, when grouping is implemented in a flexible way that builds homogeneity around 
the target skills of focus, as Slavin (1987) originally found, within-class ability grouping can 
support teachers in accounting for wide ranges of academic diversity in their classroom—a 
challenge that often arises in elementary settings� However, the vision of all American 
teachers using this model flexibly has not yet been realized and requires intentional action 
to progress�

COMPARING FIXED AND FLEXIBLE GROUPING PRACTICES
As discussed above, within-class ability grouping as an instructional model pervades 

modern elementary classrooms (Steenbergen-Hu et al�, 2016), and its use can vary 
significantly based on teachers’ training, teaching philosophies, management practices, 
and personal capacities (Adelson & Carpenter, 2011; De Neve et al�, 2015; Chandra Handa, 
2020)� To increase the efficacy and equity of within-class ability grouping, teacher 
preparation programs, school instructional leaders, and teachers must become 
familiarized with the differences between fixed and flexible grouping and reflect on to 
what extent their classroom and school norms are fixed or flexible� Table 1 serves as a 
quick guide for comparison, and elaborations are provided below�
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FIXED GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS
Certain characteristics arise in classrooms that primarily utilize fixed ability grouping� 

Fixed ability groups are often formed using results from school-mandated, standardized 
assessments (Haller & Davis, 1981; Tomlinson, 2000)� Teachers may consider students’ 
assessment scores from the previous school year or beginning-of-year or end-of-semester 
diagnostic scores and categorize them as high-achieving, average, or low-achieving based 
on their results� Fitzgerald et al� (2021) found that many teachers relied on standardized 
tests to inform grouping decisions, and results from those tests frequently led them to 
hold fixed conceptions of students’ abilities� Thus, once teachers categorize a child as low 
achieving, per their test score, they may be more inclined to perceive that child as “low 
ability” and keep them in a lower-level group� Relatedly, fixed groups experience little 
to no movement throughout the year (Missett et al�, 2014; Tomlinson et al�, 1997)� This 
means that students designated as cognitively gifted or high achieving may remain in the 
advanced group for most of the year, while students with learning disabilities, learning 
challenges, perceived behavioral difficulties, or other reasons (e�g�, discriminatory ideas 
about who is worthy of receiving academic challenge) remain mostly in lower-classified 
groups (Eder, 1981; Kalogrides & Loeb, 2013; Tyson, 2011)� Classifying children in the same 
level of ability group across multiple subjects (i�e�, average for both math and reading) 
can also be associated with fixed grouping practices if the classification is based more 
on teachers’ personal perceptions and biases than data that supports the grouping 
(Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� 

Some fixed ability groups are more contingent on students’ behavior—and teachers’ 
racialized ideas about behavior—than exhibited ability (Legette et al�, 2021; Tomlinson et 
al�, 2003)� Since the groups remain relatively consistent throughout the year, the teacher 
may prioritize having a perceived “manageable” blend of students within each group� 
Eder (1981) discovered that teachers were more likely to group students based on their 
behavior, placing children with higher levels of distractibility and interruption into lower 
groups, regardless of their current readiness levels� This resulted in those groups covering 
much less content within the allotted instructional time (than the more behaved groups), 
which perpetuated a self-fulfilling prophecy of “low-ability” groups learning and achieving 
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less� Kim et al� (2020) also noted that elementary teachers most prioritized behavior in 
their grouping decisions, specifically aiming to prevent combinations of classmates who 
could generate behavioral issues when paired—even if they displayed similar levels of 
readiness for the content� Furthermore, in fixed settings, it is more likely that students 
with shared demographic characteristics (i�e�, racial, linguistic, socioeconomic) will be 
placed in similar groups (Borman & Dowling, 2010; Condron, 2007; Van Houtte et al�, 
2013)� Teachers often hold deficit mindsets, perceiving children from lower socioeconomic, 
single-family, racial minority, and/or immigrant homes as having parents less invested in 
education or having less exposure to early learning experiences; this leads them to more 
frequently place and keep these children in lower-ability groups (Calarco, 2014; Gordon & 
Nocon, 2008; Van Houtte et al�, 2013)� Put together, fixed grouping typically perpetuates 
inequitable outcomes for historically marginalized students�

FLEXIBLE GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS
Instead of a reliance on school-mandated, standardized tests, flexible grouping typically 

relies upon frequent and formative assessments conducted by the teacher (Borland et al�, 
2002)� The teacher might conduct pre-assessments aligned with the curriculum prior to 
new units, so they can determine students’ readiness for that particular subject and topic 
(Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� Exit tickets, which are brief quizzes reviewing the major concepts 
of the lesson, also inform the teacher of students’ daily mastery, so they can evaluate if 
the child needs additional or different support for the following lesson� As they evaluate 
students’ pre-assessment and exit tickets responses, the teacher considers students’ 
relative strengths and weaknesses and flexibly moves them to the group with which they 
share the most commonalities at that time� In flexible grouping, teachers can quickly 
respond to students’ changes in needs, achievement levels, and motivations by moving 
them to the group that will best serve their present status� 

For example, if a teacher is working with a grade-level group on a fractions unit 
and notices that one student continues to speed through learning tasks, answering 
all questions correctly, they may move the student into the advanced-level group the 
following day to explore deeper fractional concepts with open-ended application 
opportunities� For the next unit, the teacher would provide another pre-assessment related 
to that unit’s content to determine the best-fit group for that student again; after all, 
excelling in fractions does not necessarily guarantee advanced readiness for the following 
unit’s concepts� Such a model requires deliberate teacher planning, not only in structuring 
the learning time and managing student movement, but also in having frequent, formative 
assessments readily available (Castle et al�, 2005; Rubenstein et al�, 2015)� A strategic and 
respectful means of communicating the assignment of groups is required; teachers might 
use something like a digital/written three-by-three table chart with group names, students’ 
names, and a rotation schedule attached that can easily be updated to accommodate the 
flexibility of student movement and differentiated tasks as need (Tomlinson et al�, 2003)�

Missett et al� (2014) described how students sorted into seemingly homogeneous 
groups (e�g�, students with learning disabilities, students at grade level, and students 
identified as gifted or high-achieving) remain inherently heterogeneous even from each 
other; two identified gifted children (who are often assumed to be similar based on the 
label) will not hold the same strengths as each other and may exhibit different learning 
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and motivational struggles (Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� When educators lock students into 
one ability level across subjects, they discount the potential strengths and needs those 
children hold and carry into learning (Tomlinson, 2000; Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� Thus, 
flexible grouping assumes that children will perform differently across subjects and topics� 
It also discourages sorting students based on perceived behavior and, instead, encourages 
(a) considering students’ strengths, interests, and learning motivations related to the 
concept/skill of focus and (b) pairing them in groups with peers who might complement 
those well (Kim et al�, 2020)� It is a higher priority for academic needs to be met in the 
moment than it is to prevent behaviors from occurring (Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� This 
means that if two students chat frequently or routinely disagree but share similar learning 
patterns for the present unit, the teacher will still place them in the same group–and use 
alternative management strategies to keep them focused on learning� Since students can 
move flexibly across groups, it is more common to see peers across diverse demographics 
and educational backgrounds interacting with and learning from each other (Tomlinson et 
al�, 1997; Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� In sum, flexible grouping practices aim to ensure that all 
children learn in a best-fitting environment throughout the scope of the school year, and 
the teacher utilizing the practices assumes that those environments will regularly change 
across time, subject, and topic�

EFFECTS OF FLEXIBLE GROUPING AND FIXED GROUPING
In most classrooms, teachers likely adopt a variety of both kinds of grouping practices, 

based on their current beliefs, capacities, and resources� There are several reasons why 
researchers endorse the use of flexible grouping over fixed grouping, though� Fixed 
grouping perpetuates the long-standing conception that ability is inherent and stable 
over time—someone either is or is not “high-achieving�” This norm has been confronted 
by research regarding the malleable, flexible nature of intelligence and the impact of 
environment on one’s development (Barab & Plucker, 2002)� However, the societal 
messaging around stratifications (e�g�, those who belong in “low” or “high” strata deserve 
to be placed in them based on their displayed effort; people are born with a certain level 
of ability and cannot change) reinforces fixed ability thinking as truth (Gamoran, 1989; von 
Hippel et al�, 2018)� 

Students in relatively fixed ability groups may then be susceptible to fixed ability 
thinking, where they internalize societal messaging that they are either inherently good 
or bad at a given domain, based on how they are repeatedly sorted (Fitzgerald et al�, 
2021; Hargreaves, 2019; Marks, 2013; Tyson, 2011)� They may also experience stereotype 
threat, which describes how individuals’ performance suffers from awareness that the 
identity group(s) to which they belong are not expected to do well (Hartley & Sutton, 
2013)� Fixed ability thinking acts as a barrier for students in acquiring the motivation and 
efficacy needed to persist when they face learning challenges (Marks, 2013)� Stereotype 
threat can activate students’ anxiety and ultimate disengagement from learning to protect 
themselves from feared future failures (Steele & Aronson, 1995)� Although most teachers 
do not explicitly articulate each groups’ level or designation, students may be able to infer 
it, based on their personal grades or comparisons to other peer groups, as witnessed in 
Hargreaves’s (2019) study of elementary students who compared their fixed ability groups 
and test scores with others and subsequently altered their expectations of their personal 
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abilities� Since students are moved more frequently with flexible grouping and can also be 
sorted based on interests and strengths, it is less likely that students will attach themselves 
and their academic self-concept to one level of ability (Marks, 2013)� 

Perhaps the greatest criticism of fixed grouping practices is that when used repeatedly 
and primarily as the mode of sorting students, they can perpetuate historical cycles of 
inequality in schools (Borland et al�, 2002; Buttaro et al�, 2010; Condron, 2007; Eder, 1981; 
Plucker & Peters, 2016)� Students of color, students from lower socioeconomic groups, 
students with disabilities, males, and students from single-parent families are frequently 
overrepresented in low-ability groups, while White, female, and middle- or upper-middle 
class students predominantly comprise high-ability groups (Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; 
Becton, 2018; Condron, 2007; Ford, 2011)� This can result in historically marginalized 
groups receiving less access to rigorous instruction and less exposure to classmates who 
may enrich their thinking (Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; Kalogrides & Loeb, 2013)� 

Flexible grouping, on the other hand, has been suggested to provide benefits to both 
students and teachers (Castle et al�, 2005; Plucker & Peters, 2016; Rubenstein et al�, 2015; 
Slavin, 1987)� By measuring significant differences in achievement score percent changes 
over time, Castle et al� (2005) found that in a high-needs school employing flexible 
grouping over five years, increases in the percentages of students scoring at mastery 
increased from 10% to 57%� In a study of third grade teachers who were given a pre-
differentiated curriculum with included pre-assessments and tiered learning activities (to 
ease the planning load for teachers), Rubenstein et al� (2015) confirmed that students 
enjoyed their flexible groups, and their teachers reported increased student engagement 
with both academic content and peers� This makes sense because flexible movement 
grants them frequent exposure to different kinds of learners and thinking, which may also 
support expansion of social networks and a greater sense of community in the classroom� 
Furthermore, Carol Tomlinson, perhaps one of the most prolific scholars of DI, consistently 
touts flexible grouping as the most appropriate and respectful means to meet diverse 
students’ learning needs and ensure that all students, regardless of entry point, learn in the 
classroom (Tomlinson, 2000; Tomlinson et al�, 1997; Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� 

Although flexible grouping can address several equity concerns associated with ability 
grouping, it poses a few practical challenges� Borland et al� (2002) reasonably argued that 
it is easier to advocate for flexible grouping than it is to implement it because it (a) 
presents scheduling challenges for administrators, (b) constitutes a change in school 
culture to adopt curricular differentiation practices, and (c) requires more instructional 
resources and time for teachers to implement it well� Furthermore, teachers can believe 
they use a model of flexible grouping, when, in reality, they do not differentiate tasks, 
materials, or content to the standard of Tomlinson’s (2000) DI framework (Chandra Handa, 
2020; Maker & Schiever, 2005; Missett et al�, 2014; Pozas et al�, 2020)� When DI is not 
accomplished, the positive learning effects associated with ability grouping do not occur 
(Slavin, 1987)� Similarly, some teachers do not use formative assessments correctly and 
may group students based on their perceptions (which increases the potential for bias) 
instead of what the assessments reveal; this is the primary risk for continued inequity via 
flexible grouping (Missett et al�, 2014)� For example, if a fourth-grade emergent bilingual 
student scores highly on a division pre-assessment, thus constituting the need for 
advanced differentiation, but the teacher assumes the child may not be able to access the 
content due to linguistic barriers, then the teacher may place the child in a lower group, 
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regardless of their pre-assessment results� This would prevent that child from receiving 
learning opportunities fit to their level of readiness, based on the teacher’s assumptions or 
bias� 

Each of these criticisms are valid, proving that flexible grouping practices are not a fix-
all on their own; the model relies upon teachers garnering pedagogical-psychological 
knowledge around how to facilitate groups, how to reflect upon their own biases, 
and how to identify appropriate times to move children across groups (Heyder et al�, 
2017; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012)� Unfortunately, several studies show that this is 
not a prioritized knowledge base in teacher preservice programs or in-service teacher 
professional development (Brigandi et al�, 2019; De Neve et al�, 2015; Evans & Waring, 
2008; Fitzgerald et al�, 2021; Rubenstein et al�, 2015; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012)� 
Therefore, certain conditions at the training and K-12 school levels are needed to shift 
teachers’ grouping practices from more fixed in nature to more flexible�

ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES ON ABILITY GROUPING 
In understanding systemic ability grouping patterns in American schools, it is helpful to 

consider teacher training programs and school organizations acting as influential forces 
in ability grouping, rather than just examining individual teachers’ practices (Buttaro et 
al�, 2010)� Tomlinson et al� (1994) attribute fixed grouping practices to teacher training 
programs that insufficiently cover grouping pedagogy with teacher candidates� She 
argues that when the programs do not provide sufficient modeling—either in their own 
instruction of teachers or in practicum teaching opportunities—teachers do not have a 
comprehensive model to which they can refer for their own grouping practices� Once 
they are placed in a classroom, expected to manage complex responsibilities with little 
preparation for grouping or the needed capacity for decision-making required of it, 
it makes sense that they rely upon more traditional, fixed notions of ability, as likely 
witnessed in their own schooling experiences and as modeled by their school leadership�

Buttaro et al� (2010) attribute observed de facto segregation via ability grouping to three 
organizational features of schools: structural, cultural, and political� The structural aspect 
of school organizations relates to the school’s characteristics, such as their resources, 
school size, class size, leadership, and school body demographics� Looking at kindergarten 
ability grouping data in a large, nationally representative dataset, the authors found that 
schools with higher proportions of students of color were more likely to utilize within-class 
ability grouping; they used a composite variable to determine percent minority population 
versus percent White, so they did not determine any further racial differences� They also 
discovered that teachers with larger class sizes more frequently used within-class ability 
grouping to support the large spread of student needs; their data did not differentiate 
whether grouping was fixed or flexible� 

Furthermore, school organizations often do not supply teachers with the curricular 
materials needed for effective flexible grouping (Harris, 2010)� As mentioned earlier, 
flexible grouping relies upon frequent, formative assessment, which means that teachers 
readily require unit pre-assessments and lesson exit tickets (Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� 
Considering that many elementary teachers must plan daily lessons for all subjects, and 
then add small group lessons that require different types of instruction for some of those 
subjects, they have much to plan, often with insufficient planning time provided by school 
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leaders (Wu, 2013)� If the school’s mandated curriculum does not supply pre-made pre-
assessments and formative assessments, teachers must create them on their own, which 
is unlikely to occur if they have not been trained in it or do not understand the value 
behind it� It is more common for district curriculums to be standardized in nature, centered 
around grade-level content, with little resources for assessing academically diverse 
students or differentiating content for them (Tomlinson, 2000)� In prioritizing planning of 
instruction, it is understandable that teachers may not have time to create such formative 
assessments and therefore rely upon standardized assessments’ designated ability levels 
to group students and standardized curriculum to teach groups�

The cultural feature of school organizations represents the norms and ideas most valued 
by stakeholders within the school (Buttaro et al�, 2010)� If school administration highly 
values certain behaviors or exudes fixed ability thinking about students or teachers, it is 
likely that those values become normed within the school� Teachers’ personal backgrounds 
and beliefs or the school’s specific values may inform how they define ability, which leaves 
any child not in alignment with what is considered “able” vulnerable to inappropriate 
group placement (Bradbury, 2018)� For example, if a teacher values students who 
complete and submit homework, they may consider a child who consistently puts forth 
effort on homework as being better suited to a high-ability group than a disorganized 
student (Van Houtte et al�, 2013)� Often, school leaders and teachers are more likely 
to value students whose academic, behavioral, and social skills align with their own 
background, so their cultural norms shape how they perceive students’ ability (Condron, 
2007)� Condron noted how around 80% of the teaching workforce is comprised of White 
women, so they may be more likely to unevenly distribute rewards and higher placements 
towards White students, which could explain the racial disparities often seen in ability 
groups� Borman and Dowling (2010) similarly found that teachers were more favorably 
biased towards middle-class students in their grouping decisions, sorting them into groups 
provided with more enriching tasks� 

Finally, political aspects of school organizations may place pressure upon teachers 
to more frequently utilize fixed practices� For instance, school organizations and site 
leadership highly concerned with standardized test scores may encourage teachers and 
staff to practice educational triage through small group instructional time (Bradbury, 
2018)� Educational triage occurs when students are sorted into three ability groups: safe 
(meaning they will likely pass the state’s standardized test); borderline (meaning they may 
be close to passing); or hopeless (meaning they are deemed too behind to pass grade-
level questions within the year) (Booher-Jennings, 2005; Bradbury, 2018; Tomlinson, 
2000)� Once students are grouped, these schools ration and allot resources (such as 
length of instructional small group time, amount of instructional coaching and intervention 
time, and tutoring opportunities) mostly towards students identified as borderline to 
increase their likelihood of passing� This rationing—distributed to children in relatively fixed 
groups—blocks access to instructional resources for students within the two other groups� 
It is inherently unequal, yet the political pressure imposed upon teachers to improve 
test scores informs their grouping practices (Bradbury, 2018)� Furthermore, if certain 
parents hold political clout within the school organization (e�g�, involvement in Parent-
Teacher-Association, frequent volunteering, frequent fundraising donations), they may be 
more able to assert pressure on school leaders and teachers, who in turn might reward 
their child with higher placements in groups, access to enrichment opportunities, or 
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designations of giftedness (Gordon & Nocon, 2008; Harris, 2010; Oakes et al�, 1997)� When 
parents frequently communicate with the teacher, asking for help and extension activities 
to conduct at home, the teacher might conflate effort with ability, thus perceiving the child 
to have higher abilities than actually exhibited (Calarco, 2014; Gordon & Nocon, 2008)� All 
these structural, cultural, and political features work in tandem and can drive the extent of 
fixedness or flexibility in teachers’ practices�

NEEDED CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEMIC IMPROVEMENT
Teacher training programs and school organizations should consider solutions targeted 

towards the outlined organizational features and their related issues that drive inequitable 
grouping in elementary classrooms� Suggestions for consideration are presented below�

PRESERVICE CONDITIONS 
Concentrated efforts should be implemented in preservice training programs to better 

equip teacher candidates to understand and manage a diverse body of learners� De Neve 
et al� (2015) called for thorough modeling and subsequent explanations of decision-
making by course professors, so preservice teachers understand what drives grouping 
decision-making and can visualize how it is organized and implemented in the classroom� 
They also recommended that preservice teachers conduct lessons in a lab classroom with 
each other, where the course professor and classmates can provide subsequent feedback 
and strategies for future consideration� Because teachers’ biases can shape how they 
view students’ abilities or potential, preservice programs could also incorporate critical 
reflections on personal biases and how they can manifest in teachers’ mindsets around 
ability and grouping of students (Evans & Waring, 2008)� Relatedly, Ford (2011) urged 
programs to train teachers in multicultural giftedness, so they become aware of how 
potential and talent manifest differently across cultures and environmental contexts and 
can appreciate talent in children with backgrounds different than their own—an important 
notion, considering the demographics of the largely White and female teaching workforce� 

For flexible grouping to be effective, per Slavin’s (1987) findings, teachers should 
also understand the pedagogy of DI� As mentioned earlier, teachers often believe they 
differentiate their instruction per small group, but several studies have shown a lack of 
understanding in what qualifies as true DI of content, process, and product (Maker & 
Schiever, 2005; Missett et al�, 2014; Pozas et al�, 2020; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012; 
Tomlinson et al�, 1994)� Therefore, researchers recommend preservice programs dedicate 
at least one course to DI, specifically highlighting how to use pre-assessments and other 
formative assessments to inform equitable and effective grouping decisions (Fitzgerald 
et al�, 2021; Haller & Davis, 1981; Tomlinson et al�, 1994)� In such classes, leaders could train 
teacher candidates to recognize academic readiness and not conflate it with compliance; 
teachers should understand that perceived positive behavior does not translate to 
qualification for a certain level of ability group (Tomlinson et al�, 1994)� 

Since DI can be difficult to facilitate, teachers should understand how to manage 
a flexibly grouped, DI classroom and practice leading flexible ability groups during 
student teaching experiences (Tomlinson et al�, 2003)� For example, programs can teach 
candidates how to respectfully communicate and change group assignments, as well as 
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how to establish behavioral and work expectations for independent or partner work time� 
Teachers also should understand how to develop appropriate, engaging work materials 
for these times, as well as how to differentiate tasks and materials (via scaffolding or 
enrichment) for their small group instruction� If these management items are addressed 
prior to entry in the field, teachers might be better equipped to flexibly group students 
and enjoy higher amounts of efficacy in DI (Dixon et al�, 2014), which in turn should 
encourage continued use of flexible grouping practices (Poulou et al�, 2018)� Even with 
such training, however, it can take several years to acquire and seamlessly employ these 
skills (Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012; Tomlinson et al�, 1994)�

ORGANIZATIONAL CONDITIONS
In addition to teacher training, in-service conditions must also be satisfied for flexible 

grouping to develop, especially for most veteran teachers who have not been exposed 
to the recommended pre-service training� Brigandi et al� (2019), in following teachers’ 
longitudinal development of DI and grouping practices, observed how professional 
development (PD) increased teachers’ grouping knowledge and DI toolkits, but veteran 
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about grouping were difficult to transform� Therefore, 
they urged school administrators to avoid one-day PD seminars that might not inspire 
immediate change and instead supply meaningful, ongoing supports with trusted 
colleagues that will foster experimentation and risk-taking with flexible grouping and 
DI� For example, they described how sustained coaching with an instructional coach 
who models flexible grouping and DI practices can motivate a teacher to try it in their 
classroom� Relatedly, if teachers are to attempt challenging new practices, school 
administrators must grant them autonomy to experiment with different methods and 
provide grace when they fail (De Neve et al�, 2015)� Professional learning communities 
(PLCs), which are comprised of teachers committed to studying, sharing, and practicing 
strategies around a shared topic, are another motivating tool for teacher transformation 
because they are teacher-led and practical in nature� De Neve et al� (2015) and Tomlinson 
et al� (2003) highlighted how PLCs around flexible grouping and DI can build a stronger 
sense of self-efficacy for such complex tasks, and they allow teachers to glean new 
strategies practiced and approved by colleagues� 

Since flexible grouping requires additional instructional and assessment materials, district 
organizations could structurally ease the planning burden by purchasing high-quality 
pre-differentiated curricula that includes all needed formative assessments for grouping 
purposes and tiered activities for all groups’ levels of readiness (Azano et al�, 2011; 
Callahan et al�, 2015; McCoach et al�, 2014; Plucker & Peters, 2016; Rubenstein et al�, 2015)� 
High-quality, pre-differentiated curricula can raise teachers’ awareness of diverse student 
needs and support them in adopting flexible grouping practices and providing appropriate 
lessons for each group (Rubenstein et al�, 2015)� Thus, if organizations met this structural 
need, they could reduce the planning and instructional load that flexible grouping can 
place upon teachers�

Cultural shifts within school organizations also must occur for flexible grouping practices 
to become more commonly used than fixed ability grouping practices (Harris, 2010)� De 
Neve et al� (2015) suggested that such cultural shifts require support among colleagues 
and a shared sense of responsibility for students across the building, so administrators 
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can facilitate staff conversations where such values are communicated and considered� 
Administrators seeking to increase flexibility in teachers’ grouping practices might also 
consider how their personal practices have fueled fixed ability thinking in their schools 
and then consider what steps must be taken in staff meetings, PD sessions, informal 
conversations, and teacher evaluation meetings to alter the present school culture�  

To address political pressure from influential parents seeking high grouping placement 
for their children, administrators can communicate to parents the school’s commitment 
to flexible grouping at the beginning of the school year, providing empirical justification 
that outline its benefits, so expectations are established about how small group instruction 
will function� Then, if a parent places pressure on a teacher about their child’s “level” or 
placement in a group, the administrator can provide support to the teacher and offer 
to sit in on the parent meeting, if needed� Further, Tomlinson et al� (2003) insisted that 
schools shift their rigid concerns around communal testing into more concern for students’ 
individual strengths and needs; this would remove the political stress from teachers to 
isolate students into groups and grant more freedom to use formative assessments and 
experiment flexibly in their classrooms�

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES TO CONSIDER IN THE PURSUIT OF  
EQUITABLE GROUPING

Structural racism and classism are embedded into school funding formulas based on 
local tax revenue and thus result in schools with higher proportions of students of color 
and students from low-income backgrounds receiving less dollars per pupil (Baker et 
al�, 2020; Sosina & Weathers, 2019; Weathers & Sosina, 2022)� This reality may make 
some of the above-mentioned recommendations challenging to implement in historically 
marginalized communities� For example, schools with less funds may not be able to afford 
structural changes like purchasing a pre-differentiated curriculum or providing ongoing 
coaching dedicated to grouping and DI� In these cases, school leaders might consider 
shifting mandatory staff meetings or PD time into time in which grade level teams can 
collaboratively plan and design pre-assessments and formative assessments together� 
Collaborative planning eases the practical and cognitive load on teachers (Thousand 
et al�, 2006), so if they are granted time to design assessments aligned to their current 
curriculum, that might support their use of flexible grouping� Furthermore, instead of 
providing one-off PDs for the year, as is traditionally done in public school settings, the 
principal might instead encourage teachers to conduct individual or collaborative action 
research related to their grouping and DI practices for the school year; typical time 
allotted for PD could be granted to teachers to reflect on their goals, use their collected 
data to monitor their progress, and revise goals and plans for action as they go (Mitchell 
et al�, 2009)� Innovation may be required to better equip teachers to flexibly group 
when funds are limited, but it is possible and imperative to prioritize flexible grouping 
development in divested communities�

Furthermore, schools with higher proportions of students of color and low-income 
students often have more difficulty recruiting and retaining high-quality teachers, with 
structural racism and classism similarly driving these effects (Cherng et al�, 2022; Lane et 
al�, 2018)� This could result in the students who most require equitable within-class small 
group instruction not accessing teachers with the pedagogical-psychological knowledge 
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to facilitate it� If administrators in schools with higher proportions of historically 
marginalized students notice that their teaching body does not hold pedagogical-
psychological knowledge for equitable grouping, then it is critical that they prioritize 
training efforts, particularly citing the evidence of how grouping practices have historically 
harmed students and how flexible grouping can prevent those harms from repeating�

CONCLUSION
Elementary teachers undoubtedly carry a great load as they seek to meet students’ 

increasingly heterogeneous academic, social, and emotional needs (Tomlinson et al�, 
1994)� To simplify their work, they often group students into more homogeneous ability 
groups, so they can teach students according to their needs (Slavin, 1987; Sørenson, 1970)� 
Such ability groups can take on various combinations of fixed and flexible characteristics, 
meaning that in different settings, students can sometimes become locked into one 
ability group or can move freely across groups fit to current levels of readiness� While 
there are multiple reasons to explain why certain teachers sometimes utilize more fixed 
ability grouping practices, it is important to consider how such practices impact students, 
especially those who have been historically marginalized through sorting and grouping 
patterns in schools (Borland et al�, 2002; Buttaro et al�, 2010; Ford, 2011)� Teachers’ 
grouping practices are shaped by school organizational features and their own personal 
factors (such as how they perceive ability), which often works together to perpetuate 
longstanding, inequitable grouping of certain groups (Tomlinson et al�, 1994)� Unless 
teacher training programs and school organizations employ targeted efforts to shift their 
organizations’ values and resources towards flexible ability grouping practices, teachers 
will likely remain dependent on more fixed practices since they are professionally familiar 
and easier to implement� Given the generational cycles of inequity hosted in American 
schools, that is something we can no longer accept�
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ABSTRACT
Many states and districts in the United States use school report cards to share 

accountability data in which K–12 schools are rated on a variety of metrics, including test 
scores, which create a categorical grade or rating� These report cards are shared with 
the public as a mechanism of school accountability and in the process of school choice� 
This paper explores the causal impact of a school report card used by the New York City 
Department of Education which was not attached to specific rewards and/or sanctions� I 
use a regression discontinuity approach to analyze the impact of receiving a lower 
rating� I find that just receiving a low rating leads to an increase in Math score growth in 
comparison to similar schools just beyond the cut point, although no such effect is 
found in English score growth� I also explore implications in the context of school/
district policy and leadership�

Keywords: School accountability, testing, regression discontinuity, bounded rationality 
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The introduction of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act ushered in a host of changes to 
U�S� public schooling, including new content standards, the introduction of Annual Yearly 
Progress requirements for all students, and a substantive increase in testing requirements 
(Linn et al�, 2002)� While schools in the past were accountable to municipalities and states 
to varying degrees, NCLB formally required all schools to collect annual testing data to 
verify their progress towards the goal of all students achieving proficiency in math and 
reading by 2013–2014 (Dee & Jacob, 2011)� 

Another key element of NCLB was a new focus on the public sharing of these 
aforementioned school-level data (Dee & Jacob, 2011), with most states and many districts 
beginning to publish reports on individual school quality� States and districts often 
formatted these reports as report cards, sometimes even mimicking classic A to F grades� 
For these report cards, schools are rated on a collection of measures of varying scales, but 
a final grade is determined through some scaling mechanism� School report cards have 
been widely examined and researchers have found far-reaching consequences of their 
implementation, including changing parents’ choice of schools away from low scoring 
schools (Friesen et al�, 2012), and impacting housing markets as high scoring schools 
drive up property prices (Figlio & Lucas, 2004)� There is also evidence that school report 
cards shift behavior within schools; Chakrabarti (2007) found that schools receiving low 
scores on school report cards focus on students at or near minimum criteria cutoffs for 
proficiency�

A salient question, then, is whether school report cards are working efficiently and as 
intended: to communicate school quality to parents, as well as share data with district 
and school employees to effect change� A second related question is whether schools 
substantively change practices based on the information provided to increase student 
achievement, rather than limited and particular effects� For example, if test scores are 
increasing, they may only be increasing for specific subgroups within a given school, 
suggesting only certain students are receiving increased attention because of a new focus 
on the rating� Last, it is possible that schools and their leaders may respond to the report 
card rating itself as an inherent signal, as opposed to some particular reward or sanction 
that may come attached to a particular rating� 

New York City provides a particularly interesting opportunity for investigating the 
impact of school report card systems� In 2015, the New York City Department of Education 
(NYCDOE) transitioned from an A to F report card system with attached consequences 
and rewards to a goal-based system with less specific grade metrics� In this paper, I 
contribute to the causal literature on mechanisms of school accountability by examining 
the impact of this post-2015 report card system in New York City� Specifically, this paper 
addresses the following research questions:

1� What is the causal impact of just receiving a lower school report card rating on exam 
scores?

2� What is the causal impact of just receiving a lower school report card rating on 
relevant achievement-oriented subgroups of students?

In this paper, I leverage the fact that NYCDOE-defined categorical Student Achievement 
ratings are sharply determined from a continuous score and use a regression discontinuity 
approach to examine the causal impact of just receiving particular low Student 
Achievement ratings in comparison to schools just receiving the higher score� This quasi-
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experimental approach yields causal estimates of the impact of just receiving the lower 
rating� 

While prior papers have examined the NYCDOE’s A to F report card system and found 
positive impacts on learning outcomes (Rockoff & Turner, 2010; Winters & Cowen, 2012), 
this paper examines the impacts of a newer, more holistic report card system which is 
substantively different in design and intention (discussed more in the following pages)� 
Because the new, post-2015 system was entirely separate from sanctions and rewards, as 
opposed to the A–F system of the past, any measurable impacts on learning outcomes 
from this new system can be directly attributed to the rating itself and not any potential 
consequences� To measure the potential impact on learning outcomes, I developed 
multiple test score growth metrics from the years since the shift in policy to examine the 
impact of just receiving a given rating, namely score growth across grades and movement 
of specific student subgroups� 

In summary, I find that being just assigned a particular low rating (“Approaching 
Target”) has three notable impacts: first, there is a positive impact on math score 
growth; second, there is a negative impact on the proportion of students in the lowest, 
Level 1 math achievement category (i�e�, there are proportionally fewer students in the 
lowest performance category the following year); third, there is a positive impact on the 
proportion of students in the proficient categories� There is not statistically significant 
evidence of similar trends in English test scores, however� Additionally, I do not find any 
significant impact of just receiving a rating of “Meeting Target” in comparison to similar 
schools receiving a rating of “Exceeding Target�”

In the following sections, I discuss prior research on accountability systems and provide 
context regarding the specific report card policy in New York City� I then discuss my 
analytic approach and report my findings� Finally, I discuss these findings in the context of 
policy and note potential future areas of research on the subject�

BACKGROUND 
PRIOR RESEARCH ON ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS

Researchers have examined the impact of the strict accountability imposed and inspired 
by NCLB� Indeed, extant literature found evidence that the use of strict accountability 
scores had some notable positive impacts on student achievement and school practice� 
Chiang (2009) examined the threat of low accountability scores using a regression 
discontinuity design and found evidence that the pressure of a low score and the 
sanctions that are threatened therein increase math scores, shift pedagogy, and lead to 
the introduction of new curricula� The evidence that accountability scores lead to real, 
substantive shifts is largely replicated by Rouse et al� (2013)� Relatedly, Carnoy and Loeb 
(2002) examined the relative strength of accountability systems across states, defining 
strength as the amount of pressure placed on schools to improve test scores based on 
state mandates; they found low strength accountability systems have little to no state-level 
accountability to increase student test scores, while high strength accountability systems 
place specific demands (including rewards or sanctions) on schools that meet or fail to 
meet testing thresholds� They also found that the strength is positively related to NAEP 
math scores�
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Prior research has also examined temporal differences within states as they shift from 
simply providing public reports of achievement to threatening sanctions and offering 
rewards for low or increasing performance (respectively)� Hanushek and Raymond 
(2005) defined two distinct categories of accountability systems� First, they described a 
“system” as a mechanism in which states “[publish] outcome information on standardized 
tests for each school along with providing a way to aggregate and interpret the school 
performance” (p� 12)� They differentiated, however, between “report card” states and 
“consequential” states; the former simply report out the data, while the latter attach 
specific consequences� Throughout the 1990s and early 2000s, many states transitioned 
from no data-based accountability system to a low (or no) consequence “report card” 
system to a “consequential” system with rewards and/or punishments; Hanushek and 
Raymond (2005) leveraged that shift to find that the introduction of consequential 
systems increased state-level NAEP scores, although not for all subgroups of students�

There is no consensus that strict accountability mechanisms are a panacea for issues 
of low student achievement, however� Jacob (2005) demonstrated that while there 
were increases in test scores in Chicago Public Schools after the introduction of a strict 
accountability system; those gains were driven by positive shifts in test-specific skills and 
student effort on exams� These gains may not be entirely productive or efficient if the 
long-term goal is raising student achievement, given the mechanisms identified are limited 
and test-specific� Deming et al� (2016) found that while the risk of receiving a low school 
rating may have positive impacts on schools receiving a high score had little impact� 
Further, low-scoring students in schools pressured to receive a higher rating may have 
actually experienced negative impacts on exam scores, as well as an increased likelihood 
of being classified into special education� Last, Deming and Figlio (2016) demonstrated 
that high-stakes testing (and its related accountability measures) led to increased and 
disproportionate attention being paid to “bubble” students (students on the threshold of 
achieving proficiency on a particular exam)�

SCHOOL PROGRESS REPORTS AS AN ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM IN  
NEW YORK CITY

In 2007, the NYCDOE created a new “School Progress Report” protocol to assess its 
schools� Using a combination of student achievement data including test scores and 
credit accumulation, parent survey data, and other observational data gathered during 
superintendent review, numeric scores were calculated on a 1–100 scale, which were 
then collapsed by predefined bands into A–F grades� The grades were also intended to 
be linked to rewards and consequences, including bonus pay for teachers for successful 
schools and potential school closure for those with lower grades (Gootman & Medina, 
2007)� Further, schools with a D or F rating were required to implement formal plans of 
school improvement, students in F schools were eligible for a special transfer process, and 
schools that met high grade thresholds were eligible for school-based budget bonuses, 
as well as principals earning personal bonuses (Rockoff & Turner, 2010)� Low scores are 
also used as justification by district administration for staffing and administrative changes 
in schools in which they were received (Winters & Cowen, 2012)� The fact that the scores 
were directly linked placed this policy squarely in the “consequential” bucket, as defined 
by Hanushek and Raymond (2005, p� 306)�
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These reports were also widely available for public consumption, and designed to be 
interpretable by parents, educators, and others� The NYCDOE created carefully presented 
digital and print versions of these reports which prominently featured schools’ assigned 
letter grade, as well as selected other information� These reports were circulated at 
schools, in school selection publications developed by the NYCDOE, and made available 
both at each school’s official website and that of the NYCDOE, including past years’ 
reports (Corcoran & Pai, 2013)� 

There were novel elements to these report cards, beyond simply their accessibility to the 
public, that attempted to correct prior issues in school accountability policies� Specifically, 
they used school peer groups, used to compare schools within more similar groupings, 
as opposed to comparing against the entire city school population� There were numerous 
ways the use of peer groups is important� First, strict and universal school accountability 
policies are often influenced by out-of-school factors (Hamilton & Koretz, 2002)� Knowing 
this, the report cards were supposed to allow schools to be compared against peer 
groups with similar out-of-school circumstances (e�g�, number of students in poverty, 
entering student academic preparation, etc�), and provide a report card grade that was 
contextualized in the reality that different schools serve different students� Second, these 
report cards included some growth measures instead of city-wide normed achievement 
metrics, again presenting the opportunity for equity in the consideration of schools with 
differing circumstances out of their control, in this case prior student achievement� Simply, 
schools would not be punished with a low accountability grade for serving students who 
entered with lower prior test scores than other schools in the city� Yet it is still unclear 
whether the use of these peer groups had the intended balancing impact on schools’ 
grades; according to Corcoran and Pai (2013), the Peer Index (the collapsed measure 
developed by NYCDOE which was used to group schools) did not have a notable impact 
on schools’ overall grades due to the diversity within the peer groups� This suggests 
the use of peer groups may not have actually adjusted the scores towards the end of 
providing balance across differing out-of-school circumstances�

The causal impact of the NYCDOE version of school report cards on student 
achievement has been investigated in two papers: Rockoff and Turner (2010) and Winters 
and Cowen (2012)� Moreover, both studies used regression discontinuity approach to 
examine the impact of receiving a particular grade on exam scores� Rockoff and Turner 
(2010) examine grade 3–8 test scores and find significant positive impacts of receiving an 
F relative to a D, or a D grade relative to a C in both math and reading scores� Winters and 
Cowen (2012) add specificity to a similar analysis by adding student-level characteristics 
and identifiers, providing the ability to follow students from school to school across 
years� They find positive impacts on student test scores of receiving an F relative to a 
D, particularly in English scores, and those gains were persistent across multiple years� 
Together, the pieces suggest that NYCDOE’s school report cards do have a positive impact 
on test scores for schools at or near the cut points�

A NEW PROGRESS REPORT: THE “SCHOOL QUALITY REPORT”
Despite the positive impacts of the prior report card system, NYCDOE made substantive 

changes to the School Progress Report in 2015� There were a number of elements to 
this shift in policy� First, as noted by Corcoran and Pai (2013), the peer groups that were 
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designed to balance the prior report grades by comparing schools against similarly 
situated “peer” schools actually had little impact on the overall scores in the initial iteration 
of the report cards� Not only did the peer groups not work as designed, but the NYCDOE 
also believed these peer groupings created an unfair competitive attitude between the 
schools being compared (NYCDOE, 2018)� Thus, the new progress reports removed the 
use of the comparison group in score calculation, although interestingly the NYCDOE did 
choose to include some reference to an unpublished comparison group on the reports 
themselves, merely suggesting the relevance of the comparison group and not actually 
using the group to calculate scores and/or ratings� 

The most substantive change, though, was a shift from the aforementioned A to F 
categorical grade scale to a new four-level categorical scale, which labeled schools 
as Excellent, Good, Fair, or Poor in reports designed for parents� In reports designed 
for teachers and administrators, the same four-level categorical scale was labeled as 
Exceeding Target, Meeting Target, Approaching Target, and Not Meeting Target (the latter 
of these labeling schemes will be referred to for the rest of the paper)� These new metrics 
were described as “gentler” (Wall, 2014, title), and described by then-chancellor of the 
NYCDOE Carmen Fariña as “looking beyond test scores and focusing on making sure…
each school has what it needs for sustained and continuous growth” and a “transformed…
approach [to] school accountability” (Darville, 2014, quoted speech)�

Still, the most prominently placed measure was for “Student Achievement” which 
combined student test scores and credit accumulation� As before, these four-tier 
categorical ratings are assigned by collapsing a continuously calculated numeric score� 
While the numeric score was and remains publicly available, it is published in a format 
perhaps too complex for the general population and not formatted, designed, or 
documented for those without some knowledge of statistics� This suggest any decisions 
by parents, students, or teachers may be made, not from the continuous numeric score, 
but rather from the EGFP label� In addition, the scores were no longer criterion referenced 
— rather, they were built on pre-set targets determined by the NYCDOE, although these 
targets were not consistent across years� 

Last, the new School Quality Reports were also no longer tied to accountability measures 
or bonuses; instead, these reports were designed for schools and leaders to inform their 
planning and allow families to learn more about their school (NYCDOE, 2015)� This marks a 
distinct shift away from the “consequential” school accountability mechanism as described 
by Hanushek and Raymond (2005) towards one in which school performance is still 
aggregated and publicized, but without the same predetermined rewards or sanctions�

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This paper examines the causal impact of receiving a particular categorical Student 

Achievement rating on a school report card beyond the impact of the numeric Student 
Achievement score� Policymakers and reformers in NYC adopted report cards to “set 
expectations for schools and promote school improvement” (NYCDOE, 2018, p�1)� However, 
if there are measurable impacts of the categorical rating beyond that of the numeric 
rating, it is not obvious why the categorical Student Achievement rating specifically would 
have any impact on the activities of a school or leader� Indeed, all the information (e�g�, 
test scores and survey responses) used to build the numerical achievement score, which 
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then determines the rating, is known to school leaders ahead of the release of the grade� 
Further, the information contained in the newer, more holistic report card was specifically 
designed to help schools “identify and address specific strengths and weaknesses” 
(NYCDOE, 2015, Overview section)� Last, this policy shift represents a move away from a 
consequential accountability system (as defined by Hanushek & Raymond, 2005) to one 
without specifically pre-known consequences� Why, then, might the categorical rating 
itself have any impact above the variety of known information that informs the rating? 

From a purely rational approach, schools and their leaders should work to maximize 
student achievement outcomes and thus improve all progress report numerical scores, 
regardless of the cut points and letter grades with which those numeric scores are 
associated� Simply, if you raise test scores, you raise your achievement score� Unless there 
are stated punishments or rewards for entering/exiting certain categorical ratings, there 
is no obvious reason why a rating category would cause any change above and beyond 
the impact of the numeric score� Further, given the information for specific schools within 
each school’s report card, the most efficient or rational behavior may be to specifically 
target areas of weakness in the report card�

However, rational choice theory (Simon, 1956) explains that not all behavior is as rational 
as expected� Actors may not search for the best option; rather, a good move might be 
chosen as it is safer� When actors respond in these ways, they are “satisficing” (Simon, 
1956, p� 9)� Understanding why schools and their leaders may behave by satisficing is 
further explained by Simon’s (1955) theory of bounded rationality� Simon (1956) argues 
that actors can rarely take advantage of all the information provided to them, and instead 
make choices about how much and which information of which to take advantage� 
Considering these concepts, school leaders may have an overwhelming amount of 
information at their disposal, to the point where they may not be able act on all of it� Thus, 
leaders may only use some of that information in deciding which proverbial levers to pull 
to impact student learning� In this paper, I examine the possibility that the comparatively 
limited information in the Student Achievement categorical rating demonstrably causes 
some schools and their leaders to make changes that lead to positive academic outcomes 
in the form of test score growth� 

While the actual behaviors of school leaders are not observed in this study, there are 
numerous ways extant literature has established schools’ responses to accountability 
reforms� For example, Shipps and White (2009) examine the differences in school 
principal behavior before and after increased accountability policies in New York City� 
They found that principals paid closer attention to bureaucratic expectations and market-
style accountability, each of which are directly connected to the New York City progress 
reports� 

Bureaucratic expectations are inherently part of school progress reports in that they are 
developed and shared by the Department of Education; they are treated as reviews of 
schools’ performance for parents and school staff alike� Further, all forms of standardized 
progress reports inherently align with market ideology (Engel, 2000) in that they suggest 
intra-district comparisons and competition� In this system, even though schools are 
scored at least in part against their own achievement goals, each school is still given a 
label on a consistent and comparable metric against other schools in the city� While not 
every student can choose their elementary school, and thus elementary schools may 
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not fall cleanly into the market phenomenon described above, the reports still provide 
information on how a school is doing in direct comparison to its peers� School leaders may 
use comparatively lower Student Achievement ratings, then, as signals to change their 
behaviors in ways that are different from schools assigned higher ratings�

Existing literature also demonstrates ways schools and their leaders respond to 
accountability pressure in unequal ways across student groups, further suggesting 
a satisficing approach� For example, Booher-Jennings (2005) uncovered the use of 
educational triage in response to Texas’ accountability system, in which teachers and 
administrators diverted resources to attend to students close to the threshold of passing 
(i�e� “bubble kids”) and students that were known to count for the school’s accountability 
rating� A similar set of circumstances could be relevant in New York City� Schools are 
commonly judged by their percentage of students meeting proficiency (NYCDOE, 2019)� 
Similar to the findings in Booher-Jennings (2005), schools in New York City may also be 
practicing educational triage and addressing some of these subgroups differentially based 
on their Student Achievement rating�

METHODS
DATA/SAMPLE

To answer research questions on the impact of school report card grades, I used the 
“Student Achievement” ratings from all Elementary, Middle, and Kindergarten through 
eighth grade schools (n = 1091) in the New York City Department of Education from 
2014–15 through 2018–19 school years� These years were selected because these were the 
first years the new reports were used and include all available years of data at the time 
of writing (with an exception for 2016–17 described below)� As noted before, the Student 
Achievement rating is on a four-level categorical scale and built from a 1–5 continuous 
measure known as the Student Achievement Score� This continuous metric is built from 
a complex formula taking into account student achievement, future credit accumulation, 
and performance relative to a NYCDOE-assigned target� These data create my assignment 
(score) and treatment (rating) variables�

For my outcome variables, I construct a variety of grade-level test score growth metrics 
for grades 3 through 8� In New York State, every 3rd through 8th grade student completes 
an annual Math and English (ELA) exam each Spring� These data were downloaded 
from the NYCDOE website in Excel format and merged with the quality report data by 
a NYCDOE-assigned school ID number and year� Schools without test scores for both 
years, generally new or closed schools, were excluded� Similarly charter schools, who have 
different reporting requirements, were also excluded� These test scores are reported as 
collapsed at the grade by subject by school level, from 2014 through 2019; I then use them 
to construct year-to-year growth measures for each grade-subject-school� Excluded from 
the analysis is growth from the 2016–17 to 2017–18 school years, as New York State revised 
the exam in the 2017–18 school year to reduce the number of days tested and substantively 
changed the scaling of exam scores� As a result, the scores from 2017–18 are comparable 
to the following year (2018–19), but not prior years� These metrics are described below�
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
In Tables 1 and 2, I present descriptive data� Table 1 presents the distribution of Student 

Achievement ratings, grouped both by school-year (one observation for each school-year 
combination) and grade-subject (one observation for each grade-subject combination 
within each school-year)� Of note is the uneven distribution across the rating categories� 
There are few (n=55) schools that received the “Not Meeting Target” rating label across all 
years, less than 2%� Further, the majority of schools received a “Meeting Target” rating; just 
over half� The remaining schools were roughly evenly distributed between “Approaching 
Target” and “Exceeding Target�” Also of note were the relatively consistent percentages 
across the school-year and grade-subject breakdowns, which suggests no substantive 
differences within the grades served between schools with different Student Achievement 
rating categories�

There are a few key observable differences between schools receiving different Student 
Achievement ratings; in Table 2, I present key variables that highlight some of those 
differences� For example, schools that received lower scores tended to have a larger 
percentage of students of color� Schools that received lower scores tend to have slightly 
higher percentages of students with disabilities, higher Economic Need Index scores, and 
more students chronically absent� Schools with higher Student Achievement ratings tend 
to have more experienced principals, although not more experienced teachers�

OUTCOME MEASURES  
My outcomes of interest are generally described as test-related growth in the year 

following the assignment of a given Student Achievement rating� Table 3 presents 
outcome averages for each of the four Student Achievement rating levels, grouped into 
two panels by subject area� In each panel, the first row represents growth after receiving 
the specified Student Achievement rating� The subsequent rows represent other test-
related outcomes of interest� 

While I neither individually examine the behaviors of an individual school and its 
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leaders, nor track individual students in and out of these levels, school-level measures of 
proficiency across years can be a good measure for student performance and a proxy 
for administrator behavior� New York State also converts student exam scores to a 1 to 4 
scale to indicate level of proficiency for each student; category 1 is the lowest, category 
2 follows, and categories 3 and 4 are each considered proficient� As schools may be 
interested in improving subsets of student scores, I construct growth metrics for numbers 
of students in the following categories: 1 (lowest), category 2 (“bubble”) and category 3 
/ 4 (proficient)� The city-defined definitions for each of these categories is presented in 
Table 4�

The importance of the signs of these metrics is worth discussing specifically as they are 
not uniformly interpreted across categories; a negative “growth” in the lowest category, 
for example, means a school had less students in the lowest category (in a given grade-
subject) than in the prior year — what most would consider a good thing, despite the 
negative numeric change� A positive growth in the proficient category, though, means a 
school has more students achieving proficiency (again in a given grade-subject) than in 
the prior year — also a good thing� 

In Table 5, I present four possibilities for various combinations of signs of three 
performance category outcome measures at four hypothetical schools� Schools A and B 
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present the most obvious interpretations� At school A, the proportion of students in the 
lowest category increases, while the number of proficient students decreases� This is a 
school that is not showing improvement, regardless of the difference in level 2 students� 
At school B, the lowest category decreases while the proficient category increases� This 
is a school that is clearly improving; whether the students are moving out of the lowest 
category into level 2 (or “bubble”) or proficient category is certainly important, but 
with this current data we have no way of knowing if that’s the case� Schools C and D are 
slightly more complicated; in school C, we see increases in both the lowest and proficient 
category, suggesting that students are being pulled from the bubble to both extremes, 
suggesting heterogeneity by prior performance level� Conversely at school D students 
are leaving both the lowest and proficient category, congregating at the bubble, again 
suggesting heterogeneity, although with notably different results� As students clump 
at the bubble category, this could indicate School D is increasing scores of its lowest 
students while suppressing proficiency� 

EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
To examine the causal impact of a particular categorical rating, I echo approaches from 

previous scholarship on school accountability grades, namely those conducted on New 
York City data (i�e�, Rockoff & Turner, 2010; Winters & Cowen, 2012)� Ideally, to replicate 
a fully controlled trial, I would examine the same school under two different conditions; 
for example, one in which they receive a label of “Approaching Target,” and one in which 
they receive a label of “Meeting Target�” For obvious reasons, this is not possible; schools 
only receive one score/rating each year, and schools have already received these labels� 
Further, it would be difficult and unethical to randomly assign something so important in 
the future� Indeed, in non-experimental designs, it is often difficult to replicate the random 
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assignment inherent in a carefully controlled experiment� However, there are ways, with 
some assumptions, to create (almost) as-good-as randomization� 

In a regression discontinuity (“RD”) approach, the underlying notion is that observations 
close to the left and right of any given cutoff are essentially statistically identical based 
on their close proximity on the assignment variable which determines their categorical 
label, which Lee and Lemieux (2010) described as the “Local Randomization” assumption 
(p� 295)� While in a controlled trial, treatment is assigned based on strict randomization, 
here treatment is assigned to those close to the cut point in what is assumed to be a near-
random way� 

This approach leverages the discontinuous treatment assignment mechanism built into 
the School Quality Reports� Table 6 and Figure 1 demonstrate this assignment mechanism 
clearly� The Student Achievement Score (referred to from here on as “score”) is generated 
on a 1 to 5 continuous scale, and depending on this score, schools are assigned one of 
four Student Achievement Ratings (referred to from here on as “rating”)� Note the lack 
of overlap between the rating categories; the maximum for each category is exactly 
�01 below the whole number threshold for the next category� Plot point sizes in Figure 
1 highlight the cluster in the middle two ratings, and the few schools gathered on the 
extremes�

In this case, the continuous student achievement score concretely determines the 
categorical rating, but schools close to the predefined cut point (for example, 2�99 vs� 
3�00) are so close that they are essentially randomly distributed on either side of the cut, 
meaning the difference between receiving a rating of “Approaching Target” and “Meeting 
Target” is essentially random� Thus, creating localized regression models around the cut 
point can estimate the causal impact of treatment; in this case, treatment is defined by 
receiving a particular rating relative to another�

The models implemented are of the following form:

E(y+1)sgc-Eysgc=β0+γTys+βi(Sys )+βjTys(Sys )+βkXys+μy+εys (1)

where E(y+1)sgc represents an outcome metric for year y+1, or one year following the 
assignment of a Student Achievement rating, in school s, grade g, and content area c 
(either Math or English), while Eysgc represents the same metric for the year the rating was 
assigned� Together, the left side of equation (1) represents growth in a specified outcome� 
Tys represents a dummy variable for receiving a lower rating at a given school in a given 
year for a specified cut point between two ratings; for example, Tys=1 if a school received 
an “Approaching” rating and Tys=0 if the school received a “Meeting,” if examining the 
“Approaching vs� Meeting” cut point�1 Sys is a vector which represents the continuous 
Achievement Score for a given year/school and its quadratic term, Tys(Sys) represents a 
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vector of interactions between treatment and Achievement Score, allowing for differing 
coefficients on either side of the cut point� Xys represents a vector of school-year 
covariates and μy is a year fixed-effect; these terms are added in later models� Lastly,  is an 
idiosyncratic error term� Finally, γ is the parameter of interest, and given the assumptions 
of the regression discontinuity design, represents the causal impact of being just assigned 
a particular label relative to one Student Achievement rating higher�

ESTABLISHING THE VALIDITY OF THE RD IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY
An important preliminary check for internal validity is to assess the possibility of 

manipulation at the cut point (Lee & Lemieux, 2010)� Because the assignment variable 
— achievement score — is assumed to be continuous, there should be little evidence of 
significant jumps anywhere along the spectrum, but specifically not at the cut points� If 
there were to be a jump at the cut point, it might signify and unobservable manipulation 
to the assignment variable at the cut point, violating a core assumption of the regression 
discontinuity approach, and thus rendering our analysis inaccurate� To see potential 
evidence visually, a histogram is the most appropriate choice, and presented in Figure 2� 
There are three distinct areas, defined by the two cut points of the achievement score� 
Schools that were designated “Not Meeting” or “Approaching” the target have been 
classified as “Below Target”, while the “Meeting Target” and “Exceeding Target” labels 
are directly from the achievement rating� The cut point lines are presented in red for 
convenience as well�

Upon simple visual analysis, while the cut at 4 seems to not be an issue, there does 
appear to be a small jump from “Below Target” to “Meeting Target” where Achievement 
Score equals 3� This is potentially statistically problematic; if there is manipulation 
happening to move scores from immediately below the cut point to immediately above, 
this would violate a core assumption of RD and render any inference based on the RD 
inaccurate� However, considering the nature of the School Quality reports and their 
underlying statistics, it would be difficult for any real manipulation to take place� First, it is 
impossible to predict and manipulate the wide range of scores that will eventually be used 
to calculate an achievement score and therefore rating� While administrators may have 

1While it may seem more intuitive to code this in the reverse, I chose to code treatment in this way as to more intuitively 
interpret the effect of the lower score relative to the higher score, given the theory that schools may be motivated in 
particular by a lower score�
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As a final check of the regression discontinuity assumptions, I present a parallel analysis 
using a covariate as an outcome measure as suggested by Lee and Lemieux (2010) in 
Table 7� If there was notable manipulation or some other difference in the groups on 
either side of the cut points, this difference may be revealed by differences in covariates, 
which, based on the assumptions of regression discontinuity, should be similar across 
both sides of the cut point� Table 5 presents results from RDRobust (Calonico et al�, 
2017) for all school-level covariates used later in analysis at both cut points: percent 
of English language learners, percent of students in special education, economic need 
index (calculated by NYCDOE to represent schoolwide economic need), a variety of race 
percentages, principal and teacher experience, and student and teacher attendance� 
Columns 1–3 indicate balance at the Approaching vs� Meeting cut point, while columns 
4–6 indicate balance at the Meeting vs� Exceeding cut point� The first columns (1 and 4) 
utilize data-driven bandwidth selections, while the remaining use a predefined smaller and 
larger bandwidth� There should not be any significant results in these tests; if there were, 
it would signify a discontinuity in one of our covariates, violating the local randomization 
assumption, and would suggest that there was a statistical difference between the 
two groups close to the cut point� As suspected, the estimates are small in magnitude, 
indicating little difference, and only a small handful are significant, and only at the p= �05 
level� Indeed, given the large number of statistical test results being presented in this table 
(60), it is not surprising that some may appear significant� This helps reinforce (yet not 
necessarily fully confirm) the original assumption of local randomization around the two 
cut points�

RESULTS
In the following section, I discuss the findings of the regression discontinuity design� 

First, I explain visual differences at the cut point using binned plots with local linear 
specifications mapped on for ease of interpretation, finding that being just assigned 
(i�e�, assignment based on being just past the cut point) a rating of “Approaching” has 
a positive impact on some math-related outcomes� Those results do not appear to be 

had access to their scores before they were finalized, it would still have been difficult to 
manipulate scores after tests were concluded and shift scores in one direction or the other� 
Finally, as I address more fully in my limitations section, any manipulation of this sort may 
actually lead to underestimating the effects at that cut point, given the results presented 
below�
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present for ELA outcomes, nor for being just assigned the “Meeting” rating� Then, I present 
numeric estimates that bolster the conclusions evident in the graphical approach� 

VISUAL RESULTS
Figure 3 demonstrates the four math outcomes of interest at the “Approaching vs� 

Meeting” cut point� There are apparent discontinuities in all four of the graphs presented; 
each graph suggests that just being assigned a rating of “Approaching” improves math-
related outcomes� First, in graph A, it appears that there is increased score growth below 
the cut point, suggesting being assigned a lower rating causes a positive impact on math 
score growth for schools just below the cut point when compared to their similar peers 
just above the cut point� Similarly, graph D suggests that when schools just below the 
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cut point are assigned a lower rating, they have a greater increase in their percentage of 
students in the overall category of proficiency in comparison to their peers just above the 
cut point�

Graph B (figure 3) shows an opposite visual pattern, as in being just at the lower rating 
suggests a negative impact relative to schools just above the cut point� However, this may 
be consistent evidence of improvement regardless of differing signs� Graph B suggests 
that schools just below the cut point have a larger decrease in the number of students in 
the lowest category, which would generally be interpreted as overall improvement� Similar 
to graph A, the positive difference in graphs C and D suggests that schools just below the 
cut point both increased the number of students in the bubble category (level 2) as well 
as students in the Proficient category, when compared to schools just above the cut point� 
However, the evidence in graph C is the least conclusive visually�

Figure 4 demonstrates the four ELA outcomes of interest at the “Approaching vs� 
Meeting” cut point� These figures appear to be less conclusive than their counterparts 
in Figure 3 in that the discontinuities are less pronounced� Still, in graphs A and B there 
appears to be evidence of improvement for schools in both score growth and movement 
of students out of the lowest performance category just below the cut point receiving a 
rating of Approaching in comparison to similar schools just above the cut point�

Figure 5 presents the same math-related outcomes as Figure 3 but shifts the perspective 
to the Meeting vs� Exceeding cut point� In comparison to Figure 3, there do not appear 

to be as notable discontinuities here� A weak argument may be made that graphs A and 
B present discontinuities; interestingly, the signs of these discontinuities are opposite 
of the prior evidence, perhaps suggesting that schools just above the higher cut point 
improved as a function of the higher rating� Still, that claim would need to be confirmed by 
additional evidence presented below� Figure 6 presents the same ELA-related outcomes 
as Figure 4, but at the Meeting vs� Exceeding cut point� Similar to math-related results in 
Figure 5, there may be a weak argument for differences present in graphs A and B, again 
with different signs than at the prior cut points, but that evidence should be interpreted 
cautiously and only if verified by additional analyses that follow�
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bias to point estimates (Lee & Lemieux, 2010)� To address this, Lee and Lemieux (2010) 
suggest exploring the sensitivity of results with a variety of bandwidths and a variety of 
orders of polynomial, although recent evidence (Gelman & Imbens, 2019) suggest limiting 
higher order polynomials to second order (quadratic)� Ideally, these differing specifications 
should provide similar estimates of the treatment in both magnitude and sign, revealing a 
rough approximation of the “true” causal effect� 

I present estimates for a variety of bandwidths and polynomial specifications in Tables 
8 and 9� Presented in each cell is , the coefficient on the “treatment,” which is defined 
as being either just below or above the cut point; in Table 6, treatment is just receiving 
an “Approaching” rating, while in Table 7, treatment is just receiving a “Meeting” rating� 

SENSITIVITY TO BANDWIDTH AND FUNCTIONAL FORM  
The results from regression discontinuity designs can be sensitive to the choice of 

bandwidth; in other words, depending on how one defines the range of scores for which 
the schools are essentially similar, the analysis may be biased or imprecise� Indeed, the 
choice of bandwidth is a limitation to the regression discontinuity approach; choosing to 
widen the bandwidth to improve precision (by including more data points) inherently adds 
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The estimates presented, then, are the causal impact of being just below the cut point, in 
comparison to otherwise similar schools, for each of the given outcome measures� While 
there is no expectation that the estimates should be exactly the same across bandwidths 
and polynomial orders, similarities between the variety of specifications, as well as the 
visual evidence presented in the earlier figures, may provide a preponderance of evidence 
of a true causal impact�

The estimates in table 8 are split by math and ELA results in the top and bottom panels, 
respectively� Rows 1, 2, and 4 each suggest similar results to the visual evidence provided 
in figure 3; while the magnitudes are not identical, the fact that multiple bandwidths 
and specifications lead to statistically significant increases in score growth should be 
taken together as a preponderance of evidence� There is ample evidence, then, that 
being just below the cut point and receiving an Approaching rating causes increases in 
math score growth, decreases in the percentage of students in the lowest proficiency 
category, and increases in the percentage of students scoring proficient, relative to 
similar schools just beyond the cut point receiving a Meeting rating� There does not seem 
to be substantial evidence that there is an impact on the “bubble” student category� 
Conversely, in examining the bottom panel for ELA estimates, there does not appear to be 
statistically significant evidence of differences at the Approaching vs� Meeting rating, the 
exception being suggestive evidence of differences in score growth� This is not surprising 
considering the less substantial visual evidence presented in figure 4�

In Table 9, I present a similar set of estimates for the higher Meeting vs� Exceeding 
cut point; the top panel is Math outcomes and the bottom panel for ELA� These results 
confirm the visual evidence in figures 5 and 6; there does not appear to be much evidence 
of an impact of just receiving the Meeting rating, with the exception being row 2 in the 
lower panel for ELA� These results weakly suggest that just being rated Meeting may cause 
an increase in the percentage of students in the lowest category of ELA performance 
relative to schools just above the cut point receiving a rating of Exceeding�

ROBUSTNESS CHECKS AND ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS
One mechanism to potentially increase precision is the addition of covariates� The 

addition of covariates should strictly not shift the magnitude or direction of the results, 
only the precision, and if the addition of covariates does in fact shift the results the 
implication is that there was either a manipulation issue or a specification issue (Lee 
& Lemieux, 2010)� In Table 10, I present results for both Math and English scores at the 
Approaching vs� Meeting cut point with a collection of school-level covariates added 
(see Table 2 for the comprehensive list of covariates)� I choose to omit further results for 
Meeting vs� Exceeding as the preferred specification was not statistically significant� The 
results in Table 10 resemble the results in Table 8, as they should, including the relatively 
weak, suggestive evidence that there may be an impact on ELA score growth�

There are some additional considerations and limitations that must be addressed� The 
first is regarding the strength and significance of the conclusions; while there is ample 
evidence that receiving a lower label increased future growth in test scores, particularly 
for math exams, the results are by no means wholly conclusive� Because there are only 
three sets of paired years data, with more data the conclusions would be more robust and 
perhaps more precise� 
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The second and more important consideration is the issue of potential manipulation 
at the Approaching vs� Meeting cut� Visually, the histogram appears as if there may be 
a “jump” at the cut point, which ideally should not be the case; there will of course be 
some idiosyncratic lumpiness throughout the distribution but seeing a particular “jump” 
at the cut point suggests there may be schools manipulating their scores right at the cut 
point to move from just below to just above� Further, there is a policy-related chance that 
manipulation was happening� Because schools had access to the data used to calculate 
the Student Achievement score ahead of the report’s publication, they could have 
theoretically calculated their (future) Student Achievement scores relative to the cut point 
prior to their official label assignment� Knowing their label assignment, they could have 
attempted to interfere with students’ testing or attempt to manually edit their data to 
account for the potential lower rating� 
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Manipulating test scores to move from one side of the cut point to another seems like 
an unlikely and unwieldy task for an administrator, however� The administrator would need 
both a significant amount of time to develop the calculations, as well as plausible rationale 
to manually adjust scores� Further, a savvier administrator would likely manipulate their 
grade to be higher� Assuming a savvy administrator would also lead to higher test scores, 
this manipulation would in fact bias results in the opposite direction; those schools that 
were manipulated to be just beyond the cut point should see more growth in comparison 
their otherwise similar schools just below the cut point� Any potential manipulation, then, 
would suggest the results are actually larger than presented here� Adding further analysis 
to those specific cases immediately past the cut certainly would be beneficial in the future�

An additional potential issue to be considered is that of schools sliding back and forth 
across the cut point� Because test scores are included in subsequent years’ Student 
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Achievement scores, there is a possibility that the gains described above of just receiving 
a rating of Approaching will push a given school into the Meeting category the following 
year, making the school a control school� While the year fixed effect in the model 
addresses any between-year dependencies by limiting comparisons to within-year, it 
does not wholly address the issue from an interpretive standpoint� Because the gains are 
local to the cut point, if schools are simply sliding back and forth across the cut point, 
the results are far less meaningful, suggesting any impacts are both short-term and 
immediately reversed� 
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Figure 7 provides a descriptive picture of this potential issue by mapping the treatment/
control status of all schools within the preferred bandwidth of year 1 (2015’s report card) 
at the Approaching/Meeting cut point� In the leftmost column are size-weighted markers 
for schools just below and above the Approaching/Meeting cut point on the 2015 report 
card� The middle column filters those schools by their rating, if within bandwidth, the 
following year� Because some schools move out of the bandwidth altogether in the 
following year, the markers in 2016 do not sum to their respective markers in 2015� Finally, 
a similar split is demonstrated between 2016 and 2018 (the next analytic year)� Of the 
157 treatment schools within the analytic bandwidth labeled Approaching in 2015, only 11 
moved up to Meeting in 2016 and back again to Approaching in 2018� Similarly, of the 220 
“control” schools, only 6 move back to Approaching and subsequently up to Meeting once 
again, suggesting any problematic sliding back and forth across the cut point is limited�

While the descriptive picture above suggests only a limited impact of “sliding” back 
and forth across the cut point, there are legitimate policy reasons why the impact might 
be limited as well� While the measured outcome, test scores, are a part of future Student 
Achievement scores and ratings, it is not the only measure; there is significant noise in the 
assignment variable as it is constructed from a variety of metrics (including test scores, 
attendance, school surveys, etc�)� 

Last, there may be a concern that prior treatment, including prior year ratings from this 
system or the prior system, may present an identification issue� For that to be the case, 

prior years’ treatment would need to be endogenously associated with the treatment 
above and beyond the forcing variable, which is unlikely to be the case� That is to say, even 
with prior intervention based on prior treatment, which may move schools up (or down) 
on the continuous forcing variable, there’s nothing to suggest that movement would be 
different immediately surrounding the cut point� While prior treatment may impact some 
schools, those schools are likely to be distributed across the cut point in a given year, and 
year fixed-effects ensures only within-year comparisons are estimated� 
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DISCUSSION
The results suggest two key causal implications of receiving an “Approaching” Student 

Achievement rating for schools near the cut point in comparison to schools near the cut 
point receiving a rating of Meeting� First, schools just receiving an Approaching rating 
causes greater growth in the following year’s math scores, while the evidence is not 
nearly as strong for ELA� This is consistent with prior evidence of that strict accountability 
implementation increases in math more dramatically than reading (Hansen et al�, 2018)� 

Second, schools just below the cut point appear to be more effective than otherwise 
similar schools at moving students out of the lowest category of math score, as well 
as more effective than otherwise similar schools at moving students into the proficient 
category of math score� While there is little evidence for the bubble students, this very 
well may be because schools just below the cut point are moving students both in and 
out of the bubble, masking any real impact or difference between the two groups of 
schools despite the progress being made� In conjunction, the evidence I present above 
suggests that, at least for math, schools and their leaders are responding specifically to 
the categorical Student Achievement rating above and beyond any information presented 
by the continuous numeric achievement score� 

While the evidence above may indicate a lower categorical Student Achievement 
rating causes increased math test score growth in the following year for schools near the 
Approaching/Meeting cut point, it does not address why this happens� There are a variety 
of potential explanations with policy implications� For example, it may be that for schools 
just below the cut point there is a differential motivating factor that leads to different 
tactics leading to increased achievement and/or focus on test scores in the following 
year relative to their peers, a form of satisficing (Simon, 1956)� Alternatively, schools who 
just barely reach the threshold for a higher score may see this achievement as sufficient 
relative to their peers and place less emphasis on test scores the following year (another 
form of satisficing)� Again, this is important from a policy perspective because it suggests 
that schools and their personnel react positively to negative information about their 
institution, even if that information is comparatively marginal (i�e�, puts them just below the 
cut point)� Further, it suggests that despite the availability of the fully continuous Student 
Achievement score, schools are reacting to the categorical ratings and not numeric score, 
otherwise there would likely be no discontinuous result�

IMPLICATIONS
FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

I first consider these findings in the context of the broader education accountability 
movement� There was a marked increase in available information from No Child Left 
Behind and other national policies (e�g�, Every Student Succeeds Act, Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act, etc�) that require additional information, namely testing, to 
be collected by states and municipalities� These findings indicate that while incredibly 
detailed, individual level data are collected from numerous standardized examinations 
and/or other data systems, the broad, school-level categorical data causes schools to 
make some sort of change leading to differences in future test scores� Whether this is 
because schools are making meaningful changes or not is not determined here; rather, I 
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show evidence above that at least something different is happening as a function of the 
categorical rating that may have been difficult to calculate without NCLB’s systematic 
collection of data� Still, while the increase in information ushered in by new accountability 
policies might be celebrated, it is unclear whether schools have the capacity to use that 
information effectively; that is, taking advantage of its full level of detail� Therefore, while 
collapsing data down to a more digestible chunk may have its benefits, in these results 
there is evidence that it perhaps causes limited response when more comprehensive 
response may be more beneficial�

While it is dangerous to make broad policy recommendations stemming from a 
single study or perspective, it is worth considering the impact providing clear and 
distinct information has on schools, again considering if that information (the Student 
Achievement rating) is a rough approximation of a more subtle yet just as easily available 
metric (the Student Achievement score)� That is, the evidence above suggests that 
schools are less likely to respond to a continuous measure and more likely to respond to 
a categorical one� Perhaps, then, district accountability offices might see more efficiently 
distributed impacts if they create and distribute more simple, categorical measures of 
school quality to induce positive changes, especially for schools that are close to given 
cut points� These could include or expand upon the six sub-areas currently in the NYCDOE 
School Quality Snapshot (NYCDOE, 2018). 

A second implication is that there is a need for district-level support for schools and 
their data teams� While the New York City Department of Education intended to create a 
more detailed, nuanced look at school quality, the evidence above suggests the response 
was similar to the old, “one-dimensional” (NYCDOE, 2015) report cards� If schools at the 
cut points are responding only to the ratings and not the more detailed information 
contained in the continuous Student Achievement score, that may be because of a lack of 
knowledge or resources for doing so� School leaders and teachers would perhaps benefit, 
then, from additional training carried out by district-provided experts in data analysis� If 
district leaders could develop processes for schools and their leaders to use the more 
complex and detailed information, perhaps there could be positive impacts across the 
spectrum and not just at the cut points�

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
To advance understanding of school report cards and school accountability systems writ 

large, researchers should extend these analyses to other outcome variables� For instance, 
they should examine less traditional outcomes besides test scores, some of which are 
accessible via publicly shared data on the NYCDOE website� First might be survey-related 
outcomes, including results from parents and teachers; NYCDOE conducts an annual 
school climate survey (NYCDOE, 2019) that asks parents, teachers, and older (high 
school) students questions regarding the functioning of their school including evaluating 
leadership, school culture, and safety� There are a variety of potential outcome variables 
of interest embedded in the survey, including shifts in trust for principals based on prior 
rating, or different parental perspectives on a school based on prior rating� 

Also, this analysis could be extended to high schools, which would inherently lead to 
another compelling application� Because New York City has a system of “universal choice” 
(see Abdulkadiroğlu et al�, 2005 for a summary of the system), students have access to 
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these scores prior to making their school application decisions� Perhaps, then, there are 
causal impacts on not only what happens at a given school, but who chooses to attend; 
does a lower label cause different students to apply to a given school in comparison to 
otherwise similar schools with a higher (or lower) label? Each of these potential extensions 
could be explored in the future�

CONCLUSIONS
The RD analyses suggests that receiving a lower categorical Student Achievement 

rating on a school accountability report may causally increase test score growth on 
Math exams for those schools who are close to the cut point, as well as decrease the 
number of students in the lowest proficiency category while increasing the number of 
students in scoring proficient� While these results are similar to prior work, there are a 
few key differences; while prior work (Rockoff & Turner, 2010; Winters & Cowen, 2012) 
demonstrated a causal impact of low grades, they did so at a time when specific sanctions 
including financial considerations and choice implications were associated with the report 
cards� Further, the former report cards were scaled only partially, and to a large group of 
peer schools� Thus, the prior measured impacts may or may not necessarily have been 
directly attributable to the report card itself; rather, the sanctions, choice threats, or 
relative performance to peers may have been motivating factors� Indeed, Hanushek and 
Raymond (2005) note that shifts from simple public-facing accountability to a system 
involving consequences had positive impacts on student achievement�

In comparison, the results presented here do not necessarily come attached to a 
consequential system; there were no such threats associated with a low score at the 
time� In fact, the reports themselves were designed to be more holistic and inspire a 
more diverse set of changes (NYCDOE, 2015)� This strengthens the argument that the 
rating itself is causing the shift in score growth� While there are a variety of potential 
explanations for such a phenomenon, the fact that the rating appears to have a causal 
impact in and of itself provides important information for those working in and around 
school accountability: even if detailed information is available, the act of labeling a school 
with a particular rating can have an impact on its own�
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ABSTRACT

Self-determination has been associated with academic success for college students 
with and without disabilities� The APP Tool was designed to allow higher education 
professionals to examine which campus Activities, Programs, or Policies (APPs) promote, 
and which might hinder, the development of student self-determination� This study used 
the qualitative basic interpretive approach (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) to analyze data 
from semi-structured interviews of three focus groups of higher education professionals 
(practitioners) that were conducted to ascertain their impressions of the utility of the tool� 
Use of the APP Tool led practitioners to reflect on what self-determination included and 
what campus efforts were currently fostering these skills� Implications of the APP Tool 
included use as (1) a progress monitoring tool for student self-determination skills and (2) 
an evaluation tool for current campus programming�

Keywords: self-determination, higher education, student affairs, students with disabilities, 
disability services, postsecondary education, focus group
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Postsecondary education has required students to set both small (e�g�, achieve adequate 
grades on assignments and exams) and large (e�g�, complete classes and academic 
degrees) goals, as well as independently self-regulate their behavior to enable this 
progress� As such self- determination, a concept that embodies these skills, is noted 
as critical for all postsecondary students�  Field et al� (1998) proposed the following 
description of self-determination:

Self-determination is a combination of skills, knowledge and beliefs that enable a person 
to engage in goal-directed, self-regulated, autonomous behavior� An understanding of 
one’s strengths and limitations together with a belief in oneself as capable and effective 
are essential to self-determination� When acting on the basis of these skills and attitudes, 
individuals have greater ability to take control of their lives and assume the role of 
successful adults in our society (p� 2)�

Wehmeyer et al� (2007) stated self-determined behaviors encompass “volitional actions” 
(p� 5) that allow individuals to make choices and direct their behaviors to maintain or alter 
their lives� The volitional actions that describe self-determination included four essential 
characteristics: (1) the person acted autonomously; (2) the behavior was self-regulated; (3) 
the person initiated and responded to the event in a psychologically empowered manner; 
and (4) the person acted in a self-realizing manner� These characteristics described the 
function of the behavior that makes it self-determined or not (Wehmeyer et al�, 2007)� 
Volitional actions can also be achieved through the development of related attitudes and 
abilities, or the component elements of self-determination� Definitions of the component 
elements of self-determination can be found in Appendix A� 

Self-determination is noted as an important skill for all students in postsecondary 
education (Faye & Sharpe, 2008; Graham & Vaughn, 2022; Guiffrida et al�, 2013)� 
Specifically, increased levels of self-determination have been associated with higher grade 
point averages (GPAs) and levels of satisfaction with life in college for all postsecondary 
students (Graham & Vaughn, 2022), as well as higher rates of student engagement in 
postsecondary education (Faye & Sharpe, 2008; Guiffrida et al�, 2013)� For postsecondary 
students, Guiffrida et al� (2013) also found a relationship between source of motivation, 
specifically in areas of autonomy and competence, and persistence in postsecondary 
education as well as GPA�

The benefits of learning and using self-determination skills for college students with 
disabilities (SWD) have also been well established (Field et al�, 2003; Gelbar et al�, 2020; 
Ju et al�, 2017; D�R� Parker, 2004; Petcu et al�, 2017; Sarver, 2000)� Researchers have 
found positive relationships between GPA in postsecondary education and levels of self-
determination for students with learning disabilities (Field et al�, 2003; Sarver, 2000) 
and for students with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (D�R� Parker, 2004)� Ju et 
al� (2017) found that “teaching self- determination skills or developing self-determined 
behaviors can enhance overall self-determination leading to academic success” (p� 186), 
including higher GPA and retention rates for postsecondary SWD�

 Self-determination may have been even more crucial for SWD, as accommodation 
provision is largely reliant on students’ proactive behaviors� Postsecondary disability 
services required SWD to self-disclose their disability or disabilities to their office and 
professors as needed to receive accommodations (Fleming et al�, 2017; Newman & Madaus, 
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2015; O’Shea & Meyer, 2016)� Depending on campus policies students have also needed 
to request accommodations every semester, deliver or initiate delivery of accommodation 
letters to their instructors, and follow-up with disability resource personnel or instructors 
themselves if they required a change in accommodations� 

While self-determination is relevant to all postsecondary students, especially those 
with disabilities, the topic is less researched for students without disabilities� In these 
settings, self-determination skill development most commonly occurred within disability 
resource offices (University of California Berkley, n�d�; University of Colorado Boulder, 
n�d�; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, n�d�); however, this programming only 
reached students with disabilities, specifically those who chose to disclose and register 
for services� As only one third of postsecondary students with disabilities registered with 
disability resource offices (National Center for Education Statistics, 2022), this information 
reached a relatively small number of students with disabilities� Gelbar et al� (2020) called 
attention to the fact that not all students register with their disability service office, and 
students may have invisible disabilities (e�g�, learning disabilities, mental health conditions), 
therefore student affairs professionals may have served students with undisclosed 
disabilities� Providing opportunities to practice self-determination through both disability 
resource and student affairs offices could reach a broader population of students with 
disabilities than through disability resource offices alone� Additionally, self-determination 
training provided through student affairs offices could reach the general population of 
college students who may also benefit from these skills�

There has been a need to ensure higher education programing promoted self-
determination skills for all students� This included identifying and continuing current 
programs that effectively cultivate these skills, modifying or eliminating programs that 
do not effectively develop self- determination, and developing new programs to support 
skills not being fostered� The Activities, Programs, or Policies (APP) Tool (Mills et al�, 2019) 
provided a systematic means to evaluate whether self-determination skills are supported 
by campus programming� The APP Tool, which consisted of a three-column form that can 
be used as a hard-copy or electronic resource, was developed to provide postsecondary 
professionals, including those within student affairs and disability resource offices, 
with a guide to foster a campus-wide focus on self-determination skill development� 
APPs was a broad term used for this tool to signify the various components of higher 
education, though there is much overlap, and the area or event does not need to fit into 
one silo�  Broadly, activities included activities fairs and new student orientation that are 
single events or occur less frequently, while programs included first year seminars and 
intramurals that are structured across a longer period of time� Policies included codes 
of conduct and attendance rules� The tool did not require users to define an event as an 
activity, program, or policy but instead identify the whole event, examples provided above, 
as an APP�

DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE APP TOOL

Mills et al� (2019) created the APP Tool for student affairs professionals to facilitate the 
development of self-determination skills� The APP Tool can be employed in a range of 
higher education settings and provides professionals a way to “identify self-determination 
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challenges common to college students and link them to programmatic responses” 
(Madaus et al�, 2020, p� 3)� It is completed in a series of reflective steps (described next)� 
Although not necessary, the form can be completed collaboratively, with higher education 
professionals initially working through each step and then discussing and modifying their 
responses as a group throughout each stage�

The APP tool (see Appendix B) contained three columns: “Common Challenges,”

“Activities, Policies, Programs” and “Self-Determination Outcomes�” The first step when 
completing the APP Tool was to list common challenges incoming students, including both 
first year and transfer students, may face on a separate sheet of paper� This section could 
also be used to describe common challenges that historically marginalized populations, 
including, but not limited to, first generation students, SWDs, minority students, and 
economically challenged students experienced when they enter postsecondary education 
(Madaus et al�, 2020)� It should be noted these categories were not discrete, and individual 
students may identify with more than one challenge�

Next, higher education professionals using the tool would narrow the list to five to seven 
of the most pressing common challenges for students and record these in the first column 
of the Tool� If professionals listed more than seven challenges, they should focus on five 
to seven to ensure enough time is available to think critically about each challenge� They 
may choose to examine additional challenges with the Tool at a later point in time� These 
common challenges did not need to be relevant to the entire student population but 
should encompass issues experienced most frequently by the students currently under 
consideration when completing the APP Tool� Users then recorded the most impactful 
five to seven activities, policies, and programs (APPs) offered at their school, which 
can include the most frequent, most popular, or effective APPs as determined by their 
institution of higher education� Note that these, can, but do not have to be related to the 
common challenges listed in the first column�

After APPs have been identified, users can familiarize themselves with a numbered 
list of 12 specific self-determination outcomes, which are based on the component 
elements of self- determination (Appendix A), noted at the bottom of the APP Tool form� 
The self-determination outcomes included the following: (1) choice-making skills, (2) 
decision-making skills, (3) problem- solving skills, (4) goal setting and attainment skills, 
(5) independence, risk-taking, and safety skills, (6) self- observation, self-awareness 
or self-monitoring skills, (7) self-evaluation skills, (8) self-reinforcement skills, (9) self-
instruction skills, (10) self-regulation-skills, (11) self-advocacy and leadership skills, and 
(12) positive attributions of efficacy and outcome expectancy skills� Using this list as 
a guide, professionals then identified what self-determination outcomes the specified 
APPs address and indicated the related self-determination outcomes in the third column, 
as determined by group discussion among the users filling out the APP Tool� The final 
step of the APP Tool process was to triangulate the data by (a) determining which APPs 
provide the most support in teaching self-determination skills, (b) determining which APPs 
provide limited or no support in teaching self-determination skills, and (c) identifying 
the self-determination skills not being developed by current APPs, which can inform the 
development of new or modified APPs to foster these skills� It was also possible to identify 
whether specific APPs hinder the development of student self-determination based on 
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whether the APP does not address any of the noted challenges or if there are no self-
determination outcomes that can be identified for the APP�

The current study examined the reactions of postsecondary student affairs and disability 
services professionals to using the APP Tool and addressed the following research 
questions:

1� Does the APP Tool help focus group participants consider self-determination in relation 
to their work?

2� In what ways could focus group participants see themselves using the APP Tool in 
their work? 

3� What do participant responses tell us about the utility of the APP tool in higher 
education settings?

4� What recommendations do focus group participants have for improving the APP Tool?

METHODS

The researchers sought to learn what student support services professionals, including 
student affairs professionals and disability resource office professionals, in higher 
education thought about the utility, benefits, and drawbacks of using the APP Tool� To 
do this, we conducted three focus groups with a total of 30 postsecondary education 
professionals across all groups� Focus groups are established as an accepted practice in 
a variety of fields, including business, medicine, and the social sciences to evaluate new 
tools, measure the effects of interventions, and gain perspectives from a variety of users 
(A� Parker & Tritter, 2006)� They provided a vehicle to gain a deeper understanding than 
a purely quantitative analysis may offer and provide a social setting to evaluate attitudes 
and opinions towards the topic or item of interest (Breen, 2006)� As such, they have 
been used to support the development, evaluation, and assessment of tools in the field of 
education (Williams & Katz, 2001)�

Conducting focus groups has also been noted as a common approach to collect 
qualitative data in postsecondary education research (Ortiz & Waterman, 2016), as open-
ended questions are used to gain multiple “perspectives from a group that shares one or 
more characteristics,” (Biddix, 2018, p� 146)� This method prompts participants to respond 
to individual questions, as well as engage in conversations with each other, which can 
“reveal group dynamics and social processes,” and “check for shared understanding” 
(Biddix, 2018, p� 146)� Focus groups have been previously used to study topics in 
higher education� Specifically, Murphrey et al� (2014) used focus groups to assess the 
effectiveness of different teaching platforms used at the college level and Sangster et al� 
(2016) used this method to evaluate undergraduate student involvement in research�
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PARTICIPANTS & SETTING

As noted, three focus groups were held with a total of 30 postsecondary education 
professionals in multiple regions in the United States� We intentionally sought participants 
from a combination of disability resource and student affairs professionals in order to 
represent the range of individuals who work with SWD (Lalor et al�, 2020; Madaus et 
al�, 2020), but also to glean if they believed the APP Tool had utility in other functions 
of student affairs work� The first group was held during a national conference on 
postsecondary disability services and consisted of ten postsecondary disability services 
professionals who represented an even mix of two-year colleges, small four-year colleges, 
and large four-year universities� The second and third groups, conducted at two different 
large four-year universities in the south and southeast United States, each included ten 
student affairs professionals, including residential life, advising, and veterans’ affairs staff, 
from the institution at which each group was held� The focus group participants were 
convenient samples of individuals who either chose to attend a conference session or were 
university staff at an institution the focus group facilitator worked for, though in a different 
department, and chose to attend the session� Given that each group had a sample size of 
ten participants they met the requirement of ten participants per focus group suggested 
by Krueger (1994)� In a review of focus groups, it was found that 90% of themes were 
identified when there were three to six focus groups, with three being the most common 
number of focus groups (Guest et al�, 2017), therefore using three focus groups in this 
study was appropriate given current literature� Additionally, when analyzing the data, 
saturation was reached indicating a sufficient number of participants was sampled (Glaser 
& Strauss, 1967)�

FOCUS GROUP FORMAT

Participants in each group were invited to participate via email and each comprised 
a convenience sample, which is defined here as participants that were interested in the 
topic and chose to attend the focus group sessions� The disability service professionals 
were recruited from a conference session that participants had the option to attend if 
interested� The student affairs professionals were offered the opportunity to attend the 
focus groups at their respective institutions� The groups were led by one to two of the 
APP Tool developers, who served as moderators� Following the approved institutional 
review board (IRB) protocol, each moderator explained the focus group purpose, informed 
participants the sessions were recorded, that participation was voluntary, and their 
identity would remain anonymous� At that time, participants could decide if they wished 
to participate in the focus group or not� If an individual chose to stay for the focus group, 
that indicated they provided consent� The four creators of the tool, who also served as 
the focus group moderators, came together to create the focus group protocol� The 
moderators all had a copy of the protocol which they followed during the focus groups� 
The moderators began each session with a 10-to-15-minute overview of self- determination 
based upon the theoretical framework presented by Field et al� (1998) and other relevant 
literature on the topic, notably the key components of self-determination and how its 
development can affect postsecondary students� The moderators next presented the 
APP Tool and asked participants to collaborate in order to complete it� It was suggested 
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that participants evaluate the APPs at their own institution when possible� They also had 
the option to discuss APPs at the institution of other participants if that was preferred� 
Participants worked in self-chosen groups for approximately 20 minutes� Moderators then 
lead each group in a discussion and reflection of the utility of the tool� Each focus group 
lasted between 60-90 minutes in entirety�

Discussions utilized semi-structured interview questions (see Table 1)� Questions were 
generated based upon feedback in previous presentations of the APP Tool at two national 
student affairs conferences� During these conference sessions, themes emerged from 
participants’ reactions and feedback, which served as the foundation for the interview 
questions� The semi-structured interview format allowed the moderators to guide the 
conversation with pre-prepared general questions and to ask follow-up questions as 
appropriate� This approach to interviewing can be useful when researchers seek to collect 
information on a similar topic across settings and enabled participants to express their 
individualized experience with the topic (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007)�

DATA ANALYSIS

The focus group recordings were transcribed, and transcripts were later analyzed 
using a basic interpretive approach in order to describe, understand, and interpret the 
participants’ experiences� In this process, data were analyzed by identifying recurring 
patterns, including initial codes, which are grouped into larger categories, and then 
interpreted to reveal overall themes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016)� This method was chosen as 
it is a common method in qualitative research and the authors’ goal was to determine the 
overall themes across participants� The first two authors conducted data analysis for this 
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study� These two authors were graduate students studying higher education and disability, 
previously worked in positions serving students with disabilities in higher education, 
and both self-identify as individuals with disabilities� The first two authors completed 
close readings of the focus group transcripts to familiarize themselves with the data� 
Next, each independently generated initial codes in the form of themes, or words, that 
captured the units of meaning within participants’ accounts (Thomas, 2006)� Next, the 
two researchers met to discuss initial codes and resolve any discrepancies� Discrepancies 
were determined by comparing the researcher’s initial codes and identifying those that 
have different meanings� Discussion between the two researchers occurred until they 
came to an agreement on the final list of initial codes� After this meeting, the researchers 
independently examined the codes and sought to make sense of them through identifying 
similarities, complements, or patterns� Initial codes were grouped together based on if 
focus group participants were discussing the same or similar ideas� This process resulted 
in the development of categories, which were collectively analyzed by the two researchers 
to identify emerging themes� Themes were described as overarching ideas that 
encapsulate participants’ experiences into a meaningful whole� After establishing themes, 
the researchers assessed their validity through the examination of initial codes to ensure 
the themes were representative of the initial data� This process was conducted to ensure 
that all data present in the initial codes were sufficiently and appropriately reflected in the 
final themes�

SELF-DETERMINATION AND DISABILITY CRITICAL THEORY

Disability critical theory (Schalk, 2017) guided the coding and analysis process� 
Specifically, as we completed the analyses for this study, we examined the findings 
through thinking about how the assessments of the APP tool could help benefit individuals 
in higher education who do not fit the standard norms, including students with disabilities� 
To do so we used disability critical theory which defines disability as “socially constructed 
system of norms which categorizes and values bodyminds based on concepts of ability 
and disability” (Schalk, 2017, p� 1), with bodyminds indicating the overlap a person’s body 
and mind� Disability critical theory focuses on viewing disability through the various 
social systems put in place and their impact on individuals with disability, as well as 
acknowledging other social systems such as race and ethnicity (Schalk, 2017� This theory 
was the strongest choice for this study given that the goal of the APP tool was to help 
institutions of higher education foster self-determination and identify areas that may 
hinder self-determination� Through using disability critical race theory, the participant 
responses were viewed in reference to the whole campus unless otherwise specified, 
instead of just being relevant to a disability service office, as people with disabilities 
should be supported by all campus offices� This was reflected in discussions of cross-
campus collaboration and aligned with the view that self-determination was necessary for 
the full population of college students� 
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CREDIBILITY MEASURES

The researchers established credibility, or trustworthiness, of the research process 
in multiple ways� First, researcher triangulation, or the use of multiple investigators 
comparing findings throughout data analysis (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) was used� This 
supported credibility as the data was not being analyzed by a single individual but by 
multiple individuals with varied life experiences� Second, we recorded an audit trail, or a 
thorough description of our analysis process to make these steps transparent (Merriam 
& Tisdell, 2016)� Third, this manuscript also included rich descriptions, as well as the 
participants’ direct quotes, to support the findings of the study�

RESEARCHER POSITIONALITY

The two researchers who performed the interpretive analysis both approached this task 
from the position of former postsecondary education disability resource professionals, as 
well as former graduate-level SWDs� They were both also actively involved with student 
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advocacy groups for undergraduate SWDs� As these experiences had the potential to 
influence their analysis of the data, both were intentional to acknowledge and recognize 
these positionalities and put in place three checks, explained above, among researchers 
throughout the research process to ensure the trustworthiness of findings�

RESULTS

Several themes were generated from the focus group data surrounding participants’ use 
of the APP Tool during the focus group sessions� Themes included that the tool (a) helped 
to identify APPs that both fostered and hindered development of self-determination, 
(b) guided professionals and students to focus on self-determination skill development, 
(c) can have multiple uses and implications, (d) facilitated collaboration among diverse 
campus offices, and (e) suggestions for revisions to the tool� Participants in two of the 
groups reflected on their experiences before discussing their impressions of the tool 
itself� The participants claimed the tool helped them reflect on which APPs fostered self-
determination� Participants debated how the APPs may foster the self-determination 
concepts, as well as how various programs can target the same skills, thus reinforcing their 
development and value� Table 2 provides a summary of self-determination components 
and related campus APPs as discussed by participants� For example, participants noted 
the APPs of mental health services and residence assistant support to promote self-
regulation�

RELEVANCE TO PARTICIPANT WORK 

Focus group participants discussed the relevance of the APP Tool to their work including 
fostering self-determination and hindering self-determination� These topics are discussed 
subsequently� 

FOSTERING SELF-DETERMINATION

Focus group participants noted value in the opportunity to examine current campus 
APPs, specifically whether they are meeting their intended goals, and whether those goals 
also reflect the development and use of self-determination skills� One participant shared, 
“What I found as helpful is you can look at which outcomes we may not be hitting�” 
Moreover, participants discussed how APPs that are intended to foster self-determination 
are developed constantly in higher education settings; however, strategic ways to assess if 
goals are achieved may not exist� One participant envisioned using the APP Tool to assess 
whether programs met intended objectives: 

Okay, this is what we hoped for, but what actually is this program hitting and what 
actually is this program not hitting? And kind of comparing the [program at the beginning 
of the year to the program at the end of the year] to figure out how we can improve 
something or get rid of something, honestly, if it’s not doing what we want it to do�
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Others felt the APP Tool can be used to ensure students receive opportunities for skill 
development� One participant stated:

If we’re complaining about how we see students aren’t leaving our institution with a 
certain thing, where is this missing from our programs or what programs is it in that our 
students aren’t taking part in and how can we get them wrapped in?

Another participant added that program goals also needed to match student 
expectations; if students are expected to graduate with certain self-determination skills, it 
is imperative these skills are explicitly taught� She noted:

It’s like if we identify the outcomes, if we’re seeing like a gap missing in whatever we’re 
doing—say it’s problem-solving skills ��� That’s the outcome that we’re trying to really focus 
in on, and then we’re going to structure it� What kind of program do we want? How are 
we assessing that or even reaching that outcome? And then how can we structure in that 
manner?

Most participants agreed using the APP Tool would reveal where programs were lacking 
self-determination components� One participant said, “I like the tool just because it offers 
you an aerial view of what it is that you’re missing�” Participants discussed how well-
intentioned APPs, whether newly developed or carried on from previous years, may not 
clearly articulate the self-determination skills addressed� They felt the APP Tool helped 
them to deliberately consider what concepts needed to be honed in APPs�

HINDERING SELF-DETERMINATION

Members of all three groups shared the APP Tool helped them identify APPs that 
hindered and highlighted self-determination skills not yet specifically addressed by 
resources on their campuses� Importantly, group discussants reflected that APPs limiting 
student choice may work against the development of self-determination� For instance, 
“Progression Policies” encourage students to complete a certain number of courses 
in a specified amount of time or limit a student’s ability to change his/her/their major; 
participants discussed how these policies directly impede students’ ability to make 
choices about their academic careers� Participants also shared how well-intentioned APPs 
may impede development of self-determination skills by “solving problems for students,” 
and not explicitly teaching them how to problem solve independently� Describing a 
program targeted at building community, one participant expressed “(the program) 
orientates you to an institution so you get a sense of belonging� Helpful, helpful, helpful� 
But because we’re providing you a packaged sense of belonging, you’re not utilizing your 
skills for self-determination to find your way, right?” Student Codes of Conduct were 
another policy discussed that may confirm what is expected of students but may not 
address the reason for behavioral expectations, thus limiting what students can learn from 
them� Discussants indicated the APP Tool not only emphasized programs that promote 
or hinder self-determination but additionally promoted thought about APPs that can be 
revised to include a focus on such skills�
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APP TOOL USES

Focus group participants discussed ways that they could use the APP Tool with the 
themes of implications and fostering collaboration discussed subsequently� 

IMPLICATIONS

Participants expressed they could use the APP Tool to not only help themselves think 
about self-determination, but also to assist students, their parents, and other higher 
education professionals� They discussed working collaboratively with students to fill in the 
“challenge” section, which could lead students to articulate self-determination concepts� 
Next, they indicated the APP Tool could be utilized as a roadmap to match students with 
programs that foster such skills� In this way, the APP Tool may lead students to think 
concretely about skill development� One participant said, “We address an issue without 
ever addressing the skill that’s lacking— [this tool] could provide the opportunity to find 
out what the lacked skill is and if the student wants help to develop that skill�” Several 
other participants added the APP Tool may be used in similar conversations with parents 
to guide them to understand the skills students are developing�

FOSTERING COLLABORATION

The fourth theme addressed how the APP Tool may facilitate collaboration among 
different campus offices as they collectively work to foster student self-determination�

Discussants noted the APP Tool could be used to provide an overview of the skills 
students should ideally develop, and departments could collaborate to determine which 
APPs addressed the same or different skills� One participant proposed:

I can see it being used at different levels … this tool I think can be used more at a higher 
level thinking overall about everything being offered on campus and then at an individual 
office level could use the tool to think about� How can we impact these in each of the 
programs?

Another participant believed the APP Tool could enable a universal process of 
addressing student decision making and problem-solving needs, stating, “I think if a 
tool like this were tied in, it would be easy to follow up the steps� What is the problem? 
What is the office that it should go to? Did the student follow up?” Participants also 
suggested providing the tool to faculty so they might consider the incorporation of self-
determination goals into their courses, and to gather faculty feedback regarding potential 
student self-determination needs� One participant mentioned collaborating with faculty 
would “allow you to develop an institutional perspective on how you better build in 
strategies that help students become more self-sufficient and who are able to advocate 
for themselves�” Overall, participants indicated utilizing the APP Tool institution-wide 
would enable a focus on self-determination and provide its users with a common language 
to describe potential self-determination goals for all students�

Participants also saw themselves using the APP Tool collaboratively with students, 
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especially to inform the “student challenges” section� They discussed collecting this 
information from students using campus-wide surveys or using the APP Tool to drive 
conversations with individual students� One participant proposed,

I think this could be a helpful activity to do with the student and say like, ‘What do you 
think the five common challenges are?’ … instead of just one person looking at this, maybe 
you need more like a dynamic activity with the student so that they can share what they’re 
nervous about and we can point them in the right direction rather than us assuming what 
they don’t know or the challenges are�

Whether used by a variety of professionals or students, most participants felt the APP 
Tool would encourage a pro-active approach to addressing student needs� “It’s an early 
alert platform�” one participant expressed� She went on to describe how using the tool 
had the potential to streamline communication about where students could go to develop 
specific skills, stating “I think if a tool like this were tied in, it would be easy to follow up 
the steps� What is the problem? What is the office that it should go to?” Many participants 
shared the problem of how many students currently “wait until they need services” to seek 
them out� One participant noted the APP Tool might address this challenge:

It becomes more of a reactive than a proactive approach … well, one, I may not seek out 
services just because I don’t know how to do that or I’m not comfortable, but even if I’m 
going to, I’m not going to do it until I’m hitting that point�

The group discussed how the APP Tool could help professionals anticipate student needs 
by highlighting which self-determination skills are not addressed by current programming�

Equipped with this foresight, professionals can develop strategic programs to enhance 
these skills and connect students with necessary supports before problems occur�

SUGGESTED REVISIONS

Each focus group was also asked potential ways the APP Tool could be improved� Several 
suggestions emerged for improving the tool, which were (a) making changes to definitions 
and formatting and (b) providing different versions of the tool for different populations� 
Several participants communicated concerns about potential users not understanding the 
self-determination definitions, especially if these concepts were not a common component 
of their discipline� To alleviate this potential issue, several participants stressed the need 
to ensure clarity of concepts and possibly provide examples of each (see Appendix A for 
examples)�

Proposed changes to formatting included creating both paper and digital versions of the 
APP Tool and reconsidering the order of columns� Several participants advised arranging 
the “student challenges” and “self-determination outcome” columns adjacent to each 
other to emphasize their connection; this suggestion was promoted in two of the three 
focus groups, whereas members of the third group did not indicate this was necessary� 

Another participant suggested a future iteration of the APP Tool could include 
descriptors, or “characteristics associated with” each component of self-determination, to 
make these concepts tangible for students� He shared this potential addition:
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[It] would then help students identify ‘Oh, this is what I have� This is what I think I have� 
This is where I may be lacking,’ … If you’re going to set it as a goal to improve an area, you 
can have observable, measurable characteristics to say you’ve acquired those over time 
and then you help them see their own growth�

The second category of suggested revision involved producing different versions of 
the form catered to a variety of users� Versions would incorporate either more or less 
explanation of the self-determination concepts based on the users’ familiarity; additional 
clarification would be especially relevant to student users, who may not have previously 
encountered language describing self-determination� A third proposed addition to the 
APP Tool included adding a column to indicate how APPs are being advertised, which 
may make it more helpful to students� Participants discussed how professionals must 
not only create programs to address self- determination, but also must ensure that 
students are learning about and participating in these opportunities� One participant 
added, “students might be a little more into self-advocating if they just knew where to go 
directly�” Participants also saw the tool as being useful to all students, not merely those 
with disabilities�

Finally, while most participants described the tool as useful and could see its future use 
on their campuses, there were several areas they felt the APP Tool did not address� They 
mentioned requiring more guidance regarding factors that undermine development of 
self- determination development, as well as how to achieve student buy-in�

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This analysis addressed several research questions involving participants’ use of the APP 
Tool, including how and what aspects of the tool helped them consider self-determination, 
and how and in what ways they see themselves employing the tool in their future work� 
Several themes emerged from the interpretive analysis of participants’ feedback� First, 
the APP Tool prompted participants to consider the intended outcomes of APPs at their 
institution and compare them to what they accomplish� Thus, utilizing the APP Tool led 
participants to reflect on what self-determination outcomes were being supported by 
campus programming, as well as what aspects of self-determination were not reflected in 
their programming�

Second, participants were also prompted to think about the meaning of self- 
determination, connecting the concept to student developmental needs, and to think 
strategically about how programs might be adapted or developed to incorporate this 
focus� Third, in addition to affecting program development, participants stated the APP 
Tool could be used to make the concept of self-determination explicit to professionals, 
students, and even parents� Finally, participants also indicated using the tool would 
foster collaboration, as various campus offices could consider how their APPs do or do 
not complement each other� As participants considered collaborative use of the tool, 
suggestions for improving the tool included making it maximally accessible to different 
audiences�
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS

The APP Tool may have a variety of uses and implications as noted by Madaus et al� 
(2020)� Though additional studies should be conducted on the APP Tool, this exploratory 
study provided promising findings and implications� First, the APP Tool can be used at 
multiple timepoints throughout the year as a way to track progress and gather ongoing 
data on APPs� Second, it can be used as an evaluation and assessment tool for institutions� 
Specifically, the tool can be used by student affairs professionals to identify and evaluate 
which current programs are most effective in fostering student self- determination� 
Highlighting the common challenges students faced can guide professionals to determine 
whether they are being supported properly by the APPs currently in place� To address 
financial constraints related to program assessment, the tool could be used to determine 
which APPs are most cost effective based on related self-determination outcomes� 
Another implication of the APP Tool involved better informing staff on the importance 
of self-determination and allowing for cross-program collaboration� During professional 
development, the APP Tool can be featured to teach staff about self-determination and 
how it relates to the current campus programs� Additionally, as the APP tool involves 
perceptions of outcomes each APP addresses, not objective assessments of whether the 
outcomes were achieved, it may be used as part of a comprehensive outcome assessment 
process that allows for triangulation across different assessment tools or professionals 
using them� Utilizing the APP Tool can also allow various campus offices, including 
student affairs and disability resources, to have coordinated planning and enable the 
creation of targeted support for students� Including user feedback from higher education 
professionals was beneficial and ensured that future iterations of the tool will be most 
helpful to those end users� 

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS

The information collected from the three focus groups not only provided insights 
regarding how professionals could use the APP Tool, but also informed its future 
development� Additional trials in which postsecondary education professionals explore 
and reflect on the APP Tool may produce further insights� Feedback should also be sought 
from higher education students to ensure that the tool is meeting their needs� Researchers 
can continue to explore making revisions to the tool to increase its usability to a wider 
group of individuals� Beyond direct implications for future iterations of the APP Tool, 
these findings highlighted the overlap between student affairs and disability resource 
professionals� Specifically, members from both groups discussed the need to support 
development of self-determination skills in the students they serve� Given student affairs 
and disability resource professionals share common goals, future research might examine 
collaboration between these two groups as a way to reach and support more students� 
The broader discussion of activities, policies, and programs at institutions of higher 
education that emerged from this study has implications for school policy by noting the 
inaccessibility embedded into higher education� Future research could continue to explore 
barriers to student success at the college or university level to ensure that students from 
all disadvantaged groups have an opportunity for success in postsecondary education�
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LIMITATIONS

Although the study was conducted using rigorous qualitative analysis, some limitations 
are still present� The focus groups were intentionally conducted by different APP Tool 
authors; however, using a variety of moderators may have introduced some variability 
to the focus group procedures and questions� To mitigate procedural differences, a 
common PowerPoint slideshow was used between moderators during each focus group� 
Second, participant demographic information beyond type of institution where they were 
located was not collected, therefore, we could not comment on participants gender, race, 
ethnicity, age, or other characteristics� Third, this study included a convenience sample, 
which means participants attending sessions on the topic were offered the opportunity to 
participate in the focus group� Therefore, given that this was an exploratory study, a more 
representative sample could not be established at this point in time� Fourth, potential 
limitations when using focus groups, including the current project, are “the tendency 
for certain types of socially acceptable opinions to emerge” (Smithson, 2000, p� 116), as 
well as the possibility of certain participants dominating the conversation and research 
process� Fifth, the focus groups only included the professionals who would be utilizing this 
tool, and no student feedback, which should be a focus of future studies, as challenges 
students faced are the focus of this Tool� For example, the challenges that professionals 
listed may be different from the challenges experienced by students� Sixth, the data was 
coded only by two researchers and an additional party was not consulted, which would 
have provided additional perspectives on the data that the two researchers may not 
have� Finally, feedback on the APP Tool was provided after participants heard about and 
examined the tool� They did not have the chance to put the tool into practice, thus limiting 
some reflection�

CONCLUSION

Self-determination may present a useful framework with which to guide campus 
programming and foster student-development� The APP Tool was therefore created to 
support student affairs professionals to connect activities, programs, and policies (APPs) 
with common self-determination related challenges that college students may face 
(Madaus et al�, 2020)� This study contributed to the self-determination and postsecondary 
education research literature as it gathered and analyzed data regarding the usability of 
the APP Tool from the perspective of higher education professionals� The findings of this 
study supported that the APP Tool has the potential to shape campus programming and 
promote a campus-wide focus on self-determination for all college students including 
SWD�
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	We are overjoyed to share the 2nd issue of the Neag School of Education JournalŁ 
	We are overjoyed to share the 2nd issue of the Neag School of Education JournalŁ 
	We are overjoyed to share the 2nd issue of the Neag School of Education JournalŁ 
	Leading from our mission, our journal provides a unique space for graduate and early 
	career scholars to develop and share a broad variety of scholarly work, including research 
	articles, essays, literature reviews, and reflective piecesŁ We take pride in providing 
	a supportive “testing-ground” for graduate authors to refine their original work in 
	collaboration with our graduate-led editorial boardŁ Fundamentally, the Neag School of 
	Education Journal is committed to the growth and development of emergent educational 
	researchers across fieldsŁ After much hard work and dedication from our authors and 
	editorial board, we are thrilled to unveil the culmination of their efforts – four carefully 
	selected pieces that showcase the excellence of our 2024 editionŁ

	Each of this year’s articles exemplify the equity-grounded, methodologically rigorous, 
	Each of this year’s articles exemplify the equity-grounded, methodologically rigorous, 
	and innovative research that this journal endeavors to elevateŁ

	Our first piece - 
	Our first piece - 
	Neuroscience concepts supporting teachers’ adaptive expertise
	Ł This 
	essay, by Kristin Simmers and Sameera Massey, delves into the integration of neuroscience 
	concepts in teaching, emphasizing the importance of understanding cognitive and neural 
	mechanisms for effective instructional decisionsŁ It argues that adopting the Mind, Brain, 
	and Education (MBE) framework enhances teachers’ adaptive expertise, enabling them to 
	navigate unpredictable teaching scenarios with efficiency, analyze classroom dynamics 
	holistically, and maximize student engagement and learning outcomesŁ At a time when 
	learning and brain myths are rampant in the teaching profession, this piece puts scientific 
	understanding and research-informed approaches at the bedrock of good teaching and 
	learningŁ 

	Second - 
	Second - 
	From fixed to flexible: Needed conditions to promote elementary teachers’ 
	equitable use of within-class ability grouping
	, by Sarah CaroleoŁ This essay explores 
	the historical context of fixed and flexible within-class student grouping practices and 
	examines their impact on students’ access to equitable learning outcomesŁ The author 
	advocates for flexible grouping strategies, supports the argument with empirical evidence, 
	details the practical application of flexible grouping, and offers organizational and policy 
	recommendations for its implementationŁ In this way, this piece pushes those supporting 
	and training teachers as well as policymakers to think more expansively about how we 
	ensure differentiation serves to meet all children’s needs rather than reinforce inequitiesŁ

	Next - 
	Next - 
	Does this mean we get an A? Causal implications of changes in school 
	accountability
	 by Samuel Kamin - utilizes regression discontinuity to draw causal 
	conclusions about the impact of school rating categorization through the New York 
	City Department of Education’s most recent school report card rating systemŁ Notably, 
	this piece provides causal evidence that schools that score just below the cut-score 
	categorization of “Meeting” Student Achievement rating (iŁeŁ, a score of “Approaching”) 
	show positive and significant math test score gains the following yearŁ As such, the 
	piece has implications for how we think about both the impact of external accountability 
	systems for schools and whether and to what degree such policies need to include carrots 
	or sticks to provoke changeŁ

	Finally - 
	Finally - 
	Perceptions of higher education professionals on the utility of the activities, 
	programs, or policies tool to promote self-determination for college students with 
	disabilities
	, by DrŁ Ashley TaconetŁ This qualitative exploratory study investigates the 
	experiences of 30 post-secondary disability resource and student affairs professionals 
	with the Activities, Programs, or Policies (APP) ToolŁ Derived from work showing the 
	benefits of developing and providing opportunities for self-determination for post-
	secondary students and specifically those with disabilities, this manuscript offers an 
	overview of practitioners’ experience with the tool and recommendations for further 
	development of this instrumentŁ As such, the piece provides analysis of a tool for campus 
	leaders to promote and improve student self-determinationŁ

	We look forward to your enjoyment of this issue’s work and the outstanding 
	We look forward to your enjoyment of this issue’s work and the outstanding 
	contributions from our graduate and early career authorsŁ We further hope that authors 
	use the feedback they received during the editing process and choose to publish these 
	manuscripts in professional peer reviewed journals in the futureŁ At the Neag School of 
	Education Journal, we focus on the development of student work by employing a high-
	dose, collaborative review processŁ Our novel copyright policy is designed to empower 
	students and early career scholars, allowing them to maintain the copyright for future 
	publicationŁ

	We have many fantastic and dedicated people to thank for the realization of our 2nd 
	We have many fantastic and dedicated people to thank for the realization of our 2nd 
	issueŁ To DrŁ Jennie Weiner, our advisor, thank you for your tireless dedication to this 
	journal and to studentsŁ You model to us what a human-centered and compassionate 
	review process can be and have taught us enduring lessons as reviewers and researchersŁ 

	Another thank you to DrŁ Jason Irizarry, our dean, who has enthusiastically supported the 
	Another thank you to DrŁ Jason Irizarry, our dean, who has enthusiastically supported the 
	journal from its inception and made it clear that our work and voices matterŁ 

	Thank you to Shawn Kornegay and the design team at UConn who helped ensure a 
	Thank you to Shawn Kornegay and the design team at UConn who helped ensure a 
	second issue as beautifully apportioned as the firstŁ We look forward to continuing to 
	uplift graduate students’ work in years to comeŁ 

	Thank you to the members of the journal whose hard work and enthusiasm made this 
	Thank you to the members of the journal whose hard work and enthusiasm made this 
	issue possibleŁ We are excited to continue advancing this work with your assistance going 
	forwardŁ 

	Finally, thank you to the authors of the pieces featured in this issue and all who 
	Finally, thank you to the authors of the pieces featured in this issue and all who 
	submitted workŁ It goes without saying that this would be impossible without your 
	contributionsŁ We are immensely proud to feature your work in this issueŁ

	To learn more about our team and mission, please visit us at 
	To learn more about our team and mission, please visit us at 
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	ABSTRACT
	ABSTRACT
	ABSTRACT

	Effective, responsive teaching benefits from a foundational understanding of the cognitive and neural mechanisms that underlie student learning, which can inform teachers’ instructional decisionsŁ This article explores the potential influence of neuroscience concepts on teachers’ adaptive expertise, which can empower educators to navigate unpredictable teaching scenarios with efficient flexibilityŁ The interdisciplinary framework of Mind, Brain, and Education (MBE) is proposed as a means to enhance this ada
	Keywords: Educational neuroscience, teacher education, adaptive expertise, mind brain and educationŁ
	 

	 
	 
	 

	The demands of modern education require that teachers have a deeper understanding of how students learn and the underlying brain processes of learning to best inform their decisions (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2013)Ł Teachers are faced with the challenge of raising all students’ achievement, in addition to supporting students’ holistic developmentŁ Achievement can be measured in numerous ways, including nationally normed tests, teacher-created assessments, and quantified observationsŁ While the
	Teachers make a high volume of planned and in-the-moment decisions in response to the varied emotional, social, developmental, and instructional information they gather about their students (Kennedy, 2019)Ł Responding effectively to unusual or new situations requires the ability to identify and analyze novel situations, engage in flexible problem solving, and generate innovative solutionsŁ This flexible application of knowledge and skills in the context of new situations is at the core of adaptive expertise
	Adaptive expertise requires pulling from a broad knowledge foundation as opposed to deep knowledge in one area (Grotzer et alŁ, 2021) and a dynamic interplay between practical and theoretical knowledge (Männikkö & Husu, 2019)Ł This allows an adaptive expert, such as a teacher, to access prior knowledge from across domains and respond flexibly rather than prescriptively, allowing for more dynamic problem-solving (Grotzer et alŁ, 2021)Ł A teacher’s ability to adjust their approach in response to multiple vari
	With an incomplete or inaccurate knowledge base, adaptive expertise becomes more challengingŁ It benefits teachers to have a more complete conceptual framework for making research-informed judgments about why, when, and how to apply specific strategies, responses, and tools (Hohnen & Murphy, 2016; Howard-Jones et alŁ, 2020)Ł Researchers studying thoughtful, adaptive teachers identified these common traits: teachers know when to apply “what” and “how” knowledge, and when not to; they know why certain knowled
	Providing teachers with a foundational understanding of neuroscience concepts related to teaching and learning provides an opportunity to both refine and expand teachers’ knowledge base, enhancing their adaptive expertise from the start of their teaching careersŁ While there are many terms for the area where neuroscience and education overlap (such as educational neuroscience, neuroeducation, cognitive neuroscience, and even neurocognitive pedagogy), we will generally use the term Mind, Brain, and Education
	KEY MIND, BRAIN, & EDUCATION CONCEPTS SUPPORTING ADAPTIVE EXPERTISE 
	 
	 

	Identifying foundational “key concepts” of MBE can be complex because there are 
	Identifying foundational “key concepts” of MBE can be complex because there are 
	numerous robust resources to choose from, each providing slightly different perspectives, 
	all well-supported by researchŁ However, despite this diversity, several common MBE 
	principles consistently emerge across multiple studies, including those highlighted in a 
	2020 international survey conducted by Tokuhama-Espinosa and Nouri (2020), which 
	identified 18 MBE concepts with which teachers should be familiarŁ We found the majority 
	of the core concepts identified by Tokuhama-Espinosa and Nouri (2020) to be related 
	to teachers’ adaptive expertise, such as “The brain is plastic and can change as a result 
	of learning experience” and “Affective and cognitive processes are inextricably linked” 
	(Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 2020, ppŁ 67-68)Ł We interpret most of these core concepts 
	as falling under two domains: the concept of neuroplasticity and the link between emotion 
	and cognitionŁ Here we explore them furtherŁ

	NEUROPLASTICITY
	NEUROPLASTICITY

	Neuroplasticity is arguably one of the most impactful concepts for shaping teachers’ decisionsŁ Stated simply, “Plasticity is key to education” (Ansari et alŁ, 2017, pŁ 200)Ł Neuroplasticity is the idea that the brain is constantly changing and adapting in response to stimuli (Sousa, 2011)Ł The term encompasses the formation and pruning of connections between neurons and how the brain continuously changes in response to experience and the environment (Ansari et alŁ, 2017)Ł Given its centrality to the learni
	In considering which aspects of MBE are most important for teachers to understand, a Delphi panel identified eighteen key concepts, many of which relate to neuroplasticity, either noting physical changes in the brain, such as “The human brain undergoes enormous development across the lifespan” or referencing the brain’s malleability, such as “Intelligence is a malleable biopsychological processŁŁŁ” (Tokuhama-Espinosa & Nouri, 2020, ppŁ 67-68)Ł This concept is also recognized in two of the six Principles of 
	When teachers appreciate that neuroplasticity is present throughout the lifespan but is highest in early childhood, it underscores the importance of early childhood education and encourages providing children with access to a rich learning environment during this key stage of cognitive developmentŁ Understanding neuroplasticity builds teachers’ knowledge base and provides support for principles such as growth mindset and for adopting a more positive perspective of student potential (Carrasco et alŁ, 2015)Ł 
	EMOTION AND COGNITION
	EMOTION AND COGNITION

	The idea that emotion and cognition are inextricably linked is another prominent core 
	The idea that emotion and cognition are inextricably linked is another prominent core 
	MBE concept, and several researchers examine this connection in the context of educationŁ 
	We maintain that recognizing the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition can 
	enhance a teacher’s adaptive expertise by informing their use of strategies that address 
	both emotional well-being and cognitive development, thereby fostering a more holistic, 
	responsive, and effective learning environmentŁ Researchers have found relationships 
	between emotion and several other aspects of learning, such as memory, attention, 
	motivation, associative learning, and interpersonal factors in the classroomŁ Hamann 
	(2001) and LaBar and Cabeza (2006) explored the role emotion plays in encoding, 
	showing that valence (positive or negative emotion) and arousal (the intensity of the 
	emotion) impact activity in the hippocampus and amygdalaŁ They found that arousal, 
	regardless of valence, can enhance memory encoding (LaBar & Cabeza, 2006)Ł Talmi 
	(2013) explained the neurocognitive role emotion plays in attention and long-term 
	memory, which is essential for learning, exploring the neural mechanisms that support 
	emotional memories being remembered more vividly and accuratelyŁ Several other 
	researchers have explored the connection between the neuroscience of emotion and 
	classroom practices, both directly and indirectly (Hammond, 2014; Immordino-Yang & 
	Damasio, 2007; Li et alŁ, 2020; Whiting et alŁ, 2021)Ł In what has become a seminal work in 
	the field, Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2007) suggested that emotion is the first form 
	of cognition and cannot be divorced from learningŁ They suggest that emotion steers 
	reasoning and decision making and is key to the ability to apply learning in novel contextsŁ 
	Immordino-Yang and Damasio (2007) introduced two key concepts from their findings: 
	emotion is critical for applying learning in real-world and social situations, and culture 
	shapes our cognition through emotionŁ We propose that knowledge from MBE, such as 
	how emotion and cognition are interlinked, can support teachers in their instructional 
	decision making, thereby increasing their adaptive expertiseŁ

	USING KEY MBE CONCEPTS IN ADAPTIVE EXPERTISE
	USING KEY MBE CONCEPTS IN ADAPTIVE EXPERTISE

	Teachers’ knowledge of MBE principles, including neuroplasticity and the 
	Teachers’ knowledge of MBE principles, including neuroplasticity and the 
	interconnectedness of emotions and cognition can have a positive impact on their 
	decision-making processes (Hohnen & Murphy, 2016; Schwartz et alŁ, 2019)Ł MBE’s 
	interdisciplinary approach aims to ensure teaching practices are based on robust scientific 
	research, which should support teaching efficiency, or teachers “working smarter, not 
	harder” (Sousa, 2011)Ł To achieve this, teachers should have a foundational understanding 
	of how the brain learns for adapting their instructional and interpersonal decisions to best 
	support student learningŁ 

	For example, we can consider how the concept of neuroplasticity could help support 
	For example, we can consider how the concept of neuroplasticity could help support 
	teachers’ adaptive expertiseŁ Knowledge of neuroplasticity allows teachers to recognize 
	that the brain is malleable and constantly changing, which can influence teachers’ 
	pedagogical practices (Gholami et alŁ, 2022)Ł When teachers are aware that specific brain 
	networks (such as those responsible for planning abilities) continue to develop during 
	adolescence and are influenced by experiences, they can adapt their instruction to provide 
	the necessary guidance and stimulation for students’ cognitive growth (Dekker & Jolles, 
	2015)Ł 

	Studies have demonstrated that training teachers in educational neuroscience concepts, 
	Studies have demonstrated that training teachers in educational neuroscience concepts, 
	including neuroplasticity, has tangible effects on their pedagogical practicesŁ For instance, 
	after participating in a course that included neuroplasticity concepts, teachers’ lesson 
	plans became more student-centered, emphasizing approaches that promote individual 
	growth and adaptability (Schwartz et alŁ, 2019)Ł Additionally, instruction in educational 
	neuroscience has been found to significantly increase teachers’ mindset beliefs, further 
	supporting their adoption of a growth mindset and the integration of neuroscientific 
	principles into their decision-making processes (Gutshall, 2020)Ł 

	Furthermore, a recent study suggests that teachers who possess knowledge about 
	Furthermore, a recent study suggests that teachers who possess knowledge about 
	neuroplasticity tend to also have a more sophisticated epistemological belief system 
	and are less likely to hold a fixed mindset (Gholami et alŁ, 2022), meaning they are more 
	likely to view intelligence and abilities as traits that can be developed through effort and 
	practiceŁ Teachers’ mindset beliefs can also impact their decision-making processes and 
	actions towards students (Gutshall, 2020)Ł Researchers suggest that incorporating the 
	concept of neuroplasticity into teacher professional development could support teachers 
	in developing a holistic and growth-oriented approach (Gholami et alŁ, 2022), which could 
	positively influence their instructional strategies and interpersonal interactionsŁ 

	The interconnectedness of emotion and cognition also supports adaptive expertiseŁ 
	The interconnectedness of emotion and cognition also supports adaptive expertiseŁ 
	Talmi (2013) suggests that emotional events, regardless of valence, result in increased 
	involuntary attention as compared to neutral emotions when paired togetherŁ This 
	means students pay attention to, and encode, emotionally charged information better 
	than neutral information when presented as a seta setŁ A practical way teachers could 
	use this is in deciding which texts, examples, or activities to use in the classroomŁ Those 
	experiences and examples with positive or negative connotations would be encoded with 
	less effort than neutral connotationsŁ The adaptive teacher may apply this knowledge 
	about the impact of emotional events in planning instruction ahead of time or as an 
	adjustment after observing studentsŁ Furthermore, research indicates there is a delay 
	in memory encoding when information is presented during these emotionally charged 
	moments (Talmi, 2013)Ł Again, this is useful for teachers’ instructional planning; it suggests 
	utilizing a delay when asking students to retrieve the information may yield better results 
	than immediate retrieval tasks, an instructional practice known as “spaced retrieval” 
	(Karpicke & Bauernschmidt, 2011, pŁ1250)Ł The expert teacher may use this knowledge 
	by first analyzing students’ affect and making an adaptive decision about when to ask 
	students to retrieve the informationŁ

	Other researchers have found that positive and negative emotions affect memory, 
	Other researchers have found that positive and negative emotions affect memory, 
	attention, and higher-order thinking (Hardiman, 2012; LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; Li et alŁ, 
	2020; Zadina, 2014) - a concept that can inform instructional planningŁ Li et alŁ (2020) 
	provided a framework for understanding how positive emotions impact learningŁ Their 
	study positioned social interactions at the center of developing positive emotions to 
	strengthen learningŁ Mentalizing and mirroring systems in the brain help students process 
	cues from social interactions which become essential in productive cooperation (Li et 
	alŁ, 2020)Ł In essence, the evidence of mirrored and synchronized neural activity when 
	participants are engaged with each other provides scientific credence to cooperative 
	practices, and provides insight into nuances about what effective collaboration looks 
	like (Dikker et alŁ, 2017)Ł In the classroom, knowledge of these processes translates 
	to designing learning opportunities and interactions that improve communication 
	and collaborationŁ Incorporation of dialogue and communication opportunities in the 
	classroom that cultivate positive interactions is a key feature of utilizing this framework 
	(Sousa, 2011)Ł A teacher with adaptive expertise could use this information to adapt their 
	decisions based on their observations and analysis of student behaviors during instruction 
	and collaborationŁ

	Further, Li et alŁ (2020) pointed out the contagious nature of emotion in social situationsŁ 
	Further, Li et alŁ (2020) pointed out the contagious nature of emotion in social situationsŁ 
	Negative emotions in one person spread to others, and the converse is likewise trueŁ 
	Because of mentalizing and mirroring functions in the brain, teachers’ awareness of this 
	phenomenon and how it functions can be useful in responding to students experiencing 
	negative emotions or crises as well as provide the rationale for creating intentional 
	opportunities to cultivate positive emotionsŁ Stress and anxiety can positively or 
	negatively impact student performance depending on the degree of arousal (Zadina, 
	2014), which relates to a common phenomenon among students today: test anxiety (Von 
	der Embse et alŁ, 2018)Ł High levels of anxiety can negatively affect higher-level cognitive 
	functions, including critical thinking and metacognition – skills a student needs to utilize 
	in many educational tasks (Zadina, 2014), whereas milder arousal, such as perceiving a 
	difficult task as a challenge rather than a threat, can improve student performance (Travis 
	et alŁ, 2020)Ł

	Yerkes and Dodson (1908) recognized this relationship between arousal and 
	Yerkes and Dodson (1908) recognized this relationship between arousal and 
	performance over 100 years ago in what became known as the “Yerkes-Dodson Law,” 
	which states moderate arousal is generally better for performance, whereas arousal 
	levels that are too high or too low generally impede performanceŁ This finding relates to 
	testing anxiety because it suggests students who experience high anxiety during testing 
	situations may be likely to have lower achievement on those tests because they are less 
	able to perform optimally in these contexts (Richardson, Abraham & Bond, 2012)Ł The 
	observant and adaptive teacher may engage in more nuanced and deliberate observation 
	of students prior to and during testing and be willing to find flexible solutions that allow 
	students to do their best, such as providing more frequent, low-stakes testing that invokes 
	a modest stress level in these studentsŁ

	Teachers’ understanding of the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition can have 
	Teachers’ understanding of the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition can have 
	a profound impact on their decision-making processes, as emotions play a crucial role 
	in learning and cognitive processes (Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 2007)Ł When teachers 
	recognize the interconnectedness of emotion and cognition, they can use this knowledge 
	to improve learning opportunities for their studentsŁ Research emphasizes the importance 
	of creating a positive emotional climate in the classroom as emotions shape attention, 
	memory, and motivation (Hammond, 2014; Hardiman, 2012; Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 
	2007; Li et alŁ, 2020; Whiting et alŁ, 2021)Ł Teachers who are aware of this connection 
	can intentionally promote a sense of belonging among their students, foster meaningful 
	connections between the content and students’ personal experiences, and respond more 
	flexibly to students’ needsŁ By doing so, teachers can create an environment that supports 
	cognitive engagement and deeper learningŁ 

	CONCLUSION
	CONCLUSION

	MBE principles can deepen teachers’ understanding of how students learn and expand 
	MBE principles can deepen teachers’ understanding of how students learn and expand 
	teachers’ knowledge bases, providing greater potential to respond adaptively to the 
	unique students and circumstances in their classroomŁ MBE concepts equip teachers 
	with a foundational understanding of the cognitive and neural mechanisms that support 
	learning, which can enhance teachers’ adaptive expertise and enable them to make 
	research-informed decisions more flexibly and efficiently to optimize student learning 
	outcomesŁ Key concepts in this area include neuroplasticity and the interconnectedness 
	of emotion and cognitionŁ Understanding MBE concepts more fully can inform teachers’ 
	pedagogical practices and promote adaptive expertiseŁ The authors agree with previous 
	recommendations that MBE principles be integrated into teacher training curriculaŁ We 
	propose this integration would support teachers with a holistic approach to education and 
	empower teachers to more effectively meet the diverse learning needs of their students 
	through broadened and research-informed adaptive expertiseŁ 
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	ABSTRACT
	ABSTRACT
	ABSTRACT

	Within-class elementary grouping is a staple of modern elementary instruction, as it 
	Within-class elementary grouping is a staple of modern elementary instruction, as it 
	ideally provides a structure in which classroom teachers can better manage academic 
	diversityŁ However, it is often implemented ineffectively and/or inequitably due to various 
	structural, cultural, and political features of school systems and teacher training programsŁ 
	In this essay, I seek to delineate solutions via flexible grouping that combat historical 
	inequities associated with student ability grouping, ultimately to equip teachers to both 
	manage academic diversity and ensure that all students receive appropriately challenging 
	instruction each dayŁ The arguments put forth are informed by my ten years of work as an 
	educator, instructional coach, and researcher, in which I have witnessed a strong, practical 
	need for elementary small group instruction but have also grappled with how ability 
	grouping often inequitably sorts and fixes students into groups that fuel de facto trackingŁ 
	This work will benefit school and district leaders and teacher preparation programs, as 
	they seek to address systemic issues related to teachers’ ability grouping practicesŁ Most 
	importantly, it will provide tangible strategies and descriptions that equip elementary 
	educators to leverage more flexible, equitable grouping practices in their classroomsŁ

	Key Words: Ability grouping; elementary teaching; differentiation; flexible grouping; small 
	Key Words: Ability grouping; elementary teaching; differentiation; flexible grouping; small 
	group instructionŁ
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	INTRODUCTION
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	Elementary teachers are typically tasked with teaching all subjects to a body of students 
	Elementary teachers are typically tasked with teaching all subjects to a body of students 
	displaying highly varied levels of readiness for grade-level content, prompting many to 
	utilize within-class small group instruction to level core reading and math instruction 
	(Esposito, 1973; Sørenson, 1970)Ł Research outlines the potential benefits of within-class 
	ability grouping; it helps teachers provide differentiated instruction to academically 
	diverse students (Adelson & Carpenter, 2011; Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; Castle et alŁ, 
	2005; Slavin, 1987) and become more familiarized with students’ unique personalities and 
	learning dispositions (Altintas & Ozdemir, 2015)Ł Within-class ability grouping can also 
	increase students’ engagement since they interact more with the teacher and peers in 
	small groups (Altintas & Ozdemir, 2015; Castle et alŁ, 2005), as well as increase students’ 
	self-regulated behaviors (eŁgŁ, monitoring personal progress and talking about thinking) 
	since learning is often more active in small groups (Stright & Supplee, 2002)Ł In his best-
	evidence synthesis, Slavin (1987) found that within-class ability group instruction can have 
	positive effects on student achievement when three criteria are met: (1) the grouping is 
	based upon targeted skill differences of focus across students; (2) teachers flexibly move 
	students based on current levels of understanding; and (3) teachers alter the pace and 
	level of group-level instruction to correspond to students’ readiness and rate of learningŁ 
	A more recent second-order meta-analysis (Steenbergen-Hu et alŁ, 2016) drew promising 
	findings, as well; across 13 meta-analyses about ability grouping, within-class ability 
	grouping had positive and significant effects (with effect sizes ranging from 0Ł19 to 0Ł30) 
	on all students’ subsequent academic achievement, regardless of initial ability levelŁ 

	A notable concern often arises in this deeply normed model, however; teachers 
	A notable concern often arises in this deeply normed model, however; teachers 
	frequently do not receive sufficient—if any—pre-service or in-service training and 
	resources that equip them to meet any of Slavin’s (1987) three criteria (Fitzgerald et alŁ, 
	2021; Harris, 2010; Tomlinson et alŁ, 1994)Ł To effectively and equitably group students for 
	small group instruction, teachers need to acquire pedagogical/psychological knowledge 
	and hold a range of skills that extend from that knowledge (Voss et alŁ, 2011): how to 
	evaluate student strengths, needs, and misconceptions related to a unit of study; how to 
	match optimal peer groups for each topic; how to meaningfully differentiate instruction 
	around the content standard; how to know when to move a student to a different group; 
	how to appropriately challenge all learners in every group; and moreŁ Structural, cultural, 
	and political dynamics of schools often leave teachers undertrained in this knowledge and 
	these skills, under-resourced to implement differentiated instruction, and pressured to 
	group students in fixed ways that contribute to de facto segregation patterns (Buttaro et 
	alŁ, 2010)Ł 

	For example, without needed training and resources, many elementary teachers utilizing 
	For example, without needed training and resources, many elementary teachers utilizing 
	within-class ability grouping tend to disproportionately assign students from lower social 
	classes, students with perceived behavioral challenges, students with disabilities, and 
	students of color into lower ability groups and provide decontextualized instruction at a 
	slower pace with conveyed low expectations in those groups (Becton, 2018; Calarco, 2014; 
	Eder, 1981; Esposito, 1973; Oakes, 1992)Ł These inequitable grouping patterns fuel early 
	learning gaps and poor academic self-concept that negatively affect later achievement of 
	students fixed into “low” ability groups from a young age (Plucker & Peters, 2016; Tyson, 
	2011)Ł

	In this essay, I provide historical context for how ability grouping has evolved in American 
	In this essay, I provide historical context for how ability grouping has evolved in American 
	K-12 classrooms, articulate why flexible grouping practices are more effective and 
	equitable than fixed grouping practices, and synthesize how teacher training programs 
	and school leaders can make structural changes to better support teachers’ facilitation of 
	flexible groupingŁ Until intentional, systemic action is taken to move elementary teachers 
	away from the use of fixed ability grouping, American schools will continue to foster 
	opportunity and performance gaps that harm historically marginalized groups of studentsŁ 
	Thus, it is imperative to support and guide elementary educators in the successful use and 
	implementation of flexible ability groupingŁ

	 
	 
	THE HISTORY OF STUDENT GROUPING IN THE UNITED STATES

	To avoid and repair the problematic aspects of within-class ability grouping in 
	To avoid and repair the problematic aspects of within-class ability grouping in 
	modern elementary settings, it is critical to first understand how grouping practices 
	have manifested in American classrooms over time—and what they have meant for the 
	outcomes of historically marginalized studentsŁ Prior to the 1820s, children of American 
	colonizers largely learned from family and community members either at home or in one-
	room schoolhouses (Tyack, 1974)Ł However, in the 1820s, a mass of immigrants entered 
	the country, making it increasingly harder to serve a large range of children across all 
	ages in one-room settingsŁ Around the 1840s, formal public schools were ideated and 
	formed across the country; by the 1860s, age-based grades were established in most 
	schools to foster more homogeneity of developmental needs in classroomsŁ This structure 
	proved helpful in accounting for the range of academic diversity among studentsŁ From 
	1900 to 1920, the United States experienced another boom in immigration, meaning that 
	class and school sizes grew quickly in number again (Ellison & Hallinan, 2004; Worthy, 
	2010)Ł Simultaneously, the eugenics movement, a classist, ableist, and White supremacist 
	movement committed to elevating “genetically superior” individuals and families in society 
	and separating “genetically inferior” from public spaces, was on the rise and bled into 
	schooling policies and practices (Brookwood, 2021)Ł

	In the 1910s, school systems began employing homogenous grouping strategies beyond 
	In the 1910s, school systems began employing homogenous grouping strategies beyond 
	age-based grade levels in schools (Goldberg et alŁ, 1966), likely motivated by both the 
	practical need to address the sharp influx in student enrollment and the eugenicist 
	philosophy that certain people, typically those who were Western European, needed to 
	be equipped for certain roles in society—thus, grouping students according to “ability” 
	was a natural means to prepare children for their “deserved” rolesŁ In elementary schools, 
	within-class ability groups emerged, in which teachers used small group instruction with 
	relatively homogeneous groups of students, particularly for reading (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; 
	Ireson & Hallam, 1999)Ł In high schools in the 1930s, tracking, a form of between-class 
	grouping, arose as a dominant grouping strategy (Ellison & Hallinan, 2004; Oakes, 1985)Ł 
	Tracking was a practice in which students were assigned to a certain level–vocational, 
	general, or academic–based on their past school achievement and/or their Intelligence 
	Quotient (IQ) score, which derived from tests developed by leading eugenicists who 
	endorsed separating “superior” children from “inferior” peers in schools (Brookwood, 2021; 
	Steenbergen-Hu et alŁ, 2016)Ł Students then primarily completed coursework associated 
	with their distinct track and remained fixed in their tracks for the duration of their 
	schooling experience (Oakes, 1985)Ł 

	Initial research around these forms of ability grouping suggested that they increased 
	Initial research around these forms of ability grouping suggested that they increased 
	student achievementŁ However, Goldberg et alŁ (1966) published an article that highlighted 
	how most prior studies had not accounted for several confounding factors, such as 
	class size, number of students involved, teaching methods, and moreŁ Subsequently, 
	researchers began accounting for these confounders in their statistical models and often 
	found either null or negative effects of tracking and ability grouping for students placed 
	within “average” and “low” ability groups (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Eder, 1981; Esposito, 1973; 
	Gamoran, 1986; Oakes, 1985), meaning that performance gaps widened even further as 
	“high” achieving students were the only group who benefitted academically from tracking 
	and within-class groupingŁ On average, students from low-income backgrounds, students 
	of color, and students with disabilities disproportionately comprised these “low” ability 
	groups (Esposito, 1973; Oakes, 1985)—fulfilling the eugenicist aim of separating students 
	by class, race, and “abilityŁ” 

	In elementary settings, several studies found that instruction for the designated 
	In elementary settings, several studies found that instruction for the designated 
	“low” ability groups was often facilitated at a slower pace and focused more time on 
	decontextualized skills (Allington, 1983; Eder, 1981; Gambrell et alŁ, 1981)Ł Teachers were 
	more likely to hold and convey lower expectations and negative feelings toward students 
	in “low” groups (Eder, 1981; Good & Brophy, 1972), showing more concern for managing 
	their behavior than providing appropriately challenging instruction (Eder, 1981)—practices 
	likely driven by implicit and/or explicit teacher bias against students from historically 
	marginalized backgroundsŁ Students remained relatively fixed in their assigned ability 
	groups; Barr and Dreeben (1983) found that 70% of first graders remained in the same 
	reading group throughout the duration of their school yearŁ In high schools, researchers 
	found cumulative effects of students’ previous ability group assignments and their 
	differential access to quality instruction on their achievement; studies suggested that 
	their placements reinforced and exacerbated their initial perceived ability differences 
	(Alexander & Cook, 1982; Ellison & Hallinan, 2004; Gamoran, 1989; Ireson & Hallam, 1999)Ł 
	Scholars also voiced concerns for the negative effects on qualitative aspects of students’ 
	lives, such as motivation, academic self-concept, and confidence, that might arise when 
	certain students are primarily fixed into lower groups or tracks (Esposito, 1973; Oakes, 
	1992; Oakes et alŁ, 1997)Ł

	Although several studies indicated that students’ group placements were most strongly 
	Although several studies indicated that students’ group placements were most strongly 
	associated with their initial achievement scores, students’ socioeconomic status was 
	often significantly associated with their group placements (Esposito, 1973; Steenbergen-
	Hu et alŁ, 2016; Worthy, 2010), suggesting that this structure may have served as a 
	capital-reproducing mechanism for students who entered the K-12 system with privilege 
	(Bourdieu, 1973)Ł Some noted how the organizational structure of tracking seemed 
	to perpetuate de facto segregation of students both racially and socioeconomically 
	(Buttaro et alŁ, 2010; Eder, 1981; Oakes, 1985,1992), launching a movement that urged 
	schools to detrack their organizational structures and point resources toward providing all 
	children with high-quality instructionŁ By the mid-1990s, most schools had minimized or 
	eliminated tracking and within-class grouping (Steenbergen-Hu et alŁ, 2016), and research 
	surrounding the effects of ability grouping faded (Worthy, 2010)Ł 

	ABILITY GROUPING IN MODERN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS
	ABILITY GROUPING IN MODERN ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS

	At the turn of the 21st century, with a stronger push for accountability via the passage 
	At the turn of the 21st century, with a stronger push for accountability via the passage 
	of the No Child Left Behind Act and increased standardized testing, the use of within-
	class ability grouping gained new saliency in elementary settings (Ireson & Hallam, 1999; 
	Steenbergen-Hu, 2016; Tomlinson, 2000)Ł In 1998, 29% of elementary students participated 
	in ability groups as part of reading instruction; by 2009, that number jumped to 71% 
	(Loveless, 2009)Ł Likewise, by 2011, 61% of elementary students participated in ability 
	groups for mathematics instruction (Steenbergen-Hu et alŁ, 2016)Ł It makes sense that this 
	structure became useful in a testing-driven context, as homogeneous grouping can allow 
	teachers to better adjust instruction to match students’ current needs in relation to grade 
	level standards and thus ameliorate external pressure for students performing just below 
	grade level (iŁeŁ, “bubble kids”) to meet grade level standards by testing timeŁ Nationally 
	representative data suggested that some overall progress was made in elementary grades 
	during this time of increased accountability and within-class ability grouping, with the 
	National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) average 4th grade reading scale 
	scores significantly moving from 213 to 221 (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012); 
	however, those same growth patterns did not occur for students with diagnosed learning 
	disabilities (Becton, 2018)Ł The concept of differentiated instruction (DI) grew in popularity 
	in both research and school settings with this new boom of within-class ability grouping 
	(Altintas & Ozdemir, 2015; Pozas et alŁ, 2020; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012; Tomlinson, 
	2000), bringing much-needed discussions about how to innovate instruction and better 
	match instruction to students’ current Zones of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978)Ł

	Some equity issues persist with this modern form of within-class ability grouping, 
	Some equity issues persist with this modern form of within-class ability grouping, 
	thoughŁ For example, using ECLS-K data, Buttaro et alŁ (2010) found that within-class 
	ability grouping in kindergarten was more frequently used in schools with higher levels 
	of racial and socioeconomic diversity and proportions of students of color; conversely, 
	majority-White schools were the least likely to use within-class groupingŁ This finding 
	suggests that this structure may still function as a mechanism that inequitably separates 
	students within schools or distills instruction for students wrongly assumed to be 
	incapable of handling grade-level contentŁ Students from low-income backgrounds and 
	students of color continue to be disproportionately assigned to “low” ability groups 
	(Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; Buttaro et alŁ, 2010; Condron, 2007), and students placed in 
	“high” ability groups still enjoy better academic and social gains from participating in 
	small group instruction than those placed in “low” groups (Bradbury, 2018; Buttaro et alŁ, 
	2010; Castle et alŁ, 2005; Marks, 2013; Plucker & Peters, 2016)Ł Some research suggests 
	that within-class ability grouping has yet to provide positive effects for students with 
	disabilities (Becton, 2018), likely because they are over-placed and fixed into low ability 
	groups, and teachers may hold or convey differential, biased expectations of themŁ  

	When considering both the pitfalls and benefits of elementary within-class grouping over 
	When considering both the pitfalls and benefits of elementary within-class grouping over 
	time, a few themes emergeŁ First, fixed placements into ability groups or tracks typically 
	lead to inequitable distribution of instructional time and resources, benefitting those who 
	already hold privilege prior to entering kindergarten (Bourdieu, 1973; Oakes et alŁ, 1997; 
	Tomlinson, 2000); thus, any form of within-class grouping that employs fixed grouping 
	practices should be eliminated as much as possible from modern elementary education 
	settingsŁ 

	Next, labelling practices—where educators label a student as “low”, “average”, or “high”, 
	Next, labelling practices—where educators label a student as “low”, “average”, or “high”, 
	either implicitly or verbally to other adults—can reinforce notions of fixed ability, which 
	may lead educators to make assumptions about where students belong and of how much 
	they can achieve (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Eder, 1981; Tyson, 2011)Ł Even if unintentional, 
	these assumptions can greatly impact students’ academic self-concepts and access to 
	prerequisite content needed for secondary and postsecondary success (Buttaro et alŁ, 
	2010; Corbett Burris et alŁ, 2008; Oakes, 1992; Tyson, 2011)Ł Therefore, educators should 
	be mindful of the labels they assign to children in relation to ability; question their own 
	assumptions about ability, its origins, and its development; and reflect upon how those 
	assumptions affect their teaching of their studentsŁ 

	Finally, when grouping is implemented in a flexible way that builds homogeneity around 
	Finally, when grouping is implemented in a flexible way that builds homogeneity around 
	the target skills of focus, as Slavin (1987) originally found, within-class ability grouping can 
	support teachers in accounting for wide ranges of academic diversity in their classroom—a 
	challenge that often arises in elementary settingsŁ However, the vision of all American 
	teachers using this model flexibly has not yet been realized and requires intentional action 
	to progressŁ

	COMPARING FIXED AND FLEXIBLE GROUPING PRACTICES
	COMPARING FIXED AND FLEXIBLE GROUPING PRACTICES

	As discussed above, within-class ability grouping as an instructional model pervades 
	As discussed above, within-class ability grouping as an instructional model pervades 
	modern elementary classrooms (Steenbergen-Hu et alŁ, 2016), and its use can vary 
	significantly based on teachers’ training, teaching philosophies, management practices, 
	and personal capacities (Adelson & Carpenter, 2011; De Neve et alŁ, 2015; Handa, 2020)Ł 
	To increase the efficacy and equity of within-class ability grouping, teacher preparation 
	programs, school instructional leaders, and teachers must become familiarized with 
	the differences between fixed and flexible grouping and reflect on to what extent their 
	classroom and school norms are fixed or flexibleŁ Table 1 serves as a quick guide for 
	comparison, and elaborations are provided belowŁ

	FIXED GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS
	FIXED GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS

	Certain characteristics arise in classrooms that primarily utilize fixed ability groupingŁ 
	Certain characteristics arise in classrooms that primarily utilize fixed ability groupingŁ 
	Fixed ability groups are often formed using results from school-mandated, standardized 
	assessments (Haller & Davis, 1981; Tomlinson, 2000)Ł Teachers may consider students’ 
	assessment scores from the previous school year or beginning-of-year or end-of-semester 
	diagnostic scores and categorize them as high-achieving, average, or low-achieving based 
	on their resultsŁ Fitzgerald et alŁ (2021) found that many teachers relied on standardized 
	tests to inform grouping decisions, and results from those tests frequently led them to 
	hold fixed conceptions of students’ abilitiesŁ Thus, once teachers categorize a child as low 
	achieving, per their test score, they may be more inclined to perceive that child as “low 
	ability” and keep them in a lower-level groupŁ Relatedly, fixed groups experience little 
	to no movement throughout the year (Missett et alŁ, 2014; Tomlinson et alŁ, 1997)Ł This 
	means that students designated as cognitively gifted or high achieving may remain in the 
	advanced group for most of the year, while students with learning disabilities, learning 
	challenges, perceived behavioral difficulties, or other reasons (eŁgŁ, discriminatory ideas 
	about who is worthy of receiving academic challenge) remain mostly in lower-classified 
	groups (Eder, 1981; Kalogrides & Loeb, 2013; Tyson, 2011)Ł Classifying children in the same 
	level of ability group across multiple subjects (iŁeŁ, average for both math and reading) 
	can also be associated with fixed grouping practices if the classification is based more 
	on teachers’ personal perceptions and biases than data that supports the grouping 
	(Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł 

	Some fixed ability groups are more contingent on students’ behavior—and teachers’ 
	Some fixed ability groups are more contingent on students’ behavior—and teachers’ 
	racialized ideas about behavior—than exhibited ability (Legette et alŁ, 2021; Tomlinson et 
	alŁ, 2003)Ł Since the groups remain relatively consistent throughout the year, the teacher 
	may prioritize having a perceived “manageable” blend of students within each groupŁ 
	Eder (1981) discovered that teachers were more likely to group students based on their 
	behavior, placing children with higher levels of distractibility and interruption into lower 
	groups, regardless of their current readiness levelsŁ This resulted in those groups covering 
	much less content within the allotted instructional time (than the more behaved groups), 
	which perpetuated a self-fulfilling prophecy of “low-ability” groups learning and achieving 
	lessŁ Kim et alŁ (2020) also noted that elementary teachers most prioritized behavior in 
	their grouping decisions, specifically aiming to prevent combinations of classmates who 
	could generate behavioral issues when paired—even if they displayed similar levels of 
	readiness for the contentŁ Furthermore, in fixed settings, it is more likely that students 
	with shared demographic characteristics (iŁeŁ, racial, linguistic, socioeconomic) will be 
	placed in similar groups (Borman & Dowling, 2010; Condron, 2007; Van Houtte et alŁ, 
	2013)Ł Teachers often hold deficit mindsets, perceiving children from lower socioeconomic, 
	single-family, racial minority, and/or immigrant homes as having parents less invested in 
	education or having less exposure to early learning experiences; this leads them to more 
	frequently place and keep these children in lower-ability groups (Calarco, 2014; Gordon & 
	Nocon, 2008; Van Houtte et alŁ, 2013)Ł Put together, fixed grouping typically perpetuates 
	inequitable outcomes for historically marginalized studentsŁ

	FLEXIBLE GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS
	FLEXIBLE GROUPING CHARACTERISTICS

	Instead of a reliance on school-mandated, standardized tests, flexible grouping typically 
	Instead of a reliance on school-mandated, standardized tests, flexible grouping typically 
	relies upon frequent and formative assessments conducted by the teacher (Borland et alŁ, 
	2002)Ł The teacher might conduct pre-assessments aligned with the curriculum prior to 
	new units, so they can determine students’ readiness for that particular subject and topic 
	(Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł Exit tickets, which are brief quizzes reviewing the major concepts 
	of the lesson, also inform the teacher of students’ daily mastery, so they can evaluate if 
	the child needs additional or different support for the following lessonŁ As they evaluate 
	students’ pre-assessment and exit tickets responses, the teacher considers students’ 
	relative strengths and weaknesses and flexibly moves them to the group with which they 
	share the most commonalities at that timeŁ In flexible grouping, teachers can quickly 
	respond to students’ changes in needs, achievement levels, and motivations by moving 
	them to the group that will best serve their present statusŁ 

	For example, if a teacher is working with a grade-level group on a fractions unit 
	For example, if a teacher is working with a grade-level group on a fractions unit 
	and notices that one student continues to speed through learning tasks, answering 
	all questions correctly, they may move the student into the advanced-level group the 
	following day to explore deeper fractional concepts with open-ended application 
	opportunitiesŁ For the next unit, the teacher would provide another pre-assessment related 
	to that unit’s content to determine the best-fit group for that student again; after all, 
	excelling in fractions does not necessarily guarantee advanced readiness for the following 
	unit’s conceptsŁ Such a model requires deliberate teacher planning, not only in structuring 
	the learning time and managing student movement, but also in having frequent, formative 
	assessments readily available (Castle et alŁ, 2005; Rubenstein et alŁ, 2015)Ł A strategic and 
	respectful means of communicating the assignment of groups is required; teachers might 
	use something like a digital/written three-by-three table chart with group names, students’ 
	names, and a rotation schedule attached that can easily be updated to accommodate the 
	flexibility of student movement and differentiated tasks as need (Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł

	Missett et alŁ (2014) described how students sorted into seemingly homogeneous 
	Missett et alŁ (2014) described how students sorted into seemingly homogeneous 
	groups (eŁgŁ, students with learning disabilities, students at grade level, and students 
	identified as gifted or high-achieving) remain inherently heterogeneous even from each 
	other; two identified gifted children (who are often assumed to be similar based on the 
	label) will not hold the same strengths as each other and may exhibit different learning 
	and motivational struggles (Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł When educators lock students into 
	one ability level across subjects, they discount the potential strengths and needs those 
	children hold and carry into learning (Tomlinson, 2000; Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł Thus, 
	flexible grouping assumes that children will perform differently across subjects and topicsŁ 
	It also discourages sorting students based on perceived behavior and, instead, encourages 
	(a) considering students’ strengths, interests, and learning motivations related to the 
	concept/skill of focus and (b) pairing them in groups with peers who might complement 
	those well (Kim et alŁ, 2020)Ł It is a higher priority for academic needs to be met in the 
	moment than it is to prevent behaviors from occurring (Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł This 
	means that if two students chat frequently or routinely disagree but share similar learning 
	patterns for the present unit, the teacher will still place them in the same group–and use 
	alternative management strategies to keep them focused on learningŁ Since students can 
	move flexibly across groups, it is more common to see peers across diverse demographics 
	and educational backgrounds interacting with and learning from each other (Tomlinson et 
	alŁ, 1997; Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł In sum, flexible grouping practices aim to ensure that all 
	children learn in a best-fitting environment throughout the scope of the school year, and 
	the teacher utilizing the practices assumes that those environments will regularly change 
	across time, subject, and topicŁ

	EFFECTS OF FLEXIBLE GROUPING AND FIXED GROUPING
	EFFECTS OF FLEXIBLE GROUPING AND FIXED GROUPING

	In most classrooms, teachers likely adopt a variety of both kinds of grouping practices, 
	In most classrooms, teachers likely adopt a variety of both kinds of grouping practices, 
	based on their current beliefs, capacities, and resourcesŁ There are several reasons why 
	researchers endorse the use of flexible grouping over fixed grouping, thoughŁ Fixed 
	grouping perpetuates the long-standing conception that ability is inherent and stable 
	over time—someone either is or is not “high-achievingŁ” This norm has been confronted 
	by research regarding the malleable, flexible nature of intelligence and the impact of 
	environment on one’s development (Barab & Plucker, 2002)Ł However, the societal 
	messaging around stratifications (eŁgŁ, those who belong in “low” or “high” strata deserve 
	to be placed in them based on their displayed effort; people are born with a certain level 
	of ability and cannot change) reinforces fixed ability thinking as truth (Gamoran, 1989; von 
	Hippel et alŁ, 2018)Ł 

	Students in relatively fixed ability groups may then be susceptible to fixed ability 
	Students in relatively fixed ability groups may then be susceptible to fixed ability 
	thinking, where they internalize societal messaging that they are either inherently good 
	or bad at a given domain, based on how they are repeatedly sorted (Fitzgerald et alŁ, 
	2021; Hargreaves, 2019; Marks, 2013; Tyson, 2011)Ł They may also experience stereotype 
	threat, which describes how individuals’ performance suffers from awareness that the 
	identity group(s) to which they belong are not expected to do well (Hartley & Sutton, 
	2013)Ł Fixed ability thinking acts as a barrier for students in acquiring the motivation and 
	efficacy needed to persist when they face learning challenges (Marks, 2013)Ł Stereotype 
	threat can activate students’ anxiety and ultimate disengagement from learning to protect 
	themselves from feared future failures (Steele & Aronson, 1995)Ł Although most teachers 
	do not explicitly articulate each groups’ level or designation, students may be able to infer 
	it, based on their personal grades or comparisons to other peer groups, as witnessed in 
	Hargreaves’s (2019) study of elementary students who compared their fixed ability groups 
	and test scores with others and subsequently altered their expectations of their personal 
	abilitiesŁ Since students are moved more frequently with flexible grouping and can also 
	be sorted based on interests and strengths, it is less likely that students will attach 
	themselves and their academic self-concept to one level of ability (Marks, 2013)Ł 

	Perhaps the greatest criticism of fixed grouping practices is that when used repeatedly 
	Perhaps the greatest criticism of fixed grouping practices is that when used repeatedly 
	and primarily as the mode of sorting students, they can perpetuate historical cycles of 
	inequality in schools (Borland et alŁ, 2002; Buttaro et alŁ, 2010; Condron, 2007; Eder, 1981; 
	Plucker & Peters, 2016)Ł Students of color, students from lower socioeconomic groups, 
	students with disabilities, males, and students from single-parent families are frequently 
	overrepresented in low-ability groups, while White, female, and middle- or upper-middle 
	class students predominantly comprise high-ability groups (Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; 
	Becton, 2018; Condron, 2007; Ford, 2011)Ł This can result in historically marginalized 
	groups receiving less access to rigorous instruction and less exposure to classmates who 
	may enrich their thinking (Adodo & Agbayewa, 2011; Kalogrides & Loeb, 2013)Ł 

	Flexible grouping, on the other hand, has been suggested to provide benefits to both 
	Flexible grouping, on the other hand, has been suggested to provide benefits to both 
	students and teachers (Castle et alŁ, 2005; Plucker & Peters, 2016; Rubenstein et alŁ, 2015; 
	Slavin, 1987)Ł By measuring significant differences in achievement score percent changes 
	over time, Castle et alŁ (2005) found that in a high-needs school employing flexible 
	grouping over five years, increases in the percentages of students scoring at mastery 
	increased from 10% to 57%Ł In a study of third grade teachers who were given a pre-
	differentiated curriculum with included pre-assessments and tiered learning activities (to 
	ease the planning load for teachers), Rubenstein et alŁ (2015) confirmed that students 
	enjoyed their flexible groups, and their teachers reported increased student engagement 
	with both academic content and peersŁ This makes sense because flexible movement 
	grants them frequent exposure to different kinds of learners and thinking, which may also 
	support expansion of social networks and a greater sense of community in the classroomŁ 
	Furthermore, Carol Tomlinson, perhaps one of the most prolific scholars of DI, consistently 
	touts flexible grouping as the most appropriate and respectful means to meet diverse 
	students’ learning needs and ensure that all students, regardless of entry point, learn in the 
	classroom (Tomlinson, 2000; Tomlinson et alŁ, 1997; Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł 

	Although flexible grouping can address several equity concerns associated with ability 
	Although flexible grouping can address several equity concerns associated with ability 
	grouping, it poses a few practical challengesŁ Borland et alŁ (2002) reasonably argued 
	that it is easier to advocate for flexible grouping than it is to implement it because it (a) 
	presents scheduling challenges for administrators, (b) constitutes a change in school 
	culture to adopt curricular differentiation practices, and (c) requires more instructional 
	resources and time for teachers to implement it wellŁ Furthermore, teachers can believe 
	they use a model of flexible grouping, when, in reality, they do not differentiate tasks, 
	materials, or content to the standard of Tomlinson’s (2000) DI framework (Handa, 
	2020; Maker & Schiever, 2005; Missett et alŁ, 2014; Pozas et alŁ, 2020)Ł When DI is not 
	accomplished, the positive learning effects associated with ability grouping do not occur 
	(Slavin, 1987)Ł Similarly, some teachers do not use formative assessments correctly and 
	may group students based on their perceptions (which increases the potential for bias) 
	instead of what the assessments reveal; this is the primary risk for continued inequity via 
	flexible grouping (Missett et alŁ, 2014)Ł For example, if a fourth-grade emergent bilingual 
	student scores highly on a division pre-assessment, thus constituting the need for 
	advanced differentiation, but the teacher assumes the child may not be able to access the 
	content due to linguistic barriers, then the teacher may place the child in a lower group, 
	regardless of their pre-assessment resultsŁ This would prevent that child from receiving 
	learning opportunities fit to their level of readiness, based on the teacher’s assumptions or 
	biasŁ 

	Each of these criticisms are valid, proving that flexible grouping practices are not a fix-
	Each of these criticisms are valid, proving that flexible grouping practices are not a fix-
	all on their own; the model relies upon teachers garnering pedagogical-psychological 
	knowledge around how to facilitate groups, how to reflect upon their own biases, 
	and how to identify appropriate times to move children across groups (Heyder et alŁ, 
	2017; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012)Ł Unfortunately, several studies show that this is 
	not a prioritized knowledge base in teacher preservice programs or in-service teacher 
	professional development (Brigandi et alŁ, 2019; De Neve et alŁ, 2015; Evans & Waring, 
	2008; Fitzgerald et alŁ, 2021; Rubenstein et alŁ, 2015; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012)Ł 
	Therefore, certain conditions at the training and K-12 school levels are needed to shift 
	teachers’ grouping practices from more fixed in nature to more flexibleŁ

	ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES ON ABILITY GROUPING 
	ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES ON ABILITY GROUPING 

	In understanding systemic ability grouping patterns in American schools, it is helpful to 
	In understanding systemic ability grouping patterns in American schools, it is helpful to 
	consider teacher training programs and school organizations acting as influential forces 
	in ability grouping, rather than just examining individual teachers’ practices (Buttaro et 
	alŁ, 2010)Ł Tomlinson et alŁ (1994) attribute fixed grouping practices to teacher training 
	programs that insufficiently cover grouping pedagogy with teacher candidatesŁ She 
	argues that when the programs do not provide sufficient modeling—either in their own 
	instruction of teachers or in practicum teaching opportunities—teachers do not have a 
	comprehensive model to which they can refer for their own grouping practicesŁ Once 
	they are placed in a classroom, expected to manage complex responsibilities with little 
	preparation for grouping or the needed capacity for decision-making required of it, 
	it makes sense that they rely upon more traditional, fixed notions of ability, as likely 
	witnessed in their own schooling experiences and as modeled by their school leadershipŁ

	Buttaro et alŁ (2010) attribute observed de facto segregation via ability grouping to three 
	Buttaro et alŁ (2010) attribute observed de facto segregation via ability grouping to three 
	organizational features of schools: structural, cultural, and politicalŁ The structural aspect 
	of school organizations relates to the school’s characteristics, such as their resources, 
	school size, class size, leadership, and school body demographicsŁ Looking at kindergarten 
	ability grouping data in a large, nationally representative dataset, the authors found that 
	schools with higher proportions of students of color were more likely to utilize within-class 
	ability grouping; they used a composite variable to determine percent minority population 
	versus percent White, so they did not determine any further racial differencesŁ They also 
	discovered that teachers with larger class sizes more frequently used within-class ability 
	grouping to support the large spread of student needs; their data did not differentiate 
	whether grouping was fixed or flexibleŁ 

	Furthermore, school organizations often do not supply teachers with the curricular 
	Furthermore, school organizations often do not supply teachers with the curricular 
	materials needed for effective flexible grouping (Harris, 2010)Ł As mentioned earlier, 
	flexible grouping relies upon frequent, formative assessment, which means that teachers 
	readily require unit pre-assessments and lesson exit tickets (Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł 
	Considering that many elementary teachers must plan daily lessons for all subjects, and 
	then add small group lessons that require different types of instruction for some of those 
	subjects, they have much to plan, often with insufficient planning time provided by school 
	leaders (Wu, 2013)Ł If the school’s mandated curriculum does not supply pre-made pre-
	assessments and formative assessments, teachers must create them on their own, which 
	is unlikely to occur if they have not been trained in it or do not understand the value 
	behind itŁ It is more common for district curriculums to be standardized in nature, centered 
	around grade-level content, with little resources for assessing academically diverse 
	students or differentiating content for them (Tomlinson, 2000)Ł In prioritizing planning of 
	instruction, it is understandable that teachers may not have time to create such formative 
	assessments and therefore rely upon standardized assessments’ designated ability levels 
	to group students and standardized curriculum to teach groupsŁ

	The cultural feature of school organizations represents the norms and ideas most valued 
	The cultural feature of school organizations represents the norms and ideas most valued 
	by stakeholders within the school (Buttaro et alŁ, 2010)Ł If school administration highly 
	values certain behaviors or exudes fixed ability thinking about students or teachers, it is 
	likely that those values become normed within the schoolŁ Teachers’ personal backgrounds 
	and beliefs or the school’s specific values may inform how they define ability, which leaves 
	any child not in alignment with what is considered “able” vulnerable to inappropriate 
	group placement (Bradbury, 2018)Ł For example, if a teacher values students who 
	complete and submit homework, they may consider a child who consistently puts forth 
	effort on homework as being better suited to a high-ability group than a disorganized 
	student (Van Houtte et alŁ, 2013)Ł Often, school leaders and teachers are more likely 
	to value students whose academic, behavioral, and social skills align with their own 
	background, so their cultural norms shape how they perceive students’ ability (Condron, 
	2007)Ł Condron noted how around 80% of the teaching workforce is comprised of White 
	women, so they may be more likely to unevenly distribute rewards and higher placements 
	towards White students, which could explain the racial disparities often seen in ability 
	groupsŁ Borman and Dowling (2010) similarly found that teachers were more favorably 
	biased towards middle-class students in their grouping decisions, sorting them into groups 
	provided with more enriching tasksŁ 

	Finally, political aspects of school organizations may place pressure upon teachers 
	Finally, political aspects of school organizations may place pressure upon teachers 
	to more frequently utilize fixed practicesŁ For instance, school organizations and site 
	leadership highly concerned with standardized test scores may encourage teachers and 
	staff to practice educational triage through small group instructional time (Bradbury, 
	2018)Ł Educational triage occurs when students are sorted into three ability groups: safe 
	(meaning they will likely pass the state’s standardized test); borderline (meaning they may 
	be close to passing); or hopeless (meaning they are deemed too behind to pass grade-
	level questions within the year) (Booher-Jennings, 2005; Bradbury, 2018; Tomlinson, 
	2000)Ł Once students are grouped, these schools ration and allot resources (such as 
	length of instructional small group time, amount of instructional coaching and intervention 
	time, and tutoring opportunities) mostly towards students identified as borderline to 
	increase their likelihood of passingŁ This rationing—distributed to children in relatively fixed 
	groups—blocks access to instructional resources for students within the two other groupsŁ 
	It is inherently unequal, yet the political pressure imposed upon teachers to improve 
	test scores informs their grouping practices (Bradbury, 2018)Ł Furthermore, if certain 
	parents hold political clout within the school organization (eŁgŁ, involvement in Parent-
	Teacher-Association, frequent volunteering, frequent fundraising donations), they may be 
	more able to assert pressure on school leaders and teachers, who in turn might reward 
	their child with higher placements in groups, access to enrichment opportunities, or 
	designations of giftedness (Gordon & Nocon, 2008; Harris, 2010; Oakes et alŁ, 1997)Ł When 
	parents frequently communicate with the teacher, asking for help and extension activities 
	to conduct at home, the teacher might conflate effort with ability, thus perceiving the child 
	to have higher abilities than actually exhibited (Calarco, 2014; Gordon & Nocon, 2008)Ł All 
	these structural, cultural, and political features work in tandem and can drive the extent of 
	fixedness or flexibility in teachers’ practicesŁ

	NEEDED CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEMIC IMPROVEMENT
	NEEDED CONDITIONS FOR SYSTEMIC IMPROVEMENT

	Teacher training programs and school organizations should consider solutions targeted 
	Teacher training programs and school organizations should consider solutions targeted 
	towards the outlined organizational features and their related issues that drive inequitable 
	grouping in elementary classroomsŁ Suggestions for consideration are presented belowŁ

	PRESERVICE CONDITIONS 
	PRESERVICE CONDITIONS 

	Concentrated efforts should be implemented in preservice training programs to better 
	Concentrated efforts should be implemented in preservice training programs to better 
	equip teacher candidates to understand and manage a diverse body of learnersŁ De Neve 
	et alŁ (2015) called for thorough modeling and subsequent explanations of decision-
	making by course professors, so preservice teachers understand what drives grouping 
	decision-making and can visualize how it is organized and implemented in the classroomŁ 
	They also recommended that preservice teachers conduct lessons in a lab classroom with 
	each other, where the course professor and classmates can provide subsequent feedback 
	and strategies for future considerationŁ Because teachers’ biases can shape how they 
	view students’ abilities or potential, preservice programs could also incorporate critical 
	reflections on personal biases and how they can manifest in teachers’ mindsets around 
	ability and grouping of students (Evans & Waring, 2008)Ł Relatedly, Ford (2011) urged 
	programs to train teachers in multicultural giftedness, so they become aware of how 
	potential and talent manifest differently across cultures and environmental contexts and 
	can appreciate talent in children with backgrounds different than their own—an important 
	notion, considering the demographics of the largely White and female teaching workforceŁ 

	For flexible grouping to be effective, per Slavin’s (1987) findings, teachers should 
	For flexible grouping to be effective, per Slavin’s (1987) findings, teachers should 
	also understand the pedagogy of DIŁ As mentioned earlier, teachers often believe they 
	differentiate their instruction per small group, but several studies have shown a lack of 
	understanding in what qualifies as true DI of content, process, and product (Maker & 
	Schiever, 2005; Missett et alŁ, 2014; Pozas et alŁ, 2020; Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012; 
	Tomlinson et alŁ, 1994)Ł Therefore, researchers recommend preservice programs dedicate 
	at least one course to DI, specifically highlighting how to use pre-assessments and other 
	formative assessments to inform equitable and effective grouping decisions (Fitzgerald 
	et alŁ, 2021; Haller & Davis, 1981; Tomlinson et alŁ, 1994)Ł In such classes, leaders could train 
	teacher candidates to recognize academic readiness and not conflate it with compliance; 
	teachers should understand that perceived positive behavior does not translate to 
	qualification for a certain level of ability group (Tomlinson et alŁ, 1994)Ł 

	Since DI can be difficult to facilitate, teachers should understand how to manage 
	Since DI can be difficult to facilitate, teachers should understand how to manage 
	a flexibly grouped, DI classroom and practice leading flexible ability groups during 
	student teaching experiences (Tomlinson et alŁ, 2003)Ł For example, programs can teach 
	candidates how to respectfully communicate and change group assignments, as well as 
	how to establish behavioral and work expectations for independent or partner work timeŁ 
	Teachers also should understand how to develop appropriate, engaging work materials 
	for these times, as well as how to differentiate tasks and materials (via scaffolding or 
	enrichment) for their small group instructionŁ If these management items are addressed 
	prior to entry in the field, teachers might be better equipped to flexibly group students 
	and enjoy higher amounts of efficacy in DI (Dixon et alŁ, 2014), which in turn should 
	encourage continued use of flexible grouping practices (Poulou et alŁ, 2018)Ł Even with 
	such training, however, it can take several years to acquire and seamlessly employ these 
	skills (Santangelo & Tomlinson, 2012; Tomlinson et alŁ, 1994)Ł

	ORGANIZATIONAL CONDITIONS
	ORGANIZATIONAL CONDITIONS

	In addition to teacher training, in-service conditions must also be satisfied for flexible 
	In addition to teacher training, in-service conditions must also be satisfied for flexible 
	grouping to develop, especially for most veteran teachers who have not been exposed 
	to the recommended pre-service trainingŁ Brigandi et alŁ (2019), in following teachers’ 
	longitudinal development of DI and grouping practices, observed how professional 
	development (PD) increased teachers’ grouping knowledge and DI toolkits, but veteran 
	teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about grouping were difficult to transformŁ Therefore, 
	they urged school administrators to avoid one-day PD seminars that might not inspire 
	immediate change and instead supply meaningful, ongoing supports with trusted 
	colleagues that will foster experimentation and risk-taking with flexible grouping and 
	DIŁ For example, they described how sustained coaching with an instructional coach 
	who models flexible grouping and DI practices can motivate a teacher to try it in their 
	classroomŁ Relatedly, if teachers are to attempt challenging new practices, school 
	administrators must grant them autonomy to experiment with different methods and 
	provide grace when they fail (De Neve et alŁ, 2015)Ł Professional learning communities 
	(PLCs), which are comprised of teachers committed to studying, sharing, and practicing 
	strategies around a shared topic, are another motivating tool for teacher transformation 
	because they are teacher-led and practical in natureŁ De Neve et alŁ (2015) and Tomlinson 
	et alŁ (2003) highlighted how PLCs around flexible grouping and DI can build a stronger 
	sense of self-efficacy for such complex tasks, and they allow teachers to glean new 
	strategies practiced and approved by colleaguesŁ 

	Since flexible grouping requires additional instructional and assessment materials, district 
	Since flexible grouping requires additional instructional and assessment materials, district 
	organizations could structurally ease the planning burden by purchasing high-quality 
	pre-differentiated curricula that includes all needed formative assessments for grouping 
	purposes and tiered activities for all groups’ levels of readiness (Azano et alŁ, 2011; 
	Callahan et alŁ, 2015; McCoach et alŁ, 2014; Plucker & Peters, 2016; Rubenstein et alŁ, 2015)Ł 
	High-quality, pre-differentiated curricula can raise teachers’ awareness of diverse student 
	needs and support them in adopting flexible grouping practices and providing appropriate 
	lessons for each group (Rubenstein et alŁ, 2015)Ł Thus, if organizations met this structural 
	need, they could reduce the planning and instructional load that flexible grouping can 
	place upon teachersŁ

	Cultural shifts within school organizations also must occur for flexible grouping practices 
	Cultural shifts within school organizations also must occur for flexible grouping practices 
	to become more commonly used than fixed ability grouping practices (Harris, 2010)Ł De 
	Neve et alŁ (2015) suggested that such cultural shifts require support among colleagues 
	and a shared sense of responsibility for students across the building, so administrators 
	can facilitate staff conversations where such values are communicated and consideredŁ 
	Administrators seeking to increase flexibility in teachers’ grouping practices might also 
	consider how their personal practices have fueled fixed ability thinking in their schools 
	and then consider what steps must be taken in staff meetings, PD sessions, informal 
	conversations, and teacher evaluation meetings to alter the present school cultureŁ  

	To address political pressure from influential parents seeking high grouping placement 
	To address political pressure from influential parents seeking high grouping placement 
	for their children, administrators can communicate to parents the school’s commitment 
	to flexible grouping at the beginning of the school year, providing empirical justification 
	that outline its benefits, so expectations are established about how small group instruction 
	will functionŁ Then, if a parent places pressure on a teacher about their child’s “level” or 
	placement in a group, the administrator can provide support to the teacher and offer 
	to sit in on the parent meeting, if neededŁ Further, Tomlinson et alŁ (2003) insisted that 
	schools shift their rigid concerns around communal testing into more concern for students’ 
	individual strengths and needs; this would remove the political stress from teachers to 
	isolate students into groups and grant more freedom to use formative assessments and 
	experiment flexibly in their classroomsŁ

	POTENTIAL CHALLENGES TO CONSIDER IN THE PURSUIT OF 
	POTENTIAL CHALLENGES TO CONSIDER IN THE PURSUIT OF 
	 
	EQUITABLE GROUPING

	Structural racism and classism are embedded into school funding formulas based on 
	Structural racism and classism are embedded into school funding formulas based on 
	local tax revenue and thus result in schools with higher proportions of students of color 
	and students from low-income backgrounds receiving less dollars per pupil (Baker et 
	alŁ, 2020; Sosina & Weathers, 2019; Weathers & Sosina, 2022)Ł This reality may make 
	some of the above-mentioned recommendations challenging to implement in historically 
	marginalized communitiesŁ For example, schools with less funds may not be able to afford 
	structural changes like purchasing a pre-differentiated curriculum or providing ongoing 
	coaching dedicated to grouping and DIŁ In these cases, school leaders might consider 
	shifting mandatory staff meetings or PD time into time in which grade level teams can 
	collaboratively plan and design pre-assessments and formative assessments togetherŁ 
	Collaborative planning eases the practical and cognitive load on teachers (Thousand 
	et alŁ, 2006), so if they are granted time to design assessments aligned to their current 
	curriculum, that might support their use of flexible groupingŁ Furthermore, instead of 
	providing one-off PDs for the year, as is traditionally done in public school settings, the 
	principal might instead encourage teachers to conduct individual or collaborative action 
	research related to their grouping and DI practices for the school year; typical time 
	allotted for PD could be granted to teachers to reflect on their goals, use their collected 
	data to monitor their progress, and revise goals and plans for action as they go (Mitchell 
	et alŁ, 2009)Ł Innovation may be required to better equip teachers to flexibly group 
	when funds are limited, but it is possible and imperative to prioritize flexible grouping 
	development in divested communitiesŁ

	Furthermore, schools with higher proportions of students of color and low-income 
	Furthermore, schools with higher proportions of students of color and low-income 
	students often have more difficulty recruiting and retaining high-quality teachers, with 
	structural racism and classism similarly driving these effects (Cherng et alŁ, 2022; Lane et 
	alŁ, 2018)Ł This could result in the students who most require equitable within-class small 
	group instruction not accessing teachers with the pedagogical-psychological knowledge 
	to facilitate itŁ If administrators in schools with higher proportions of historically 
	marginalized students notice that their teaching body does not hold pedagogical-
	psychological knowledge for equitable grouping, then it is critical that they prioritize 
	training efforts, particularly citing the evidence of how grouping practices have historically 
	harmed students and how flexible grouping can prevent those harms from repeatingŁ

	CONCLUSION
	CONCLUSION

	Elementary teachers undoubtedly carry a great load as they seek to meet students’ 
	Elementary teachers undoubtedly carry a great load as they seek to meet students’ 
	increasingly heterogeneous academic, social, and emotional needs (Tomlinson et alŁ, 
	1994)Ł To simplify their work, they often group students into more homogeneous ability 
	groups, so they can teach students according to their needs (Slavin, 1987; Sørenson, 1970)Ł 
	Such ability groups can take on various combinations of fixed and flexible characteristics, 
	meaning that in different settings, students can sometimes become locked into one 
	ability group or can move freely across groups fit to current levels of readinessŁ While 
	there are multiple reasons to explain why certain teachers sometimes utilize more fixed 
	ability grouping practices, it is important to consider how such practices impact students, 
	especially those who have been historically marginalized through sorting and grouping 
	patterns in schools (Borland et alŁ, 2002; Buttaro et alŁ, 2010; Ford, 2011)Ł Teachers’ 
	grouping practices are shaped by school organizational features and their own personal 
	factors (such as how they perceive ability), which often works together to perpetuate 
	longstanding, inequitable grouping of certain groups (Tomlinson et alŁ, 1994)Ł Unless 
	teacher training programs and school organizations employ targeted efforts to shift their 
	organizations’ values and resources towards flexible ability grouping practices, teachers 
	will likely remain dependent on more fixed practices since they are professionally familiar 
	and easier to implementŁ Given the generational cycles of inequity hosted in American 
	schools, that is something we can no longer acceptŁ
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	The introduction of the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act ushered in a host of changes to 
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	Progress requirements for all students, and a substantive increase in testing requirements 
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	reading by 2013–2014 (Dee & Jacob, 2011)Ł 

	Another key element of NCLB was a new focus on the public sharing of these 
	Another key element of NCLB was a new focus on the public sharing of these 
	aforementioned school-level data (Dee & Jacob, 2011), with most states and many districts 
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	A salient question, then, is whether school report cards are working efficiently and as 
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	achievement, rather than limited and particular effectsŁ For example, if test scores are 
	increasing, they may only be increasing for specific subgroups within a given school, 
	suggesting only certain students are receiving increased attention because of a new focus 
	on the ratingŁ Last, it is possible that schools and their leaders may respond to the report 
	card rating itself as an inherent signal, as opposed to some particular reward or sanction 
	that may come attached to a particular ratingŁ 

	New York City provides a particularly interesting opportunity for investigating the 
	New York City provides a particularly interesting opportunity for investigating the 
	impact of school report card systemsŁ In 2015, the New York City Department of Education 
	(NYCDOE) transitioned from an A to F report card system with attached consequences 
	and rewards to a goal-based system with less specific grade metricsŁ In this paper, I 
	contribute to the causal literature on mechanisms of school accountability by examining 
	the impact of this post-2015 report card system in New York CityŁ Specifically, this paper 
	addresses the following research questions:

	1Ł What is the causal impact of just receiving a lower school report card rating on exam 
	1Ł What is the causal impact of just receiving a lower school report card rating on exam 
	scores?

	2Ł What is the causal impact of just receiving a lower school report card rating on 
	2Ł What is the causal impact of just receiving a lower school report card rating on 
	relevant achievement-oriented subgroups of students?

	In this paper, I leverage the fact that NYCDOE-defined categorical Student Achievement 
	In this paper, I leverage the fact that NYCDOE-defined categorical Student Achievement 
	ratings are sharply determined from a continuous score and use a regression discontinuity 
	approach to examine the causal impact of just receiving particular low Student 
	Achievement ratings in comparison to schools just receiving the higher scoreŁ This quasi-
	experimental approach yields causal estimates of the impact of just receiving the lower 
	ratingŁ 

	While prior papers have examined the NYCDOE’s A to F report card system and found 
	While prior papers have examined the NYCDOE’s A to F report card system and found 
	positive impacts on learning outcomes (Rockoff & Turner, 2010; Winters & Cowen, 2012), 
	this paper examines the impacts of a newer, more holistic report card system which is 
	substantively different in design and intention (discussed more in the following pages)Ł 
	Because the new, post-2015 system was entirely separate from sanctions and rewards, as 
	opposed to the A–F system of the past, any measurable impacts on learning outcomes 
	from this new system can be directly attributed to the rating itself and not any potential 
	consequencesŁ To measure the potential impact on learning outcomes, I developed 
	multiple test score growth metrics from the years since the shift in policy to examine the 
	impact of just receiving a given rating, namely score growth across grades and movement 
	of specific student subgroupsŁ 

	In summary, I find that being just assigned a particular low rating (“Approaching 
	In summary, I find that being just assigned a particular low rating (“Approaching 
	Target”) has three notable impacts: first, there is a positive impact on math score 
	growth; second, there is a negative impact on the proportion of students in the lowest, 
	Level 1 math achievement category (iŁeŁ, there are proportionally fewer students in the 
	lowest performance category the following year); third, there is a positive impact on the 
	proportion of students in the proficient categoriesŁ There is not statistically significant 
	evidence of similar trends in English test scores, howeverŁ Additionally, I do not find any 
	significant impact of just receiving a rating of “Meeting Target” in comparison to similar 
	schools receiving a rating of “Exceeding TargetŁ”

	In the following sections, I discuss prior research on accountability systems and provide 
	In the following sections, I discuss prior research on accountability systems and provide 
	context regarding the specific report card policy in New York CityŁ I then discuss my 
	analytic approach and report my findingsŁ Finally, I discuss these findings in the context of 
	policy and note potential future areas of research on the subjectŁ

	BACKGROUND 
	BACKGROUND 

	PRIOR RESEARCH ON ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS
	PRIOR RESEARCH ON ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS

	Researchers have examined the impact of the strict accountability imposed and inspired 
	Researchers have examined the impact of the strict accountability imposed and inspired 
	by NCLBŁ Indeed, extant literature found evidence that the use of strict accountability 
	scores had some notable positive impacts on student achievement and school practiceŁ 
	Chiang (2009) examined the threat of low accountability scores using a regression 
	discontinuity design and found evidence that the pressure of a low score and the 
	sanctions that are threatened therein increase math scores, shift pedagogy, and lead to 
	the introduction of new curriculaŁ The evidence that accountability scores lead to real, 
	substantive shifts is largely replicated by Rouse et alŁ (2013)Ł Relatedly, Carnoy and Loeb 
	(2002) examined the relative strength of accountability systems across states, defining 
	strength as the amount of pressure placed on schools to improve test scores based on 
	state mandates; they found low strength accountability systems have little to no state-level 
	accountability to increase student test scores, while high strength accountability systems 
	place specific demands (including rewards or sanctions) on schools that meet or fail to 
	meet testing thresholdsŁ They also found that the strength is positively related to NAEP 
	math scoresŁ

	Prior research has also examined temporal differences within states as they shift from 
	Prior research has also examined temporal differences within states as they shift from 
	simply providing public reports of achievement to threatening sanctions and offering 
	rewards for low or increasing performance (respectively)Ł Hanushek and Raymond 
	(2005) defined two distinct categories of accountability systemsŁ First, they described a 
	“system” as a mechanism in which states “[publish] outcome information on standardized 
	tests for each school along with providing a way to aggregate and interpret the school 
	performance” (pŁ 12)Ł They differentiated, however, between “report card” states and 
	“consequential” states; the former simply report out the data, while the latter attach 
	specific consequencesŁ Throughout the 1990s and early 2000s, many states transitioned 
	from no data-based accountability system to a low (or no) consequence “report card” 
	system to a “consequential” system with rewards and/or punishments; Hanushek and 
	Raymond (2005) leveraged that shift to find that the introduction of consequential 
	systems increased state-level NAEP scores, although not for all subgroups of studentsŁ

	There is no consensus that strict accountability mechanisms are a panacea for issues 
	There is no consensus that strict accountability mechanisms are a panacea for issues 
	of low student achievement, howeverŁ Jacob (2005) demonstrated that while there 
	were increases in test scores in Chicago Public Schools after the introduction of a strict 
	accountability system; those gains were driven by positive shifts in test-specific skills and 
	student effort on examsŁ These gains may not be entirely productive or efficient if the 
	long-term goal is raising student achievement, given the mechanisms identified are limited 
	and test-specificŁ Deming et alŁ (2016) found that while the risk of receiving a low school 
	rating may have positive impacts on schools receiving a high score had little impactŁ 
	Further, low-scoring students in schools pressured to receive a higher rating may have 
	actually experienced negative impacts on exam scores, as well as an increased likelihood 
	of being classified into special educationŁ Last, Deming and Figlio (2016) demonstrated 
	that high-stakes testing (and its related accountability measures) led to increased and 
	disproportionate attention being paid to “bubble” students (students on the threshold of 
	achieving proficiency on a particular exam)Ł

	SCHOOL PROGRESS REPORTS AS AN ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM IN 
	SCHOOL PROGRESS REPORTS AS AN ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM IN 
	 
	NEW YORK CITY

	In 2007, the NYCDOE created a new “School Progress Report” protocol to assess its 
	In 2007, the NYCDOE created a new “School Progress Report” protocol to assess its 
	schoolsŁ Using a combination of student achievement data including test scores and 
	credit accumulation, parent survey data, and other observational data gathered during 
	superintendent review, numeric scores were calculated on a 1–100 scale, which were 
	then collapsed by predefined bands into A–F gradesŁ The grades were also intended to 
	be linked to rewards and consequences, including bonus pay for teachers for successful 
	schools and potential school closure for those with lower grades (Gootman & Medina, 
	2007)Ł Further, schools with a D or F rating were required to implement formal plans of 
	school improvement, students in F schools were eligible for a special transfer process, and 
	schools that met high grade thresholds were eligible for school-based budget bonuses, 
	as well as principals earning personal bonuses (Rockoff & Turner, 2010)Ł Low scores are 
	also used as justification by district administration for staffing and administrative changes 
	in schools in which they were received (Winters & Cowen, 2012)Ł The fact that the scores 
	were directly linked placed this policy squarely in the “consequential” bucket, as defined 
	by Hanushek and Raymond (2005, pŁ 306)Ł

	These reports were also widely available for public consumption, and designed to be 
	These reports were also widely available for public consumption, and designed to be 
	interpretable by parents, educators, and othersŁ The NYCDOE created carefully presented 
	digital and print versions of these reports which prominently featured schools’ assigned 
	letter grade, as well as selected other informationŁ These reports were circulated at 
	schools, in school selection publications developed by the NYCDOE, and made available 
	both at each school’s official website and that of the NYCDOE, including past years’ 
	reports (Corcoran & Pai, 2013)Ł 

	There were novel elements to these report cards, beyond simply their accessibility to the 
	There were novel elements to these report cards, beyond simply their accessibility to the 
	public, that attempted to correct prior issues in school accountability policiesŁ Specifically, 
	they used school peer groups, used to compare schools within more similar groupings, 
	as opposed to comparing against the entire city school populationŁ There were numerous 
	ways the use of peer groups is importantŁ First, strict and universal school accountability 
	policies are often influenced by out-of-school factors (Hamilton & Koretz, 2002)Ł Knowing 
	this, the report cards were supposed to allow schools to be compared against peer 
	groups with similar out-of-school circumstances (eŁgŁ, number of students in poverty, 
	entering student academic preparation, etcŁ), and provide a report card grade that was 
	contextualized in the reality that different schools serve different studentsŁ Second, these 
	report cards included some growth measures instead of city-wide normed achievement 
	metrics, again presenting the opportunity for equity in the consideration of schools with 
	differing circumstances out of their control, in this case prior student achievementŁ Simply, 
	schools would not be punished with a low accountability grade for serving students who 
	entered with lower prior test scores than other schools in the cityŁ Yet it is still unclear 
	whether the use of these peer groups had the intended balancing impact on schools’ 
	grades; according to Corcoran and Pai (2013), the Peer Index (the collapsed measure 
	developed by NYCDOE which was used to group schools) did not have a notable impact 
	on schools’ overall grades due to the diversity within the peer groupsŁ This suggests 
	the use of peer groups may not have actually adjusted the scores towards the end of 
	providing balance across differing out-of-school circumstancesŁ

	The causal impact of the NYCDOE version of school report cards on student 
	The causal impact of the NYCDOE version of school report cards on student 
	achievement has been investigated in two papers: Rockoff and Turner (2010) and Winters 
	and Cowen (2012)Ł Moreover, both studies used regression discontinuity approach to 
	examine the impact of receiving a particular grade on exam scoresŁ Rockoff and Turner 
	(2010) examine grade 3–8 test scores and find significant positive impacts of receiving an 
	F relative to a D, or a D grade relative to a C in both math and reading scoresŁ Winters and 
	Cowen (2012) add specificity to a similar analysis by adding student-level characteristics 
	and identifiers, providing the ability to follow students from school to school across 
	yearsŁ They find positive impacts on student test scores of receiving an F relative to a 
	D, particularly in English scores, and those gains were persistent across multiple yearsŁ 
	Together, the pieces suggest that NYCDOE’s school report cards do have a positive impact 
	on test scores for schools at or near the cut pointsŁ

	A NEW PROGRESS REPORT: THE “SCHOOL QUALITY REPORT”
	Despite the positive impacts of the prior report card system, NYCDOE made substantive changes to the School Progress Report in 2015Ł There were a number of elements to this shift in policyŁ First, as noted by Corcoran and Pai (2013), the peer groups that were designed to balance the prior report grades by comparing schools against similarly situated “peer” schools actually had little impact on the overall scores in the initial iteration of the report cardsŁ Not only did the peer groups not work as designed,
	The most substantive change, though, was a shift from the aforementioned A to F categorical grade scale to a new four-level categorical scale, which labeled schools as Excellent, Good, Fair, or Poor in reports designed for parentsŁ In reports designed for teachers and administrators, the same four-level categorical scale was labeled as Exceeding Target, Meeting Target, Approaching Target, and Not Meeting Target (the latter of these labeling schemes will be referred to for the rest of the paper)Ł These new m
	Still, the most prominently placed measure was for “Student Achievement” which combined student test scores and credit accumulationŁ As before, these four-tier categorical ratings are assigned by collapsing a continuously calculated numeric scoreŁ While the numeric score was and remains publicly available, it is published in a format perhaps too complex for the general population and not formatted, designed, or documented for those without some knowledge of statisticsŁ This suggest any decisions by parents,
	Last, the new School Quality Reports were also no longer tied to accountability measures or bonuses; instead, these reports were designed for schools and leaders to inform their planning and allow families to learn more about their school (NYCDOE, 2015)Ł This marks a distinct shift away from the “consequential” school accountability mechanism as described by Hanushek and Raymond (2005) towards one in which school performance is still aggregated and publicized, but without the same predetermined rewards or s
	CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
	This paper examines the causal impact of receiving a particular categorical Student Achievement rating on a school report card beyond the impact of the numeric Student Achievement scoreŁ Policymakers and reformers in NYC adopted report cards to “set expectations for schools and promote school improvement” (NYCDOE, 2018, pŁ1)Ł However, if there are measurable impacts of the categorical rating beyond that of the numeric rating, it is not obvious why the categorical Student Achievement rating specifically woul
	From a purely rational approach, schools and their leaders should work to maximize student achievement outcomes and thus improve all progress report numerical scores, regardless of the cut points and letter grades with which those numeric scores are associatedŁ Simply, if you raise test scores, you raise your achievement scoreŁ Unless there are stated punishments or rewards for entering/exiting certain categorical ratings, there is no obvious reason why a rating category would cause any change above and bey
	However, rational choice theory (Simon, 1956) explains that not all behavior is as rational as expectedŁ Actors may not search for the best option; rather, a good move might be chosen as it is saferŁ When actors respond in these ways, they are “satisficing” (Simon, 1956, pŁ 9)Ł Understanding why schools and their leaders may behave by satisficing is further explained by Simon’s (1955) theory of bounded rationalityŁ Simon (1956) argues that actors can rarely take advantage of all the information provided to 
	While the actual behaviors of school leaders are not observed in this study, there are numerous ways extant literature has established schools’ responses to accountability reformsŁ For example, Shipps and White (2009) examine the differences in school principal behavior before and after increased accountability policies in New York CityŁ They found that principals paid closer attention to bureaucratic expectations and market-style accountability, each of which are directly connected to the New York City pro
	Bureaucratic expectations are inherently part of school progress reports in that they are developed and shared by the Department of Education; they are treated as reviews of schools’ performance for parents and school staff alikeŁ Further, all forms of standardized progress reports inherently align with market ideology (Engel, 2000) in that they suggest intra-district comparisons and competitionŁ In this system, even though schools are scored at least in part against their own achievement goals, each school
	Existing literature also demonstrates ways schools and their leaders respond to accountability pressure in unequal ways across student groups, further suggesting a satisficing approachŁ For example, Booher-Jennings (2005) uncovered the use of educational triage in response to Texas’ accountability system, in which teachers and administrators diverted resources to attend to students close to the threshold of passing (iŁeŁ “bubble kids”) and students that were known to count for the school’s accountability ra
	METHODS
	DATA/SAMPLE
	To answer research questions on the impact of school report card grades, I used the “Student Achievement” ratings from all Elementary, Middle, and Kindergarten through eighth grade schools (n = 1091) in the New York City Department of Education from 2014–15 through 2018–19 school yearsŁ These years were selected because these were the first years the new reports were used and include all available years of data at the time of writing (with an exception for 2016–17 described below)Ł As noted before, the Stud
	For my outcome variables, I construct a variety of grade-level test score growth metrics for grades 3 through 8Ł In New York State, every 3rd through 8th grade student completes an annual Math and English (ELA) exam each SpringŁ These data were downloaded from the NYCDOE website in Excel format and merged with the quality report data by a NYCDOE-assigned school ID number and yearŁ Schools without test scores for both years, generally new or closed schools, were excludedŁ Similarly charter schools, who have 
	DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
	In Tables 1 and 2, I present descriptive dataŁ Table 1 presents the distribution of Student Achievement ratings, grouped both by school-year (one observation for each school-year combination) and grade-subject (one observation for each grade-subject combination within each school-year)Ł Of note is the uneven distribution across the rating categoriesŁ There are few (n=55) schools that received the “Not Meeting Target” rating label across all years, less than 2%Ł Further, the majority of schools received a “M
	There are a few key observable differences between schools receiving different Student Achievement ratings; in Table 2, I present key variables that highlight some of those differencesŁ For example, schools that received lower scores tended to have a larger percentage of students of colorŁ Schools that received lower scores tend to have slightly higher percentages of students with disabilities, higher Economic Need Index scores, and more students chronically absentŁ Schools with higher Student Achievement r
	OUTCOME MEASURES  
	My outcomes of interest are generally described as test-related growth in the year following the assignment of a given Student Achievement ratingŁ Table 3 presents outcome averages for each of the four Student Achievement rating levels, grouped into two panels by subject areaŁ In each panel, the first row represents growth after receiving the specified Student Achievement ratingŁ The subsequent rows represent other test-related outcomes of interestŁ 
	While I neither individually examine the behaviors of an individual school and its leaders, nor track individual students in and out of these levels, school-level measures of proficiency across years can be a good measure for student performance and a proxy for administrator behaviorŁ New York State also converts student exam scores to a 1 to 4 scale to indicate level of proficiency for each student; category 1 is the lowest, category 2 follows, and categories 3 and 4 are each considered proficientŁ As scho
	The importance of the signs of these metrics is worth discussing specifically as they are not uniformly interpreted across categories; a negative “growth” in the lowest category, for example, means a school had less students in the lowest category (in a given grade-subject) than in the prior year — what most would consider a good thing, despite the negative numeric changeŁ A positive growth in the proficient category, though, means a school has more students achieving proficiency (again in a given grade-sub
	In Table 5, I present four possibilities for various combinations of signs of three performance category outcome measures at four hypothetical schoolsŁ Schools A and B present the most obvious interpretationsŁ At school A, the proportion of students in the lowest category increases, while the number of proficient students decreasesŁ This is a school that is not showing improvement, regardless of the difference in level 2 studentsŁ At school B, the lowest category decreases while the proficient category incr
	EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
	To examine the causal impact of a particular categorical rating, I echo approaches from previous scholarship on school accountability grades, namely those conducted on New York City data (iŁeŁ, Rockoff & Turner, 2010; Winters & Cowen, 2012)Ł Ideally, to replicate a fully controlled trial, I would examine the same school under two different conditions; for example, one in which they receive a label of “Approaching Target,” and one in which they receive a label of “Meeting TargetŁ” For obvious reasons, this i
	In a regression discontinuity (“RD”) approach, the underlying notion is that observations close to the left and right of any given cutoff are essentially statistically identical based on their close proximity on the assignment variable which determines their categorical label, which Lee and Lemieux (2010) described as the “Local Randomization” assumption (pŁ 295)Ł While in a controlled trial, treatment is assigned based on strict randomization, here treatment is assigned to those close to the cut point in w
	This approach leverages the discontinuous treatment assignment mechanism built into the School Quality ReportsŁ Table 6 and Figure 1 demonstrate this assignment mechanism clearlyŁ The Student Achievement Score (referred to from here on as “score”) is generated on a 1 to 5 continuous scale, and depending on this score, schools are assigned one of four Student Achievement Ratings (referred to from here on as “rating”)Ł Note the lack of overlap between the rating categories; the maximum for each category is ex
	In this case, the continuous student achievement score concretely determines the categorical rating, but schools close to the predefined cut point (for example, 2Ł99 vsŁ 3Ł00) are so close that they are essentially randomly distributed on either side of the cut, meaning the difference between receiving a rating of “Approaching Target” and “Meeting Target” is essentially randomŁ Thus, creating localized regression models around the cut point can estimate the causal impact of treatment; in this case, treatmen
	The models implemented are of the following form:
	E-E=β+γT+β(S)+βT(S)+βX+μ+ε (1)
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	where E represents an outcome metric for year y+1, or one year following the assignment of a Student Achievement rating, in school s, grade g, and content area c (either Math or English), while E represents the same metric for the year the rating was assignedŁ Together, the left side of equation (1) represents growth in a specified outcomeŁ T represents a dummy variable for receiving a lower rating at a given school in a given year for a specified cut point between two ratings; for example, T=1 if a school 
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	ESTABLISHING THE VALIDITY OF THE RD IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY
	An important preliminary check for internal validity is to assess the possibility of manipulation at the cut point (Lee & Lemieux, 2010)Ł Because the assignment variable — achievement score — is assumed to be continuous, there should be little evidence of significant jumps anywhere along the spectrum, but specifically not at the cut pointsŁ If there were to be a jump at the cut point, it might signify and unobservable manipulation to the assignment variable at the cut point, violating a core assumption of t
	Upon simple visual analysis, while the cut at 4 seems to not be an issue, there does appear to be a small jump from “Below Target” to “Meeting Target” where Achievement Score equals 3Ł This is potentially statistically problematic; if there is manipulation happening to move scores from immediately below the cut point to immediately above, this would violate a core assumption of RD and render any inference based on the RD inaccurateŁ However, considering the nature of the School Quality reports and their und
	As a final check of the regression discontinuity assumptions, I present a parallel analysis using a covariate as an outcome measure as suggested by Lee and Lemieux (2010) in Table 7Ł If there was notable manipulation or some other difference in the groups on either side of the cut points, this difference may be revealed by differences in covariates, which, based on the assumptions of regression discontinuity, should be similar across both sides of the cut pointŁ Table 5 presents results from RDRobust (Calon
	RESULTS
	In the following section, I discuss the findings of the regression discontinuity designŁ First, I explain visual differences at the cut point using binned plots with local linear specifications mapped on for ease of interpretation, finding that being just assigned (iŁeŁ, assignment based on being just past the cut point) a rating of “Approaching” has a positive impact on some math-related outcomesŁ Those results do not appear to be present for ELA outcomes, nor for being just assigned the “Meeting” ratingŁ 
	VISUAL RESULTS
	Figure 3 demonstrates the four math outcomes of interest at the “Approaching vsŁ Meeting” cut pointŁ There are apparent discontinuities in all four of the graphs presented; each graph suggests that just being assigned a rating of “Approaching” improves math-related outcomesŁ First, in graph A, it appears that there is increased score growth below the cut point, suggesting being assigned a lower rating causes a positive impact on math score growth for schools just below the cut point when compared to their s
	Graph B (figure 3) shows an opposite visual pattern, as in being just at the lower rating suggests a negative impact relative to schools just above the cut pointŁ However, this may be consistent evidence of improvement regardless of differing signsŁ Graph B suggests that schools just below the cut point have a larger decrease in the number of students in the lowest category, which would generally be interpreted as overall improvementŁ Similar to graph A, the positive difference in graphs C and D suggests th
	Figure 4 demonstrates the four ELA outcomes of interest at the “Approaching vsŁ Meeting” cut pointŁ These figures appear to be less conclusive than their counterparts in Figure 3 in that the discontinuities are less pronouncedŁ Still, in graphs A and B there appears to be evidence of improvement for schools in both score growth and movement of students out of the lowest performance category just below the cut point receiving a rating of Approaching in comparison to similar schools just above the cut pointŁ
	Figure 5 presents the same math-related outcomes as Figure 3 but shifts the perspective to the Meeting vsŁ Exceeding cut pointŁ In comparison to Figure 3, there do not appear to be as notable discontinuities hereŁ A weak argument may be made that graphs A and B present discontinuities; interestingly, the signs of these discontinuities are opposite of the prior evidence, perhaps suggesting that schools just above the higher cut point improved as a function of the higher ratingŁ Still, that claim would need t
	SENSITIVITY TO BANDWIDTH AND FUNCTIONAL FORM  
	The results from regression discontinuity designs can be sensitive to the choice of bandwidth; in other words, depending on how one defines the range of scores for which the schools are essentially similar, the analysis may be biased or impreciseŁ Indeed, the choice of bandwidth is a limitation to the regression discontinuity approach; choosing to widen the bandwidth to improve precision (by including more data points) inherently adds bias to point estimates (Lee & Lemieux, 2010)Ł To address this, Lee and L
	I present estimates for a variety of bandwidths and polynomial specifications in Tables 8 and 9Ł Presented in each cell is , the coefficient on the “treatment,” which is defined as being either just below or above the cut point; in Table 6, treatment is just receiving an “Approaching” rating, while in Table 7, treatment is just receiving a “Meeting” ratingŁ The estimates presented, then, are the causal impact of being just below the cut point, in comparison to otherwise similar schools, for each of the give
	The estimates in table 8 are split by math and ELA results in the top and bottom panels, respectivelyŁ Rows 1, 2, and 4 each suggest similar results to the visual evidence provided in figure 3; while the magnitudes are not identical, the fact that multiple bandwidths and specifications lead to statistically significant increases in score growth should be taken together as a preponderance of evidenceŁ There is ample evidence, then, that being just below the cut point and receiving an Approaching rating cause
	In Table 9, I present a similar set of estimates for the higher Meeting vsŁ Exceeding cut point; the top panel is Math outcomes and the bottom panel for ELAŁ These results confirm the visual evidence in figures 5 and 6; there does not appear to be much evidence of an impact of just receiving the Meeting rating, with the exception being row 2 in the lower panel for ELAŁ These results weakly suggest that just being rated Meeting may cause an increase in the percentage of students in the lowest category of ELA
	ROBUSTNESS CHECKS AND ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS
	One mechanism to potentially increase precision is the addition of covariatesŁ The addition of covariates should strictly not shift the magnitude or direction of the results, only the precision, and if the addition of covariates does in fact shift the results the implication is that there was either a manipulation issue or a specification issue (Lee & Lemieux, 2010)Ł In Table 10, I present results for both Math and English scores at the Approaching vsŁ Meeting cut point with a collection of school-level cov
	There are some additional considerations and limitations that must be addressedŁ The first is regarding the strength and significance of the conclusions; while there is ample evidence that receiving a lower label increased future growth in test scores, particularly for math exams, the results are by no means wholly conclusiveŁ Because there are only three sets of paired years data, with more data the conclusions would be more robust and perhaps more preciseŁ 
	The second and more important consideration is the issue of potential manipulation at the Approaching vsŁ Meeting cutŁ Visually, the histogram appears as if there may be a “jump” at the cut point, which ideally should not be the case; there will of course be some idiosyncratic lumpiness throughout the distribution but seeing a particular “jump” at the cut point suggests there may be schools manipulating their scores right at the cut point to move from just below to just aboveŁ Further, there is a policy-rel
	Manipulating test scores to move from one side of the cut point to another seems like an unlikely and unwieldy task for an administrator, howeverŁ The administrator would need both a significant amount of time to develop the calculations, as well as plausible rationale to manually adjust scoresŁ Further, a savvier administrator would likely manipulate their grade to be higherŁ Assuming a savvy administrator would also lead to higher test scores, this manipulation would in fact bias results in the opposite d
	An additional potential issue to be considered is that of schools sliding back and forth across the cut pointŁ Because test scores are included in subsequent years’ Student Achievement scores, there is a possibility that the gains described above of just receiving a rating of Approaching will push a given school into the Meeting category the following year, making the school a control schoolŁ While the year fixed effect in the model addresses any between-year dependencies by limiting comparisons to within-y
	Figure 7 provides a descriptive picture of this potential issue by mapping the treatment/control status of all schools within the preferred bandwidth of year 1 (2015’s report card) at the Approaching/Meeting cut pointŁ In the leftmost column are size-weighted markers for schools just below and above the Approaching/Meeting cut point on the 2015 report cardŁ The middle column filters those schools by their rating, if within bandwidth, the following yearŁ Because some schools move out of the bandwidth altoget
	While the descriptive picture above suggests only a limited impact of “sliding” back and forth across the cut point, there are legitimate policy reasons why the impact might be limited as wellŁ While the measured outcome, test scores, are a part of future Student Achievement scores and ratings, it is not the only measure; there is significant noise in the assignment variable as it is constructed from a variety of metrics (including test scores, attendance, school surveys, etcŁ)Ł 
	Last, there may be a concern that prior treatment, including prior year ratings from this system or the prior system, may present an identification issueŁ For that to be the case, prior years’ treatment would need to be endogenously associated with the treatment above and beyond the forcing variable, which is unlikely to be the caseŁ That is to say, even with prior intervention based on prior treatment, which may move schools up (or down) on the continuous forcing variable, there’s nothing to suggest that m
	DISCUSSION
	The results suggest two key causal implications of receiving an “Approaching” Student Achievement rating for schools near the cut point in comparison to schools near the cut point receiving a rating of MeetingŁ First, schools just receiving an Approaching rating causes greater growth in the following year’s math scores, while the evidence is not nearly as strong for ELAŁ This is consistent with prior evidence of that strict accountability implementation increases in math more dramatically than reading (Hans
	Second, schools just below the cut point appear to be more effective than otherwise similar schools at moving students out of the lowest category of math score, as well as more effective than otherwise similar schools at moving students into the proficient category of math scoreŁ While there is little evidence for the bubble students, this very well may be because schools just below the cut point are moving students both in and out of the bubble, masking any real impact or difference between the two groups 
	While the evidence above may indicate a lower categorical Student Achievement rating causes increased math test score growth in the following year for schools near the Approaching/Meeting cut point, it does not address why this happensŁ There are a variety of potential explanations with policy implicationsŁ For example, it may be that for schools just below the cut point there is a differential motivating factor that leads to different tactics leading to increased achievement and/or focus on test scores in 
	IMPLICATIONS
	FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE
	I first consider these findings in the context of the broader education accountability movementŁ There was a marked increase in available information from No Child Left Behind and other national policies (eŁgŁ, Every Student Succeeds Act, Elementary and Secondary Education Act, etcŁ) that require additional information, namely testing, to be collected by states and municipalitiesŁ These findings indicate that while incredibly detailed, individual level data are collected from numerous standardized examinati
	While it is dangerous to make broad policy recommendations stemming from a single study or perspective, it is worth considering the impact providing clear and distinct information has on schools, again considering if that information (the Student Achievement rating) is a rough approximation of a more subtle yet just as easily available metric (the Student Achievement score)Ł That is, the evidence above suggests that schools are less likely to respond to a continuous measure and more likely to respond to a c
	A second implication is that there is a need for district-level support for schools and their data teamsŁ While the New York City Department of Education intended to create a more detailed, nuanced look at school quality, the evidence above suggests the response was similar to the old, “one-dimensional” (NYCDOE, 2015) report cardsŁ If schools at the cut points are responding only to the ratings and not the more detailed information contained in the continuous Student Achievement score, that may be because o
	FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
	To advance understanding of school report cards and school accountability systems writ large, researchers should extend these analyses to other outcome variablesŁ For instance, they should examine less traditional outcomes besides test scores, some of which are accessible via publicly shared data on the NYCDOE websiteŁ First might be survey-related outcomes, including results from parents and teachers; NYCDOE conducts an annual school climate survey (NYCDOE, 2019) that asks parents, teachers, and older (hig
	Also, this analysis could be extended to high schools, which would inherently lead to another compelling application� Because New York City has a system of “universal choice” (see Abdulkadiroğlu et al�, 2005 for a summary of the system), students have access to these scores prior to making their school application decisions� Perhaps, then, there are causal impacts on not only what happens at a given school, but who chooses to attend; does a lower label cause different students to apply to a given school in 
	CONCLUSIONS
	The RD analyses suggests that receiving a lower categorical Student Achievement rating on a school accountability report may causally increase test score growth on Math exams for those schools who are close to the cut point, as well as decrease the number of students in the lowest proficiency category while increasing the number of students in scoring proficientŁ While these results are similar to prior work, there are a few key differences; while prior work (Rockoff & Turner, 2010; Winters & Cowen, 2012) d
	In comparison, the results presented here do not necessarily come attached to a consequential system; there were no such threats associated with a low score at the timeŁ In fact, the reports themselves were designed to be more holistic and inspire a more diverse set of changes (NYCDOE, 2015)Ł This strengthens the argument that the rating itself is causing the shift in score growthŁ While there are a variety of potential explanations for such a phenomenon, the fact that the rating appears to have a causal im
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	While it may seem more intuitive to code this in the reverse, I chose to code treatment in this way as to more intuitively 
	interpret the effect of the lower score relative to the higher score, given the theory that schools may be motivated in 
	particular by a lower scoreŁ
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	ABSTRACT
	ABSTRACT
	ABSTRACT

	Self-determination has been associated with academic success for college students 
	Self-determination has been associated with academic success for college students 
	with and without disabilitiesŁ The APP Tool was designed to allow higher education 
	professionals to examine which campus Activities, Programs, or Policies (APPs) promote, 
	and which might hinder, the development of student self-determinationŁ This study used 
	the qualitative basic interpretive approach (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) to analyze data 
	from semi-structured interviews of three focus groups of higher education professionals 
	(practitioners) that were conducted to ascertain their impressions of the utility of the toolŁ 
	Use of the APP Tool led practitioners to reflect on what self-determination included and 
	what campus efforts were currently fostering these skillsŁ Implications of the APP Tool 
	included use as (1) a progress monitoring tool for student self-determination skills and (2) 
	an evaluation tool for current campus programmingŁ

	Keywords: self-determination, higher education, student affairs, students with disabilities, 
	Keywords: self-determination, higher education, student affairs, students with disabilities, 
	disability services, postsecondary education, focus group

	Postsecondary education has required students to set both small (eŁgŁ, achieve adequate 
	Postsecondary education has required students to set both small (eŁgŁ, achieve adequate 
	grades on assignments and exams) and large (eŁgŁ, complete classes and academic 
	degrees) goals, as well as independently self-regulate their behavior to enable this 
	progressŁ As such self- determination, a concept that embodies these skills, is noted 
	as critical for all postsecondary studentsŁ  Field et alŁ (1998) proposed the following 
	description of self-determination:

	Self-determination is a combination of skills, knowledge and beliefs that enable a person 
	Self-determination is a combination of skills, knowledge and beliefs that enable a person 
	to engage in goal-directed, self-regulated, autonomous behaviorŁ An understanding of 
	one’s strengths and limitations together with a belief in oneself as capable and effective 
	are essential to self-determinationŁ When acting on the basis of these skills and attitudes, 
	individuals have greater ability to take control of their lives and assume the role of 
	successful adults in our society (pŁ 2)Ł

	Wehmeyer et alŁ (2007) stated self-determined behaviors encompass “volitional actions” 
	Wehmeyer et alŁ (2007) stated self-determined behaviors encompass “volitional actions” 
	(pŁ 5) that allow individuals to make choices and direct their behaviors to maintain or alter 
	their livesŁ The volitional actions that describe self-determination included four essential 
	characteristics: (1) the person acted autonomously; (2) the behavior was self-regulated; (3) 
	the person initiated and responded to the event in a psychologically empowered manner; 
	and (4) the person acted in a self-realizing mannerŁ These characteristics described the 
	function of the behavior that makes it self-determined or not (Wehmeyer et alŁ, 2007)Ł 
	Volitional actions can also be achieved through the development of related attitudes and 
	abilities, or the component elements of self-determinationŁ Definitions of the component 
	elements of self-determination can be found in Appendix AŁ 

	Self-determination is noted as an important skill for all students in postsecondary 
	Self-determination is noted as an important skill for all students in postsecondary 
	education (Faye & Sharpe, 2008; Graham & Vaughn, 2022; Guiffrida et alŁ, 2013)Ł 
	Specifically, increased levels of self-determination have been associated with higher grade 
	point averages (GPAs) and levels of satisfaction with life in college for all postsecondary 
	students (Graham & Vaughn, 2022), as well as higher rates of student engagement in 
	postsecondary education (Faye & Sharpe, 2008; Guiffrida et alŁ, 2013)Ł For postsecondary 
	students, Guiffrida et alŁ (2013) also found a relationship between source of motivation, 
	specifically in areas of autonomy and competence, and persistence in postsecondary 
	education as well as GPAŁ

	The benefits of learning and using self-determination skills for college students with 
	The benefits of learning and using self-determination skills for college students with 
	disabilities (SWD) have also been well established (Field et alŁ, 2003; Gelbar et alŁ, 2020; 
	Ju et alŁ, 2017; DŁRŁ Parker, 2004; Petcu et alŁ, 2017; Sarver, 2000)Ł Researchers have 
	found positive relationships between GPA in postsecondary education and levels of self-
	determination for students with learning disabilities (Field et alŁ, 2003; Sarver, 2000) 
	and for students with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (DŁRŁ Parker, 2004)Ł Ju et 
	alŁ (2017) found that “teaching self- determination skills or developing self-determined 
	behaviors can enhance overall self-determination leading to academic success” (pŁ 186), 
	including higher GPA and retention rates for postsecondary SWDŁ

	 Self-determination may have been even more crucial for SWD, as accommodation 
	 Self-determination may have been even more crucial for SWD, as accommodation 
	provision is largely reliant on students’ proactive behaviorsŁ Postsecondary disability 
	services required SWD to self-disclose their disability or disabilities to their office and 
	professors as needed to receive accommodations (Fleming et alŁ, 2017; Newman & Madaus, 
	2015; O’Shea & Meyer, 2016)Ł Depending on campus policies students have also needed 
	to request accommodations every semester, deliver or initiate delivery of accommodation 
	letters to their instructors, and follow-up with disability resource personnel or instructors 
	themselves if they required a change in accommodationsŁ 

	While self-determination is relevant to all postsecondary students, especially those 
	While self-determination is relevant to all postsecondary students, especially those 
	with disabilities, the topic is less researched for students without disabilitiesŁ In these 
	settings, self-determination skill development most commonly occurred within disability 
	resource offices (University of California Berkley, nŁdŁ; University of Colorado Boulder, 
	nŁdŁ; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, nŁdŁ); however, this programming only 
	reached students with disabilities, specifically those who chose to disclose and register 
	for servicesŁ As only one third of postsecondary students with disabilities registered with 
	disability resource offices (National Center for Education Statistics, 2022), this information 
	reached a relatively small number of students with disabilitiesŁ Gelbar et alŁ (2020) called 
	attention to the fact that not all students register with their disability service office, and 
	students may have invisible disabilities (eŁgŁ, learning disabilities, mental health conditions), 
	therefore student affairs professionals may have served students with undisclosed 
	disabilitiesŁ Providing opportunities to practice self-determination through both disability 
	resource and student affairs offices could reach a broader population of students with 
	disabilities than through disability resource offices aloneŁ Additionally, self-determination 
	training provided through student affairs offices could reach the general population of 
	college students who may also benefit from these skillsŁ

	There has been a need to ensure higher education programing promoted self-
	There has been a need to ensure higher education programing promoted self-
	determination skills for all studentsŁ This included identifying and continuing current 
	programs that effectively cultivate these skills, modifying or eliminating programs that 
	do not effectively develop self- determination, and developing new programs to support 
	skills not being fosteredŁ The Activities, Programs, or Policies (APP) Tool (Mills et alŁ, 2019) 
	provided a systematic means to evaluate whether self-determination skills are supported 
	by campus programmingŁ The APP Tool, which consisted of a three-column form that can 
	be used as a hard-copy or electronic resource, was developed to provide postsecondary 
	professionals, including those within student affairs and disability resource offices, 
	with a guide to foster a campus-wide focus on self-determination skill developmentŁ 
	APPs was a broad term used for this tool to signify the various components of higher 
	education, though there is much overlap, and the area or event does not need to fit into 
	one siloŁ  Broadly, activities included activities fairs and new student orientation that are 
	single events or occur less frequently, while programs included first year seminars and 
	intramurals that are structured across a longer period of timeŁ Policies included codes 
	of conduct and attendance rulesŁ The tool did not require users to define an event as an 
	activity, program, or policy but instead identify the whole event, examples provided above, 
	as an APPŁ

	DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE APP TOOL
	DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF THE APP TOOL

	Mills et alŁ (2019) created the APP Tool for student affairs professionals to facilitate the 
	Mills et alŁ (2019) created the APP Tool for student affairs professionals to facilitate the 
	development of self-determination skillsŁ The APP Tool can be employed in a range of 
	higher education settings and provides professionals a way to “identify self-determination 
	challenges common to college students and link them to programmatic responses” 
	(Madaus et alŁ, 2020, pŁ 3)Ł It is completed in a series of reflective steps (described next)Ł 
	Although not necessary, the form can be completed collaboratively, with higher education 
	professionals initially working through each step and then discussing and modifying their 
	responses as a group throughout each stageŁ

	The APP tool (see Appendix B) contained three columns: “Common Challenges,”
	The APP tool (see Appendix B) contained three columns: “Common Challenges,”

	“Activities, Policies, Programs” and “Self-Determination OutcomesŁ” The first step when 
	“Activities, Policies, Programs” and “Self-Determination OutcomesŁ” The first step when 
	completing the APP Tool was to list common challenges incoming students, including both 
	first year and transfer students, may face on a separate sheet of paperŁ This section could 
	also be used to describe common challenges that historically marginalized populations, 
	including, but not limited to, first generation students, SWDs, minority students, and 
	economically challenged students experienced when they enter postsecondary education 
	(Madaus et alŁ, 2020)Ł It should be noted these categories were not discrete, and individual 
	students may identify with more than one challengeŁ

	Next, higher education professionals using the tool would narrow the list to five to seven 
	Next, higher education professionals using the tool would narrow the list to five to seven 
	of the most pressing common challenges for students and record these in the first column 
	of the ToolŁ If professionals listed more than seven challenges, they should focus on five 
	to seven to ensure enough time is available to think critically about each challengeŁ They 
	may choose to examine additional challenges with the Tool at a later point in timeŁ These 
	common challenges did not need to be relevant to the entire student population but 
	should encompass issues experienced most frequently by the students currently under 
	consideration when completing the APP ToolŁ Users then recorded the most impactful 
	five to seven activities, policies, and programs (APPs) offered at their school, which 
	can include the most frequent, most popular, or effective APPs as determined by their 
	institution of higher educationŁ Note that these, can, but do not have to be related to the 
	common challenges listed in the first columnŁ

	After APPs have been identified, users can familiarize themselves with a numbered 
	After APPs have been identified, users can familiarize themselves with a numbered 
	list of 12 specific self-determination outcomes, which are based on the component 
	elements of self- determination (Appendix A), noted at the bottom of the APP Tool formŁ 
	The self-determination outcomes included the following: (1) choice-making skills, (2) 
	decision-making skills, (3) problem- solving skills, (4) goal setting and attainment skills, 
	(5) independence, risk-taking, and safety skills, (6) self- observation, self-awareness 
	or self-monitoring skills, (7) self-evaluation skills, (8) self-reinforcement skills, (9) self-
	instruction skills, (10) self-regulation-skills, (11) self-advocacy and leadership skills, and 
	(12) positive attributions of efficacy and outcome expectancy skillsŁ Using this list as 
	a guide, professionals then identified what self-determination outcomes the specified 
	APPs address and indicated the related self-determination outcomes in the third column, 
	as determined by group discussion among the users filling out the APP ToolŁ The final 
	step of the APP Tool process was to triangulate the data by (a) determining which APPs 
	provide the most support in teaching self-determination skills, (b) determining which APPs 
	provide limited or no support in teaching self-determination skills, and (c) identifying 
	the self-determination skills not being developed by current APPs, which can inform the 
	development of new or modified APPs to foster these skillsŁ It was also possible to identify 
	whether specific APPs hinder the development of student self-determination based on 
	whether the APP does not address any of the noted challenges or if there are no self-
	determination outcomes that can be identified for the APPŁ

	The current study examined the reactions of postsecondary student affairs and disability 
	The current study examined the reactions of postsecondary student affairs and disability 
	services professionals to using the APP Tool and addressed the following research 
	questions:

	1Ł Does the APP Tool help focus group participants consider self-determination in relation 
	1Ł Does the APP Tool help focus group participants consider self-determination in relation 
	to their work?

	2Ł In what ways could focus group participants see themselves using the APP Tool in 
	2Ł In what ways could focus group participants see themselves using the APP Tool in 
	their work? 

	3Ł What do participant responses tell us about the utility of the APP tool in higher 
	3Ł What do participant responses tell us about the utility of the APP tool in higher 
	education settings?

	4Ł What recommendations do focus group participants have for improving the APP Tool?
	4Ł What recommendations do focus group participants have for improving the APP Tool?

	METHODS
	METHODS

	The researchers sought to learn what student support services professionals, including 
	The researchers sought to learn what student support services professionals, including 
	student affairs professionals and disability resource office professionals, in higher 
	education thought about the utility, benefits, and drawbacks of using the APP ToolŁ To 
	do this, we conducted three focus groups with a total of 30 postsecondary education 
	professionals across all groupsŁ Focus groups are established as an accepted practice in 
	a variety of fields, including business, medicine, and the social sciences to evaluate new 
	tools, measure the effects of interventions, and gain perspectives from a variety of users 
	(AŁ Parker & Tritter, 2006)Ł They provided a vehicle to gain a deeper understanding than 
	a purely quantitative analysis may offer and provide a social setting to evaluate attitudes 
	and opinions towards the topic or item of interest (Breen, 2006)Ł As such, they have 
	been used to support the development, evaluation, and assessment of tools in the field of 
	education (Williams & Katz, 2001)Ł

	Conducting focus groups has also been noted as a common approach to collect 
	Conducting focus groups has also been noted as a common approach to collect 
	qualitative data in postsecondary education research (Ortiz & Waterman, 2016), as open-
	ended questions are used to gain multiple “perspectives from a group that shares one or 
	more characteristics,” (Biddix, 2018, pŁ 146)Ł This method prompts participants to respond 
	to individual questions, as well as engage in conversations with each other, which can 
	“reveal group dynamics and social processes,” and “check for shared understanding” 
	(Biddix, 2018, pŁ 146)Ł Focus groups have been previously used to study topics in 
	higher educationŁ Specifically, Murphrey et alŁ (2014) used focus groups to assess the 
	effectiveness of different teaching platforms used at the college level and Sangster et alŁ 
	(2016) used this method to evaluate undergraduate student involvement in researchŁ

	PARTICIPANTS & SETTING
	PARTICIPANTS & SETTING

	As noted, three focus groups were held with a total of 30 postsecondary education 
	As noted, three focus groups were held with a total of 30 postsecondary education 
	professionals in multiple regions in the United StatesŁ We intentionally sought participants 
	from a combination of disability resource and student affairs professionals in order to 
	represent the range of individuals who work with SWD (Lalor et alŁ, 2020; Madaus et 
	alŁ, 2020), but also to glean if they believed the APP Tool had utility in other functions 
	of student affairs workŁ The first group was held during a national conference on 
	postsecondary disability services and consisted of ten postsecondary disability services 
	professionals who represented an even mix of two-year colleges, small four-year colleges, 
	and large four-year universitiesŁ The second and third groups, conducted at two different 
	large four-year universities in the south and southeast United States, each included ten 
	student affairs professionals, including residential life, advising, and veterans’ affairs staff, 
	from the institution at which each group was heldŁ The focus group participants were 
	convenient samples of individuals who either chose to attend a conference session or were 
	university staff at an institution the focus group facilitator worked for, though in a different 
	department, and chose to attend the sessionŁ Given that each group had a sample size of 
	ten participants they met the requirement of ten participants per focus group suggested 
	by Krueger (1994)Ł In a review of focus groups, it was found that 90% of themes were 
	identified when there were three to six focus groups, with three being the most common 
	number of focus groups (Guest et alŁ, 2017), therefore using three focus groups in this 
	study was appropriate given current literatureŁ Additionally, when analyzing the data, 
	saturation was reached indicating a sufficient number of participants was sampled (Glaser 
	& Strauss, 1967)Ł

	FOCUS GROUP FORMAT
	FOCUS GROUP FORMAT

	Participants in each group were invited to participate via email and each comprised 
	Participants in each group were invited to participate via email and each comprised 
	a convenience sample, which is defined here as participants that were interested in the 
	topic and chose to attend the focus group sessionsŁ The disability service professionals 
	were recruited from a conference session that participants had the option to attend if 
	interestedŁ The student affairs professionals were offered the opportunity to attend the 
	focus groups at their respective institutionsŁ The groups were led by one to two of the 
	APP Tool developers, who served as moderatorsŁ Following the approved institutional 
	review board (IRB) protocol, each moderator explained the focus group purpose, informed 
	participants the sessions were recorded, that participation was voluntary, and their 
	identity would remain anonymousŁ At that time, participants could decide if they wished 
	to participate in the focus group or notŁ If an individual chose to stay for the focus group, 
	that indicated they provided consentŁ The four creators of the tool, who also served as 
	the focus group moderators, came together to create the focus group protocolŁ The 
	moderators all had a copy of the protocol which they followed during the focus groupsŁ 
	The moderators began each session with a 10-to-15-minute overview of self- determination 
	based upon the theoretical framework presented by Field et alŁ (1998) and other relevant 
	literature on the topic, notably the key components of self-determination and how its 
	development can affect postsecondary studentsŁ The moderators next presented the 
	APP Tool and asked participants to collaborate in order to complete itŁ It was suggested 
	that participants evaluate the APPs at their own institution when possibleŁ They also had 
	the option to discuss APPs at the institution of other participants if that was preferredŁ 
	Participants worked in self-chosen groups for approximately 20 minutesŁ Moderators then 
	lead each group in a discussion and reflection of the utility of the toolŁ Each focus group 
	lasted between 60-90 minutes in entiretyŁ

	Discussions utilized semi-structured interview questions (see Table 1)Ł Questions were 
	Discussions utilized semi-structured interview questions (see Table 1)Ł Questions were 
	generated based upon feedback in previous presentations of the APP Tool at two national 
	student affairs conferencesŁ During these conference sessions, themes emerged from 
	participants’ reactions and feedback, which served as the foundation for the interview 
	questionsŁ The semi-structured interview format allowed the moderators to guide the 
	conversation with pre-prepared general questions and to ask follow-up questions as 
	appropriateŁ This approach to interviewing can be useful when researchers seek to collect 
	information on a similar topic across settings and enabled participants to express their 
	individualized experience with the topic (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007)Ł

	DATA ANALYSIS
	DATA ANALYSIS

	The focus group recordings were transcribed, and transcripts were later analyzed 
	The focus group recordings were transcribed, and transcripts were later analyzed 
	using a basic interpretive approach in order to describe, understand, and interpret the 
	participants’ experiencesŁ In this process, data were analyzed by identifying recurring 
	patterns, including initial codes, which are grouped into larger categories, and then 
	interpreted to reveal overall themes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016)Ł This method was chosen as 
	it is a common method in qualitative research and the authors’ goal was to determine the 
	overall themes across participantsŁ The first two authors conducted data analysis for this 
	studyŁ These two authors were graduate students studying higher education and disability, 
	previously worked in positions serving students with disabilities in higher education, 
	and both self-identify as individuals with disabilitiesŁ The first two authors completed 
	close readings of the focus group transcripts to familiarize themselves with the dataŁ 
	Next, each independently generated initial codes in the form of themes, or words, that 
	captured the units of meaning within participants’ accounts (Thomas, 2006)Ł Next, the 
	two researchers met to discuss initial codes and resolve any discrepanciesŁ Discrepancies 
	were determined by comparing the researcher’s initial codes and identifying those that 
	have different meaningsŁ Discussion between the two researchers occurred until they 
	came to an agreement on the final list of initial codesŁ After this meeting, the researchers 
	independently examined the codes and sought to make sense of them through identifying 
	similarities, complements, or patternsŁ Initial codes were grouped together based on if 
	focus group participants were discussing the same or similar ideasŁ This process resulted 
	in the development of categories, which were collectively analyzed by the two researchers 
	to identify emerging themesŁ Themes were described as overarching ideas that 
	encapsulate participants’ experiences into a meaningful wholeŁ After establishing themes, 
	the researchers assessed their validity through the examination of initial codes to ensure 
	the themes were representative of the initial dataŁ This process was conducted to ensure 
	that all data present in the initial codes were sufficiently and appropriately reflected in the 
	final themesŁ

	SELF-DETERMINATION AND DISABILITY CRITICAL THEORY
	SELF-DETERMINATION AND DISABILITY CRITICAL THEORY

	Disability critical theory (Schalk, 2017) guided the coding and analysis processŁ 
	Disability critical theory (Schalk, 2017) guided the coding and analysis processŁ 
	Specifically, as we completed the analyses for this study, we examined the findings 
	through thinking about how the assessments of the APP tool could help benefit individuals 
	in higher education who do not fit the standard norms, including students with disabilitiesŁ 
	To do so we used disability critical theory which defines disability as “socially constructed 
	system of norms which categorizes and values bodyminds based on concepts of ability 
	and disability” (Schalk, 2017, pŁ 1), with bodyminds indicating the overlap a person’s body 
	and mindŁ Disability critical theory focuses on viewing disability through the various 
	social systems put in place and their impact on individuals with disability, as well as 
	acknowledging other social systems such as race and ethnicity (Schalk, 2017Ł This theory 
	was the strongest choice for this study given that the goal of the APP tool was to help 
	institutions of higher education foster self-determination and identify areas that may 
	hinder self-determinationŁ Through using disability critical race theory, the participant 
	responses were viewed in reference to the whole campus unless otherwise specified, 
	instead of just being relevant to a disability service office, as people with disabilities 
	should be supported by all campus officesŁ This was reflected in discussions of cross-
	campus collaboration and aligned with the view that self-determination was necessary for 
	the full population of college studentsŁ 

	CREDIBILITY MEASURES
	CREDIBILITY MEASURES

	The researchers established credibility, or trustworthiness, of the research process 
	The researchers established credibility, or trustworthiness, of the research process 
	in multiple waysŁ First, researcher triangulation, or the use of multiple investigators 
	comparing findings throughout data analysis (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) was usedŁ This 
	supported credibility as the data was not being analyzed by a single individual but by 
	multiple individuals with varied life experiencesŁ Second, we recorded an audit trail, or a 
	thorough description of our analysis process to make these steps transparent (Merriam 
	& Tisdell, 2016)Ł Third, this manuscript also included rich descriptions, as well as the 
	participants’ direct quotes, to support the findings of the studyŁ

	RESEARCHER POSITIONALITY
	RESEARCHER POSITIONALITY

	The two researchers who performed the interpretive analysis both approached this task 
	The two researchers who performed the interpretive analysis both approached this task 
	from the position of former postsecondary education disability resource professionals, as 
	well as former graduate-level SWDsŁ They were both also actively involved with student 
	advocacy groups for undergraduate SWDsŁ As these experiences had the potential to 
	influence their analysis of the data, both were intentional to acknowledge and recognize 
	these positionalities and put in place three checks, explained above, among researchers 
	throughout the research process to ensure the trustworthiness of findingsŁ

	RESULTS
	RESULTS

	Several themes were generated from the focus group data surrounding participants’ use 
	Several themes were generated from the focus group data surrounding participants’ use 
	of the APP Tool during the focus group sessionsŁ Themes included that the tool (a) helped 
	to identify APPs that both fostered and hindered development of self-determination, 
	(b) guided professionals and students to focus on self-determination skill development, 
	(c) can have multiple uses and implications, (d) facilitated collaboration among diverse 
	campus offices, and (e) suggestions for revisions to the toolŁ Participants in two of the 
	groups reflected on their experiences before discussing their impressions of the tool 
	itselfŁ The participants claimed the tool helped them reflect on which APPs fostered self-
	determinationŁ Participants debated how the APPs may foster the self-determination 
	concepts, as well as how various programs can target the same skills, thus reinforcing their 
	development and valueŁ Table 2 provides a summary of self-determination components 
	and related campus APPs as discussed by participantsŁ For example, participants noted 
	the APPs of mental health services and residence assistant support to promote self-
	regulationŁ

	RELEVANCE TO PARTICIPANT WORK 
	RELEVANCE TO PARTICIPANT WORK 

	Focus group participants discussed the relevance of the APP Tool to their work including 
	Focus group participants discussed the relevance of the APP Tool to their work including 
	fostering self-determination and hindering self-determinationŁ These topics are discussed 
	subsequentlyŁ 

	FOSTERING SELF-DETERMINATION
	FOSTERING SELF-DETERMINATION

	Focus group participants noted value in the opportunity to examine current campus 
	Focus group participants noted value in the opportunity to examine current campus 
	APPs, specifically whether they are meeting their intended goals, and whether those goals 
	also reflect the development and use of self-determination skillsŁ One participant shared, 
	“What I found as helpful is you can look at which outcomes we may not be hittingŁ” 
	Moreover, participants discussed how APPs that are intended to foster self-determination 
	are developed constantly in higher education settings; however, strategic ways to assess if 
	goals are achieved may not existŁ One participant envisioned using the APP Tool to assess 
	whether programs met intended objectives: 

	Okay, this is what we hoped for, but what actually is this program hitting and what 
	Okay, this is what we hoped for, but what actually is this program hitting and what 
	actually is this program not hitting? And kind of comparing the [program at the beginning 
	of the year to the program at the end of the year] to figure out how we can improve 
	something or get rid of something, honestly, if it’s not doing what we want it to doŁ

	Others felt the APP Tool can be used to ensure students receive opportunities for skill 
	Others felt the APP Tool can be used to ensure students receive opportunities for skill 
	developmentŁ One participant stated:

	If we’re complaining about how we see students aren’t leaving our institution with a 
	If we’re complaining about how we see students aren’t leaving our institution with a 
	certain thing, where is this missing from our programs or what programs is it in that our 
	students aren’t taking part in and how can we get them wrapped in?

	Another participant added that program goals also needed to match student 
	Another participant added that program goals also needed to match student 
	expectations; if students are expected to graduate with certain self-determination skills, it 
	is imperative these skills are explicitly taughtŁ She noted:

	It’s like if we identify the outcomes, if we’re seeing like a gap missing in whatever we’re 
	It’s like if we identify the outcomes, if we’re seeing like a gap missing in whatever we’re 
	doing—say it’s problem-solving skills ŁŁŁ That’s the outcome that we’re trying to really focus 
	in on, and then we’re going to structure itŁ What kind of program do we want? How are 
	we assessing that or even reaching that outcome? And then how can we structure in that 
	manner?

	Most participants agreed using the APP Tool would reveal where programs were lacking 
	Most participants agreed using the APP Tool would reveal where programs were lacking 
	self-determination componentsŁ One participant said, “I like the tool just because it offers 
	you an aerial view of what it is that you’re missingŁ” Participants discussed how well-
	intentioned APPs, whether newly developed or carried on from previous years, may not 
	clearly articulate the self-determination skills addressedŁ They felt the APP Tool helped 
	them to deliberately consider what concepts needed to be honed in APPsŁ

	HINDERING SELF-DETERMINATION
	HINDERING SELF-DETERMINATION

	Members of all three groups shared the APP Tool helped them identify APPs that 
	Members of all three groups shared the APP Tool helped them identify APPs that 
	hindered and highlighted self-determination skills not yet specifically addressed by 
	resources on their campusesŁ Importantly, group discussants reflected that APPs limiting 
	student choice may work against the development of self-determinationŁ For instance, 
	“Progression Policies” encourage students to complete a certain number of courses 
	in a specified amount of time or limit a student’s ability to change his/her/their major; 
	participants discussed how these policies directly impede students’ ability to make 
	choices about their academic careersŁ Participants also shared how well-intentioned APPs 
	may impede development of self-determination skills by “solving problems for students,” 
	and not explicitly teaching them how to problem solve independentlyŁ Describing a 
	program targeted at building community, one participant expressed “(the program) 
	orientates you to an institution so you get a sense of belongingŁ Helpful, helpful, helpfulŁ 
	But because we’re providing you a packaged sense of belonging, you’re not utilizing your 
	skills for self-determination to find your way, right?” Student Codes of Conduct were 
	another policy discussed that may confirm what is expected of students but may not 
	address the reason for behavioral expectations, thus limiting what students can learn from 
	themŁ Discussants indicated the APP Tool not only emphasized programs that promote 
	or hinder self-determination but additionally promoted thought about APPs that can be 
	revised to include a focus on such skillsŁ

	APP TOOL USES
	APP TOOL USES

	Focus group participants discussed ways that they could use the APP Tool with the 
	Focus group participants discussed ways that they could use the APP Tool with the 
	themes of implications and fostering collaboration discussed subsequentlyŁ 

	IMPLICATIONS
	IMPLICATIONS

	Participants expressed they could use the APP Tool to not only help themselves think 
	Participants expressed they could use the APP Tool to not only help themselves think 
	about self-determination, but also to assist students, their parents, and other higher 
	education professionalsŁ They discussed working collaboratively with students to fill in the 
	“challenge” section, which could lead students to articulate self-determination conceptsŁ 
	Next, they indicated the APP Tool could be utilized as a roadmap to match students with 
	programs that foster such skillsŁ In this way, the APP Tool may lead students to think 
	concretely about skill developmentŁ One participant said, “We address an issue without 
	ever addressing the skill that’s lacking— [this tool] could provide the opportunity to find 
	out what the lacked skill is and if the student wants help to develop that skillŁ” Several 
	other participants added the APP Tool may be used in similar conversations with parents 
	to guide them to understand the skills students are developingŁ

	FOSTERING COLLABORATION
	FOSTERING COLLABORATION

	The fourth theme addressed how the APP Tool may facilitate collaboration among 
	The fourth theme addressed how the APP Tool may facilitate collaboration among 
	different campus offices as they collectively work to foster student self-determinationŁ

	Discussants noted the APP Tool could be used to provide an overview of the skills 
	Discussants noted the APP Tool could be used to provide an overview of the skills 
	students should ideally develop, and departments could collaborate to determine which 
	APPs addressed the same or different skillsŁ One participant proposed:

	I can see it being used at different levels … this tool I think can be used more at a higher 
	I can see it being used at different levels … this tool I think can be used more at a higher 
	level thinking overall about everything being offered on campus and then at an individual 
	office level could use the tool to think aboutŁ How can we impact these in each of the 
	programs?

	Another participant believed the APP Tool could enable a universal process of 
	Another participant believed the APP Tool could enable a universal process of 
	addressing student decision making and problem-solving needs, stating, “I think if a 
	tool like this were tied in, it would be easy to follow up the stepsŁ What is the problem? 
	What is the office that it should go to? Did the student follow up?” Participants also 
	suggested providing the tool to faculty so they might consider the incorporation of self-
	determination goals into their courses, and to gather faculty feedback regarding potential 
	student self-determination needsŁ One participant mentioned collaborating with faculty 
	would “allow you to develop an institutional perspective on how you better build in 
	strategies that help students become more self-sufficient and who are able to advocate 
	for themselvesŁ” Overall, participants indicated utilizing the APP Tool institution-wide 
	would enable a focus on self-determination and provide its users with a common language 
	to describe potential self-determination goals for all studentsŁ

	Participants also saw themselves using the APP Tool collaboratively with students, 
	Participants also saw themselves using the APP Tool collaboratively with students, 
	especially to inform the “student challenges” sectionŁ They discussed collecting this 
	information from students using campus-wide surveys or using the APP Tool to drive 
	conversations with individual studentsŁ One participant proposed,

	I think this could be a helpful activity to do with the student and say like, ‘What do you 
	I think this could be a helpful activity to do with the student and say like, ‘What do you 
	think the five common challenges are?’ … instead of just one person looking at this, maybe 
	you need more like a dynamic activity with the student so that they can share what they’re 
	nervous about and we can point them in the right direction rather than us assuming what 
	they don’t know or the challenges areŁ

	Whether used by a variety of professionals or students, most participants felt the APP 
	Whether used by a variety of professionals or students, most participants felt the APP 
	Tool would encourage a pro-active approach to addressing student needsŁ “It’s an early 
	alert platformŁ” one participant expressedŁ She went on to describe how using the tool 
	had the potential to streamline communication about where students could go to develop 
	specific skills, stating “I think if a tool like this were tied in, it would be easy to follow up 
	the stepsŁ What is the problem? What is the office that it should go to?” Many participants 
	shared the problem of how many students currently “wait until they need services” to seek 
	them outŁ One participant noted the APP Tool might address this challenge:

	It becomes more of a reactive than a proactive approach … well, one, I may not seek out 
	It becomes more of a reactive than a proactive approach … well, one, I may not seek out 
	services just because I don’t know how to do that or I’m not comfortable, but even if I’m 
	going to, I’m not going to do it until I’m hitting that pointŁ

	The group discussed how the APP Tool could help professionals anticipate student needs 
	The group discussed how the APP Tool could help professionals anticipate student needs 
	by highlighting which self-determination skills are not addressed by current programmingŁ

	Equipped with this foresight, professionals can develop strategic programs to enhance 
	Equipped with this foresight, professionals can develop strategic programs to enhance 
	these skills and connect students with necessary supports before problems occurŁ

	SUGGESTED REVISIONS
	SUGGESTED REVISIONS

	Each focus group was also asked potential ways the APP Tool could be improvedŁ Several 
	Each focus group was also asked potential ways the APP Tool could be improvedŁ Several 
	suggestions emerged for improving the tool, which were (a) making changes to definitions 
	and formatting and (b) providing different versions of the tool for different populationsŁ 
	Several participants communicated concerns about potential users not understanding the 
	self-determination definitions, especially if these concepts were not a common component 
	of their disciplineŁ To alleviate this potential issue, several participants stressed the need 
	to ensure clarity of concepts and possibly provide examples of each (see Appendix A for 
	examples)Ł

	Proposed changes to formatting included creating both paper and digital versions of the 
	Proposed changes to formatting included creating both paper and digital versions of the 
	APP Tool and reconsidering the order of columnsŁ Several participants advised arranging 
	the “student challenges” and “self-determination outcome” columns adjacent to each 
	other to emphasize their connection; this suggestion was promoted in two of the three 
	focus groups, whereas members of the third group did not indicate this was necessaryŁ 

	Another participant suggested a future iteration of the APP Tool could include 
	Another participant suggested a future iteration of the APP Tool could include 
	descriptors, or “characteristics associated with” each component of self-determination, to 
	make these concepts tangible for studentsŁ He shared this potential addition:

	[It] would then help students identify ‘Oh, this is what I haveŁ This is what I think I haveŁ 
	[It] would then help students identify ‘Oh, this is what I haveŁ This is what I think I haveŁ 
	This is where I may be lacking,’ … If you’re going to set it as a goal to improve an area, you 
	can have observable, measurable characteristics to say you’ve acquired those over time 
	and then you help them see their own growthŁ

	The second category of suggested revision involved producing different versions of 
	The second category of suggested revision involved producing different versions of 
	the form catered to a variety of usersŁ Versions would incorporate either more or less 
	explanation of the self-determination concepts based on the users’ familiarity; additional 
	clarification would be especially relevant to student users, who may not have previously 
	encountered language describing self-determinationŁ A third proposed addition to the 
	APP Tool included adding a column to indicate how APPs are being advertised, which 
	may make it more helpful to studentsŁ Participants discussed how professionals must 
	not only create programs to address self- determination, but also must ensure that 
	students are learning about and participating in these opportunitiesŁ One participant 
	added, “students might be a little more into self-advocating if they just knew where to go 
	directlyŁ” Participants also saw the tool as being useful to all students, not merely those 
	with disabilitiesŁ

	Finally, while most participants described the tool as useful and could see its future use 
	Finally, while most participants described the tool as useful and could see its future use 
	on their campuses, there were several areas they felt the APP Tool did not addressŁ They 
	mentioned requiring more guidance regarding factors that undermine development of 
	self- determination development, as well as how to achieve student buy-inŁ

	DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
	DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

	This analysis addressed several research questions involving participants’ use of the APP 
	This analysis addressed several research questions involving participants’ use of the APP 
	Tool, including how and what aspects of the tool helped them consider self-determination, 
	and how and in what ways they see themselves employing the tool in their future workŁ 
	Several themes emerged from the interpretive analysis of participants’ feedbackŁ First, 
	the APP Tool prompted participants to consider the intended outcomes of APPs at their 
	institution and compare them to what they accomplishŁ Thus, utilizing the APP Tool led 
	participants to reflect on what self-determination outcomes were being supported by 
	campus programming, as well as what aspects of self-determination were not reflected in 
	their programmingŁ

	Second, participants were also prompted to think about the meaning of self- 
	Second, participants were also prompted to think about the meaning of self- 
	determination, connecting the concept to student developmental needs, and to think 
	strategically about how programs might be adapted or developed to incorporate this 
	focusŁ Third, in addition to affecting program development, participants stated the APP 
	Tool could be used to make the concept of self-determination explicit to professionals, 
	students, and even parentsŁ Finally, participants also indicated using the tool would 
	foster collaboration, as various campus offices could consider how their APPs do or do 
	not complement each otherŁ As participants considered collaborative use of the tool, 
	suggestions for improving the tool included making it maximally accessible to different 
	audiencesŁ

	IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS
	IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS

	The APP Tool may have a variety of uses and implications as noted by Madaus et alŁ 
	The APP Tool may have a variety of uses and implications as noted by Madaus et alŁ 
	(2020)Ł Though additional studies should be conducted on the APP Tool, this exploratory 
	study provided promising findings and implicationsŁ First, the APP Tool can be used at 
	multiple timepoints throughout the year as a way to track progress and gather ongoing 
	data on APPsŁ Second, it can be used as an evaluation and assessment tool for institutionsŁ 
	Specifically, the tool can be used by student affairs professionals to identify and evaluate 
	which current programs are most effective in fostering student self- determinationŁ 
	Highlighting the common challenges students faced can guide professionals to determine 
	whether they are being supported properly by the APPs currently in placeŁ To address 
	financial constraints related to program assessment, the tool could be used to determine 
	which APPs are most cost effective based on related self-determination outcomesŁ 
	Another implication of the APP Tool involved better informing staff on the importance 
	of self-determination and allowing for cross-program collaborationŁ During professional 
	development, the APP Tool can be featured to teach staff about self-determination and 
	how it relates to the current campus programsŁ Additionally, as the APP tool involves 
	perceptions of outcomes each APP addresses, not objective assessments of whether the 
	outcomes were achieved, it may be used as part of a comprehensive outcome assessment 
	process that allows for triangulation across different assessment tools or professionals 
	using themŁ Utilizing the APP Tool can also allow various campus offices, including 
	student affairs and disability resources, to have coordinated planning and enable the 
	creation of targeted support for studentsŁ Including user feedback from higher education 
	professionals was beneficial and ensured that future iterations of the tool will be most 
	helpful to those end usersŁ 

	IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS
	IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS

	The information collected from the three focus groups not only provided insights 
	The information collected from the three focus groups not only provided insights 
	regarding how professionals could use the APP Tool, but also informed its future 
	developmentŁ Additional trials in which postsecondary education professionals explore 
	and reflect on the APP Tool may produce further insightsŁ Feedback should also be sought 
	from higher education students to ensure that the tool is meeting their needsŁ Researchers 
	can continue to explore making revisions to the tool to increase its usability to a wider 
	group of individualsŁ Beyond direct implications for future iterations of the APP Tool, 
	these findings highlighted the overlap between student affairs and disability resource 
	professionalsŁ Specifically, members from both groups discussed the need to support 
	development of self-determination skills in the students they serveŁ Given student affairs 
	and disability resource professionals share common goals, future research might examine 
	collaboration between these two groups as a way to reach and support more studentsŁ 
	The broader discussion of activities, policies, and programs at institutions of higher 
	education that emerged from this study has implications for school policy by noting the 
	inaccessibility embedded into higher educationŁ Future research could continue to explore 
	barriers to student success at the college or university level to ensure that students from 
	all disadvantaged groups have an opportunity for success in postsecondary educationŁ

	LIMITATIONS
	LIMITATIONS

	Although the study was conducted using rigorous qualitative analysis, some limitations 
	Although the study was conducted using rigorous qualitative analysis, some limitations 
	are still presentŁ The focus groups were intentionally conducted by different APP Tool 
	authors; however, using a variety of moderators may have introduced some variability 
	to the focus group procedures and questionsŁ To mitigate procedural differences, a 
	common PowerPoint slideshow was used between moderators during each focus groupŁ 
	Second, participant demographic information beyond type of institution where they were 
	located was not collected, therefore, we could not comment on participants gender, race, 
	ethnicity, age, or other characteristicsŁ Third, this study included a convenience sample, 
	which means participants attending sessions on the topic were offered the opportunity to 
	participate in the focus groupŁ Therefore, given that this was an exploratory study, a more 
	representative sample could not be established at this point in timeŁ Fourth, potential 
	limitations when using focus groups, including the current project, are “the tendency 
	for certain types of socially acceptable opinions to emerge” (Smithson, 2000, pŁ 116), as 
	well as the possibility of certain participants dominating the conversation and research 
	processŁ Fifth, the focus groups only included the professionals who would be utilizing this 
	tool, and no student feedback, which should be a focus of future studies, as challenges 
	students faced are the focus of this ToolŁ For example, the challenges that professionals 
	listed may be different from the challenges experienced by studentsŁ Sixth, the data was 
	coded only by two researchers and an additional party was not consulted, which would 
	have provided additional perspectives on the data that the two researchers may not 
	haveŁ Finally, feedback on the APP Tool was provided after participants heard about and 
	examined the toolŁ They did not have the chance to put the tool into practice, thus limiting 
	some reflectionŁ

	CONCLUSION
	CONCLUSION

	Self-determination may present a useful framework with which to guide campus 
	Self-determination may present a useful framework with which to guide campus 
	programming and foster student-developmentŁ The APP Tool was therefore created to 
	support student affairs professionals to connect activities, programs, and policies (APPs) 
	with common self-determination related challenges that college students may face 
	(Madaus et alŁ, 2020)Ł This study contributed to the self-determination and postsecondary 
	education research literature as it gathered and analyzed data regarding the usability of 
	the APP Tool from the perspective of higher education professionalsŁ The findings of this 
	study supported that the APP Tool has the potential to shape campus programming and 
	promote a campus-wide focus on self-determination for all college students including 
	SWDŁ
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